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Yearbook

This is the third annual HIAP publication, which 

gives an overview of our activities during 2016. 

This publication features articles related to 46 

residencies, which is more than half of all of the 

74 residencies we hosted in 2016. In 2016, HIAP 

hosted 55 events and this publication features 

only a small sampling of these.  

To find all of the bios of the residency guests and 

more articles related to residencies, please take 

a look at our website and blog:

www.hiap.fi

www.hiaphelsinki.tumblr.com
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On Creative Hubris and Stress

How much can an organisation strive to achieve with 
limited resources? How far can one push the limits? How 
much can an organisation demand from an employee? 
And how can an individual person set realistic goals for 
oneself?

These are questions that HIAP staff had to seriously 
deal with during 2016. Even though this was mostly an 
internal issue for HIAP, I chose to write about this topic 
since these questions are pertinent for many people who 
work in arts and culture.

When it comes to art, great ambitions are usually 
involved, and the resources are rarely sufficient, even 
if the only needed resource would be time that can be 
dedicated to work. Learning to find the right balance is a 
form of art in itself. If one does not aim high enough, the 
whole work process might lose its meaning. On the other 
hand, pushing the limits too far might have catastrophic 
consequences for both work and life.

Artist residencies have a peculiar position in all of 
this. Most of them – including HIAP – do not make specific 
demands for what an artist should accomplish during the 
residency. Artist residencies can offer a rare chance for an 
artist to take a break, to have time to explore and exper-
iment, or just simply to rest and digest. Or the opposite 
– they can be a chance for intense and focused work, when 
one is away from the daily chores and distractions of one’s 
usual surroundings. There is a chance and temptation to 
dive into the hubris of creation, to the addictive state of 
following the flow of the work and pushing the boundaries 
to reach the desired results.

Unfortunately, there is no one simple recipe of how 
to do this right. It’s a question of skills and sensibilities that 
one can only learn via practice, and this is something that 

is difficult to learn on one’s own – it’s shared knowledge 
that needs to exist in the arts community. And luckily, it 
does, in plentiful amounts. Despite all the fierce competi-
tion that is involved, in my opinion, the arts community is 
still the best support platform for work processes that can 
involve great amounts of uncertainty, unexpected turns 
and emotional stress. We also constantly keep learning 
more – the anxieties and paradoxes of contemporary 
work life is a topic in itself in arts. These issues can be 
brought up, discussed and dealt with, even though no 
perfect solutions would exist. This was also strongly visi-
ble in the activities at HIAP during 2016. The Polyphonic 
Discussion with Jacques Rancière focused on topics such 
as equality, emancipation and social struggles. The Night 
Schoolers group gathered in HIAP Suomenlinna on sev-
eral occasions to discuss art worker’s conditions and the 
possibilities of forming solidarities. In the Residencies 
Reflected symposium, Pascal Gielen’s powerful keynote 
focused on the blurring of private and public space, and 
the discomfort that can arise when an artist’s own life 
becomes a commodity. And so on – this list could be con-
tinued by several other examples. 

All in all, 2016 at HIAP left me with a strong sense 
of empowerment and meaningful agency, in midst of this 
odd era of post-truth and precariousness.

And how did the HIAP staff deal with its own 
challenges?

Throughout the year, we had several meetings that 
involved the whole staff, members of the HIAP board 
and invited experts. We were able to identify the key 
problems, and make a plan of how to evolve HIAP into a 
better working environment. In the process, I personally 
learned a lot, and I think this is the case for everyone else 

involved. I’m very happy that there is a stable base of trust 
and openness in HIAP that allowed us to go through this 
process together. I’m also glad to work in the field of art, 
where these topics can be brought up and digested.

My sincere thanks to everyone who was involved 
in the HIAP journey in 2016! And congratulations for the 
HIAP 2016 resident artists for all the impressive work they 
created, and furthermore to all our partners and collabo-
rators who made this a very special, diverse year.

Juha Huuskonen

Director, HIAP
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HIAP Gallery Augusta  
& HIAP Project Space

HIAP, located on Susisaari island in Suomenlinna, pro-
vides two dynamic event spaces: HIAP Gallery Augusta 
and HIAP Project Space. HIAP Gallery Augusta, a non-
profit exhibition space, hosts numerous exhibitions, 
performances, and festival events throughout the year. 
HIAP Project Space operates as a versatile event space 
that houses workshops, seminars, and lectures.

Originally built as a barrack in the 19th century, 
both areas have been beautifully renovated allowing 

HIAP Gallery Augusta 175 sq. metres and HIAP Project 
Space 130 sq. metres of adaptable art space. Both the 
gallery and project space function as diverse and flexible 
venues promoting the growth and understanding of art 
through open and varied exchanges. Each space, adjacent 
to HIAP’s office and situated near the island’s residency 
studios, is available for use to current residents as well 
as the local community.
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HIAP Gallery Augusta / Exhibition 
“Weaving around the Void” by Wolf 
von Kries. Photo by Wolf von Kries.
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Photo by Sergio Urbina
HIAP Suomenlinna Studios
& Guest Rooms

HIAP Suomenlinna Studios is a two-story, red brick bar-
racks, originally built in the 18th century. The complex is
comprised of nine residential units, five artists’ studios
and four guest rooms. Studios occupy 80-120 sq. metres
and are divided between a downstairs work space and a
separate loft-style living space. Each guest room occu-
pies approximately 30 sq. metres and can house up to two 
persons at a time. The guest rooms are mainly offered to 
artists, curators, writers, researchers and critics from 
visual arts fields.
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HIAP Cable Factory Studios

The Cable Factory, situated on the western waterfront 
of the city, was used to manufacture cable and telephone 
equipment by Nokia from 1940 until the mid-1980’s. With 
over five hectares of floor space, Cable Factory is the larg-
est cultural structure in Helsinki. Dozens of studios for 
artists, architects, designers and musicians, as well as 
museums, art schools, non-profit organisations, com-
mercial enterprises, dance and publishing companies and 
other cultural institutions inhabit the complex. The Cable 
Factory is the daily workplace for over seven hundred pro-
fessionals in every field of art and creative business.

HIAP Cable Factory Studios are located on the 
fourth floor of the Cable Factory cultural centre. The three 
studios, each 60 sq. metres, are fully equipped for inde-
pendent living and working.
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Residencies
Lene Baadsvig Ørmen (Norway)
HIAP Residency Programme 

Josephine Baan (Netherlands)
HIAP Residency Programme

Anne-Maree Barry (Ireland)
Helsinki-Dublin Residency Exchange

Bartaku (Finland / Belgium) Frontiers in Retreat

Jordan Baseman (UK) HIAP Residency Programme

Rebecca Baumann (Australia)
HIAP Residency Programme

Sylvia Grace Borda (Canada / UK) Frontiers in Retreat

Benjamin Bratton (USA) HIAP Residency Programme

Ofri Cnaani (USA) HIAP Residency Programme

Rana Dasgupta (India) Resident Fellow Programme of
the Academy of Fine Arts

Sofia Duchovny (Germany)
Helsinki-Frankfurt Residency Exchange

Jean-Maxime Dufresne & Virginie Laganière (Canada)
HIAP Residency Programme

Ramy Essam (Egypti) Safe Haven Helsinki

Antonio Fiorentino (Italy) HIAP Residency Programme

Carl Giffney (Ireland) Frontiers in Retreat

Residencies In 2016

Ásdís Sif Gunnarsdóttír (Iceland)
HIAP Residency Programme 

Terike Haapoja (USA / Finland) Frontiers in Retreat

Eveliina Hämäläinen (Finland) Academy of Fine Arts
Studio Space Residency

Harrie Liveart / Saija Meriläinen & Meri Linna
(Finland) Academy of Fine Arts Studio Space Residency

Laura Harrington (UK) HIAP Residency Programme

Jukka Hautamäki (Finland) HIAP Residency
Programme

Kolbeinn Hugi Hoskuldsson (Iceland) HIAP Residency
Programme

Fermin Jimenez Landa (Spain)
El Ranchito Residency Exchange

Heidi Kilpeläinen (Finland)
HIAP Residency Programme

Nata Kipiani (Georgia)
Helsinki-Tbilisi Residency Exchange

Irina Korina (Russia) Connecting Points

Wolf von Kries (Germany) Resident Fellow Programme
of the Academy of Fine Arts

Ousama Lazkani (Syria) Nordic Fresh Air

Howard Lotker (Czech Republic)
in collaboration with Kiasma Theatre / URB Festival

Cristina Maldonado (Mexico) in collaboration with
Kiasma Theatre / URB Festival

Ross Manning (Australia) HIAP Residency Programme

Elena Mazzi (Italy) HIAP Residency Programme

Arash Moori (Spain) El Ranchito Residency Exchange

Anna Moreno (Netherlands) HIAP Residency
Programme

Mirko Nikolic (Serbia / UK) Frontiers in Retreat

Antti Nyyssölä (Finland) HIAP Residency Programme

Sami Nyyssölä (Finland) CUNE Comics in Residence

Erkan Özgen (Kurdistan) Safe Haven Helsinki

Georgios Papadopoulos (Greece)
HIAP Residency Programme

Luca Picardi (UK) Design Residency Programme

Minna Pöllänen (Finland) HIAP Residency Programme

Annie Prime (UK) FILI Translators Residency

Anastasia Ryabova (Russia) Resident Fellow
Programme of the Academy of Fine Arts

Willoh S. Weiland & James Brennan (Australia)HIAP 
Residency Programme 

Jowan Safadi (Palestine) Safe Haven Helsinki

Karin von Schantz (Denmark)
CUNE Comics in Residence

Liina Siib (Estonia) HIAP Residency Programme

Mikkel Sommer (Germany) CUNE Comics in Residence

Polly Stanton (Australia) HIAP Residency Programme

Ane Vegane Sortland (Sweden)
CUNE Comics in Residence 

Ósk Vilhjálmsdóttir (Iceland)
HIAP Residency Programme

Tracey Warr (France / UK) Frontiers in Retreat

Owen Witesman (USA) FILI Translators Residency

Curator Residencies
Xavier Acarin (USA)
Helsinki International Curatorial Programme

Jaroslav Anděl (Czech Republic)

Adelaide Bannerman (UK)
Helsinki International Curatorial Programme

Richard Birkett (USA)
Helsinki International Curatorial Programme

Nina Czegledy (Canada)
in collaboration with Finnish Bioart Society

Alessandro Facente (USA) 
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Stefanie Hessler (Sweden / Austria)  
in collaboration with Nordiska konstförbundet and CRIS

Eunea Lee (Korea)  
in collaboration with ARKO Arts Council Korea

Marianne Mulvey (UK) 
Helsinki International Curatorial Programme

Nadja Quante (Germany)  
in collaboration with Goethe-Institut

Jason St-Laurent (Canada)  
in collaboration with MUU Artists’ Association

Nerea Ubieto (Spain)

Group Residencies
Auto Italia / Lauren Barnes, Marleen Boschen, Kate 
Cooper, Ruth Angel Edwards, Marianne Forrest, Ravi 
Govender, Louisa Martin, Billy Howard Price, Emily 
Pope, Charles Pryor, Erica Scourti

COLLABORATION_10 / Leonie Felle, Beate Engl, 
Maximilian Geuter, Philipp Messner, Alexander Steig, 
Thomas Thiede

Justyne Li, Wayson Poon, Ivy Tsui  
in collaboration with Zodiak Center for New Dance

pick nick / Alkis Hadjiandreou, Panayiotis Michael, 
Maria Petrides

TOKAMAK / Olga Zhitlina, Emily Newman, Vlada 
Milovskaya, Egor Shmonin, Michael Koliner, Oreen 
Cohen, Pavel Arsenev, Anastasia Vepreva, Kirill Tulin, 
Giulia Landonio, Andrey Yakimov, Lera Mostovaya, 
Natalia Glushkova, Manuella Unverdorben, Maria Veits, 
Anastasia Kizilova

Videokaffe collective / Mark Andreas, Stas Bags, Ana-
stasya Skvortsova, Sebastian Ziegler

Wild Angelicas / Maria Duncker, Anne Hiekkaranta, 
Tanja Koponen, Jukka Rusanen, Mimosa Pale

Residency Exchanges
Residencies for Finnish artists and curators in residency 
centres around the world:

Sara Bjarland  
Temple Bar Gallery and Studios (Dublin)

Anna Estarriola & Nastja Säde Rönkkö 
El Ranchito / Matadero Madrid (Madrid)

Andrew Gryf Paterson 
das weisse haus (Vienna)

Jonna Kina & Aleksi Kraama  
NKF Malongen (Stockholm)

Jaana Laakkonen  
Production and Exhibition Platform basis e.V (Frankfurt)

Rudolf Merz & Peter Schmid  
Center for Contemporary Art (Tbilisi)

Anna Mikkola  
Lighthouse (Brighton)

Marina Valle Noronha  
NKF Malongen (Stockholm)
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Lucy was young, but mature, when she died. Some may have described her as beautiful, in 
an innocent, childlike way. Unfortunately, however, she did not have much of a brain. Foraging 
being her primary source of nourishment, she was collecting nuts and roots when she spotted 
some figs in a Sycamore Fig Tree. Determined, she started to climb.

Falling to her death, she would have damned her feet if she could. Short-toed and 
staunch, they had proven to be utterly useless for climbing trees. She would have, but she 
couldn’t: for the life of her, she didn’t know what damning was. Nor could she have known the 
significance of those very feet, fallible, as they seemed.

“Poor Lucy!”
Her small frame of 105 centimetres was found in several hundred pieces, below the dust 

and sand of the Awash Valley in Ethiopia. Named after a 70’s pop song, Lucy became famous 
3.2 million years after her death. On top of her humanoid skeleton sat an apelike skull, with 
a flat nose, a strongly protruding lower jaw and a small braincase, which would have housed 
a brain no larger than that of a chimp. Unlike apes however, her hip, knee, and ankle joints as 
well as the aforementioned stubborn feet were pieced together to reveal an upright position, 
akin to the way humans walk on two legs. To the astonishment of many, Lucy taught us that 
bipedalism preceded human intelligence.

And so it was, and so it will be. Theory of human evolution consequently premises that 
we were able to walk before we were able to think. Moreover, the development of our intel-
ligence is contributed to the fact that we freed up our hands once bipedalism was achieved. 
Roaming the fingers both simultaneously and separately from the feet: at once touching, 
carrying, grabbing, assembling and caressing our way through life. Tactile experience and 
the construction of objects accelerated brain growth; we quite literally walked our way into 
cleverness. Today, as we swipe our smartphones and sip coffee whilst strolling down busy city 
streets, the proof of our progress is unquestionable.

For millions of years, our wandering ancestors have traversed, discovered, shaped, and 
learned to understand the world in which they found themselves, through movement of 
the feet, touch of the hands and with their heads in the air. Footstep, breath, heartbeat and 
thought coincide to form a rhythm, a flow. Being-in-the-world as a bodily experience forms the 
very basis of our knowledge production. It is no coincidence that wandering and wondering 
are almost the same word. 

Josephine Baan
LEARNING HOW TO WALK

Image courtesy  
of the artist.
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A shift from the nomadic to the rooted is evidenced a mere 23,000 years ago, in the 
remains of year-round camps found during a severe draught in the Sea of Galilee. The first 
settlements in stone date back no further than 14,000 years. It is in this decisive moment 
that people chose to stop moving and to start living together in established communities 
that the foundation of all that came after was laid: organised religion, writing, cities, trading, 
borders, material wealth, social inequality, traffic jams, mobile phones and ethnocentricity. 
The Great Civilising Mission had begun.

Why did humans decide to stop walking the earth, instead to settle for what Baudelaire 
once described as: “…the Great Malady; the horror of home.”1 Our nature lies in movement, 
and yet “psychiatrists, politicians and tyrants are forever assuring us that the wandering life 
is an aberrant form of behaviour; a neurosis; a form of unfulfilled sexual longing; a sickness 
which, in the interests of civilization, must be suppressed.”2 Throughout history, tribes and 
peoples with wandering in their genes have suffered continuous stigmatization, expulsion 
and attempted destruction in the name of progress and edification. 

The myriad movement of human thought and footstep never asked for a grid. Never-
theless, a grid they got. Imposed upon cities, buildings, brains, days, wrists and hand palms, 
a map-like overlay offers unimaginative solutions and repetitive patterns designed to solve, 
indeed civilise, the daily ramblings of mind and body. Pre-packaged and ubiquitous sugges-
tions on where to go <in life> and how to get there, omitting any detours or chances of getting 
lost. 

Its slowness regarded as inefficient in an accelerated reality, the choice to walk is an 
increasingly less obvious one, making way for cars, trains, planes and hoverboards. City streets 
are no longer shaped by the winding paths of desire lines as were once created afoot, instead 
following methodically organised architecture/infrastructure, designed to accommodate 
traffic rather than pedestrians. Replacing knowledge, intuition or whim, we follow flat, grey 
arrangements, interspersed with rectangles, oblongs and patches of green, as the reference 
point to most of our navigation. Point A to point B is walked, cycled, driven, publicly trans-
ported, lived or Ubered in minutely calculated slices of time, highlighting efficiency without 
the need of a single thought. Like programmed automata, movement in all of its forms is 
reduced to a succession of predetermined steps. Indeed, the word “domesticated animal” is 
synonymous to “slave” in many languages worldwide.

The question we might want to ask ourselves is this: if walking was the cause for our 
intelligence, what happens when we stop walking?

The Taoist word “to wander” is code for becoming ecstatic. Considering all that technol-
ogy has impacted, walking is still an amateur act, largely unimproved since its inception. It 

1  Baudelaire, Journaux Intimes
2  Bruce Chatwin, The Songlines 
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is free and available to most, practised regardless of age, gender, nationality, wealth, class or 
race. In this sense it is a democratic, unifying act; it is not without reason that most demon-
strations, even revolutions, happen on foot. And yet, who walks where depends on exactly 
those aforementioned criterions, whether determined by rule or by fear. We might be free 
to walk but we are not free to move. And not only does it matter where we walk, but how 
we walk counts for something too. In 1984 in Bangor, Maine, a young man was thrown off a 
bridge and killed because of his feminine gait, which sparked a homophobic frenzy in a group 
of passer-by’s.

Stroll, saunter, amble, trudge, plod, drift, dawdle, hike, tramp, trek, march, meander, 
stride, troop, patrol, wander, strut, ramble, tread, mosey, pootle, prowl, slouch, footslog, prom-
enade, roam, shuffle, traipse: there are many ways to walk. Each verb expresses the mood, aim 
and in some cases length of the walk, inspiring a mental image of which person might walk 
in that particular way. What marks the face of a wanderer? How does the one who slouches 
speak? What clothes do those promenading wear? How does the tramp make love? 

It is an exaggeration to say that the demise of walking coincides with the rise of igno-
rance. Yet, in the face of its obsolescence, walking seems more relevant now than ever. Subject 
to the suspicious gaze of human and machine; facing the evil eye of tradition and territory; 
blocked by law, by fences or by force; it is one of the most heavily controlled forms of move-
ment today. An anomaly in fast paced society, in which the pace is no longer determined by 
the tread of a foot, nor distance by the strength of the legs, neither knowledge via the body 
by moving unhurriedly through and in the world; there lies a potential in walking which is 
both resistant as well as unifying. The epitome of defiance through walking might very well 
be the flâneur, an ambiguous figure who formed the point of departure for Walter Benjamin’s 
unfinished Arcades Project. Both participating in society as well as being detached from it, 
the flâneur would saunter about the city aimlessly, observing urban life, following whim 
and appetite without having anything too definite in mind. He visually consumed goods and 
women while resisting the speed of industrialization and the pressure to produce. That said, 
however, the flâneur is (naturally) a Bourgeois, possessing the time, the means and the priv-
ilege that enables his flânerie. 

One can walk away from a bad situation, or walk shoulder to shoulder in support. One 
can walk it off, keep walking, and walk towards a new horizon. Or one can simply walk. After 
all it is easy to talk the talk, but ultimately, we must walk the walk. When the Greek philos-
opher Zeno posed the question whether motion was real, Diogenes the Cynic responded by 
simply getting up and walking out. I gladly take to heart the Latin phrase borne out of this 
act: Solvitur Ambulando – it is solved by walking.

www.josephinebaan.com
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Moments of transition are suspensions of time and space pregnant with numerous possibilities. 
Migratory in characteristic, their liminality is framed by the contexts of departure and arrival, 
within which one might reside in a fruitfully tense and furtive suspension that will eventually deter-
mine an onward movement. It is there where I’m found ingesting a wild urban honey of materials, 
conversations, and perspectives, making sense of 19th-century black female agency, life and aspi-
ration, drawn in alignment to her 21st-century counterpart in northern Europe. Me. The “curator.”

Spiritually riffing from David Wojnarowicz’s Mask of Rimbaud1, I wonder what I might see 
or learn about contemporary Finland and its past through the eye apertures of Rosa Emilia Clay2 
– my Namibian-Finnish muse whose help I have solicited to guide and form my movements and 
conversations with artists in this young country as it gears up to take a look at its one-hundred-
year-old self in the mirror. Does it see iterations of us from its past/present/future as part of its 
reflection? Yayoi, Tove, Niki, Eeva, Sasha, Giovanna, Leena, Anna, Mira, Raija, Satu, Wisam, Yiling, 
Sonya, Hanna, Kira, Minna, Tuija, Jenni, Marina, Sofia, Xavi, Ima, Samppa, Enrique, Michael, Hannu, 
Esko, Aarno and Jyrki in different and, perhaps to some, in not so obvious ways, kept me moving 
around impressions of the national folklore, contemporary visual art, movement practice, critical 
theory and emerging modes of cultural production, including research and the recovery of narra-
tives from archives. 

Of course, there are questions and conversations, which will continue to follow through for 
this “African Girl,”3 which will reveal themselves in an episodic fashion.  

Adelaide Bannerman was in residence at HIAP in context of HICP – Helsinki International Curato-
rial Programme, realised as a collaboration between Frame Contemporary Art Finland and HIAP.

adelaidebannerman.tumblr.com

Adelaide Bannerman
The Soul at Work

EEVA PEURA
Queen Bee,
watercolor on paper,  
19 cm x 28 cm
2016

1 David Wojnarowicz’s Arthur Rimbaud in New York (1978–79) is a series of photographs taken in New 
York; a psychogeography around personally significant sites of pleasure and trauma by the artist who appro-
priated the only known photograph of the French poet Rimbaud at age sixteen taken by studio photogra-
pher Etienne Carjat in 1871.

2  Rosa Emilia Clay (1875-1959) at the age of 13 with Finnish missionaries Karl and Ida Weikkolin, arrived 
in Finland from the South Western African country of Namibia in 1888. She continued her education, and 
eventually became a Finnish citizen in 1899. Rosa was a primary school teacher, first near Kuopio, and then 
for three years in Tampere. She eventually left Finland for the United States of America and became a part 
of a greater Northern European migration already in progress from the mid 19th century. She was later 
known as Rosa Lemberg; singer, actor, director, and mother.

3  My presence thus rendered by an inebriated artist at a private view.
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Anne-Maree Barry specializes in site-specific video work, which falls somewhere in between 
fiction and documentary. The documentary methodology comes from an interest in the places 
Anne-Maree visits and the surrounding environments. During her travels, Anne-Maree wants 
to find out information that she is not privy to by talking to as many people as possible.

Anne-Maree has been travelling a lot in the past two years, meeting architects, research-
ers, and urban planners. These encounters are necessary for her practice. Film is a very 
collaborative medium, so one needs to establish relationships with others. There is one aspect 
of her work, however, which does not require the company of others. Recently, Anne-Maree 
has started to write more of her own scripts.

Suomenlinna island is, however, a rather solitary environment. During her HIAP resi-
dency, Anne-Maree has tried to reconcile two different ways of approaching the environment; 
on one hand, there is the solitude and seclusion of the island, and on the other: there are the 
seminars, events, and happenings on the main land, which she has been attending. “With 
isolation eventually comes a realization of what you are doing and where you are going with 
your work,” Anne-Maree says. Yet isolation is not something she aspires to.

Her film tells the story of a utopian island, not unlike Suomenlinna. Anne-Maree is look-
ing to create a narrative that represents her time in Suomenlinna, while researching factual 
issues relevant to the area. She has also been looking at tourists trying to navigate the island, 
maintaining her distance from them, yet not quite feeling local either.

Anne-Maree is delightfully open about her popular culture references. The histories 
and stories of Suomenlinna reminded her of the “Game of Thrones” series, while the landscape 
of the island made her think of the film “Breaking the Waves.“ “The aesthetic of that film will 
definitely feed into my own documentary,” she tells me. Another film she has been watching 
while on the island is “Don’t Look Now,” which is set in Venice. The sound of the film’s main 
character’s heels against the cobblestones repeats itself while Anne-Maree walks around 
Suomenlinna. The sound of the cobblestones is there, too. The past meets the present, and 
the film reality meets the reality of the artist in Suomenlinna.

Living on the island has very much inspired the film work that Anne-Maree has pro-
duced. She is intuitive to the environment in that sense.

The seclusion of the island is balanced out by the almost excessive amount of events and 
happenings Anne-Maree has attended on the main land – a seminar “Consensus/Dissensus Art 
and Politics” organised by The Finnish Society for Aesthetics, AAVE Festival, In-Between: Art, 

Photographs courtesy 
of the artist from the 
series “Hopealinna”

Education and Politics in the Post-Welfare State conference and the Chimurenga Library & Pan 
African Space Station at Kallio Library curated by Ahmed Al-Nawas for Checkpoint Helsinki, 
to name a few. They have introduced her not only to a great number of interesting people, 
but also to the Finnish way of thinking.

Anne Maree Barry’s residency was realized in collaboration with Temple Bar Gallery and 
Studios, Dublin, and supported by The Arts Council of Ireland.

www.annemareebarry.com
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Anne-Maree Barry
On Isolation and Company
Text by Athanasía Aarniosuo



INTRODUCTORY
Having abandoned Brussels and being pulled into Helsinki by the berry named Aronia melano-
carpa, Bartaku went into the second HIAP residency in the framework of Frontiers in Retreat. 
One springtime month of deepening some parts of the evolving berry-Bartaku relationship. 
In this article, the author, writing on behalf of the berry-Bartaku constellation, gives a wordy 
account of the process, the relational context of the residency and an unreflective exercise 
of description, as an example of method. For you, the reader, it is important to know that 
the source, pulse, and energy of the (un)doings are situated at the 1Ha Aronia m. Plantation 
(1HAmP) at the edge of Aizpute town in Midwest Latvia. 

TXT PROTOCOL
Hereby the protocol for the residency proceedings:
<“Every YES has to be a child of a NO”>
Varis Sants, Winemaker, spirits guide. Sept 11th, 2013, Aizpute (Lat)

NOMENCLATURE 
September 3rd 2014. At the edge of a shrinking town not far from the Baltic Sea, Bartaku wan-
ders as usual at that time of year at the 1 Ha Aronia melanocarpa Plantation (1HAmP). Amidst 
thousands of Aronia m. bushes, he senses their discontent with their formal scientifically 
given name “Aronia melanocarpa (Michaux) Elliot.” At an instance, without any reflection, a 
new name is spoken out: Baroa belaobara. The bush tension drops drastically, Bartaku bodily 
understands it is the right name that came. 

A few seconds later, that sudden void that arose due to Aronia m. no longer referring to a 
flesh fruity some-thing, was filled: a graphic sketch of a possible new Aronia m. materialized. A 
future berry with new aesthetics and metabolites that would express the intrinsic properties 
of the human linguistic representational construct “Aronia m.”

O.P. Sharma writes “Every Human Being is a Taxonomist. Every human being always 
behaves as a taxonomist.” On the prior page, he states “The term taxonomy was first coined 

Bart Vandeput (°1970, Hasselt, BE) writing on Bartaku’s (°1996, 
Kobe, Jap.) HIAP residency period: April 1st 2016 till April 30th 2016. 
Location: The Cable Factory / Kaapelitehdas, Tallbergin katu 1 C 
15, Helsinki, Finland – Lon/Lat 60.162149 – 24.904105 – Studio Light 
Orientation: North

Collecting Aronia m. at 
1HAmp under Smema 
cam. Aizpute (Lat.)
Photo by Bartaku
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and used by the famous French botanist A.P. de Candolle in 1813 in his book ‘Theorie Elémen-
taire de la Botanique.’” (Shoarma, 2009)  

Following O.P. Sharma then, since 1813, when the term was first coined, every human 
being is a taxonomist and said to always behave as a taxonomist ever since. 

The future act of “Nomenclatural morphing” is foreseen. A name change request to 
modify Aronia m. (Michx.) Elliott into Baroa belaobara will be delivered according to the 
protocol of “The International Code of Nomenclature for algae, fungi, and plants” by The 
International Association for Plant Taxonomy (IAPT). For the physical formal wordings of the 
procedure, Babe-ink will be used, applied on a medium, possibly living flesh. 

Hence the explorative wandering at the Helsinki Ink Festival, April 2016, where hands-on 
knowledge of ink-on-the-skin is demonstrated and applied. No sign still of non-human ink 
seeping out from the inside to the skin surface.

Hence the experimentation with microfluidics in an Antti Tenetz (artist, Fin.) and Marika 
Hellman (lab manager, Fin.) facilitated workshop at Biofilia lab at Aalto University. There, it 
was the graphic essence of Aronia m. that ended up under U.V. light, less than 55 seconds. 

For now, this act, observation and matter lie dormant, next to Aronia seeds. Dormant, 
as well.  

As for the above-mentioned code, it is most certain that the name change request will 
be rejected due particularly to the discontinuation of the genus name “Aronia.” Its rejection is 
most likely due to not complying with “the provision of a stable method of naming taxonomic 
groups, avoiding and rejecting the use of names that may cause error or ambiguity or throw 
science into confusion; … the avoidance of the useless creation of names.” 

Nevertheless, resilient Baroa belaobara, Baroa b. or Babe, will swirl further, seeping into 
realms that transcend the formal and possibly transform the latter after all. The name Baroa 
belaobara will be used and disseminated through the artistic practice that serves Aronia m. 
from 1HaMP. Therefore <Aronia m. (or melanocarpa)> –> <Aronia m.> –> <Baroa belaobara> 
or <Baroa b.> or <Babe>. 

“And the Aronia berry, is an apple”
Anete Borodušķe, molecular biologist from the Faculty of Biology of the University of 

Latvia at FiR incubator at Serde art center. Sept. 11th, 2015, Aizpute (Lat) 

SHAPE SHIFT 
“Photo documenting sudden change on the plantation at the edge of Aizpute, and reassuring 
the interwoven past present and future. A future that comprises Otaniemi soil, where the 
outline of the future shape of new Aronia m. is geomorphically established in the form of 11 
plants – the “cornerstones” of the “Otaniemi Aronia m.BaBe Dstrbtd. Plantation”  - Bartaku 
Mail to Jenni Nurmenniemi and Jaana Eskola (HIAP/Frontiers in Retreat), May 3rd, 2016 

The aforementioned intention to resume recent Aronia events was sent after an unex-
pected visit to 1HAmP on the last days of the residency. The abrupt travel was undertaken 
following a phone call saying that something was happening at the plantation and that it would 
be good to go there, and rather rapidly at that. In Aizpute, it became clear that the grandson 
of the grandfather who had a leading function during the sovkhoz times, prevented 1HAmP 

Portrait of 1HaMP 
renting man and Sme-
ma camera – 1HaMP, 
Aizpute (Lat)
Photo by Bartaku  
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from being sold to an agri-industrial entity. Instead, the young man had decided instantly and 
unreflectively, convinced of doing the right thing, to rent the plantation from the 15 planta-
tion lot owners. This young man often took part in the Babe-Bartaku fused undertakings at 
the plantation. The following wordings are an instant attempt to describe the happenings:

Haunting words. Check need. Fog. Dogs barking. Grounding morning. Meeting 1HAmP 
plantation - plantation young man. Preventing Allotment number 64720080072 to be sold. 
Agri-industrial pension fund agent blocked. Young man sensing force of “Baroa b.”  Young 
man being younger helped harvesting Babe. Young man renting for coming years. From 15 
remaining lot owners. Young man photoshoot. Human companion to Babe biotope. Babe’s 
young shoots and plants being dug out. Babe’s into van. Wrapped in humid newspaper. Good-
bye’s. Road Boat northbound. Spring turned backwards. Monday April 25th. Tuesday 26th. 
Twenty-two Babe bushes in van. Digital sketch. Double exposure. Map of Otaniemi/Espoo 
campus. 22 fingertippings on Ipadglass. Virtual 1HAmP extension distributed. One night one 
day planting 22 Babes.

At the time of writing, eleven surviving 1HAmP Aronia m. bushes are distributed over 
the Otaniemi campus forming the shape of the future Aronia m. The open space between 
the little plant dots is to be filled up over time. Time that seemingly can be sped up, protocol 
wise, with morphing Babes becoming future Aronia m. inside the clean nearby laboratories.

A POSTERIORI
“… I was excited about how the Aronia plantation is becoming a specific form of extra-terri-
toriality through your ongoing (non-propertied) engagement! It is physically part of Aizpute, 
but, to some extent, it is also a territory that travels with you, and re-materializes in other 
contexts, thus becoming a sort of collective supra-national imagery. Aronia become nomadic 
through your mediation! And, in fact, they can also reterritorialize Otaniemi, or in a laboratory! 
From that perspective, where does the plantation begin or end? 

I was also thinking about how the plantation becomes, in some way, also part of Serde. 
If we begin imagining artist residencies as bodies that become accountable for entities that 
guest residents worked with. Since you, as a foreigner, do not have Latvian citizenship, perhaps 
Serde can incorporate the plantation. Of course, these types of affiliation wouldn’t be of the 
ownership type, but rather like bonds of accountability and responsibility. This could all tie 
in with my Finnish project of thinking on how to extra-territorialize minerals from Finnish 
jurisdiction... “ -  Mirko Nikolic, mail from Nov. 23rd, 2016.

Bartaku’s residency was realised in context of Frontiers in Retreat programme. 

Collecting Aronia m. at 
1HAmp under Smema 
cam. Aizpute (Lat.)
Photo by Bartaku

IAPT > www.iapt-taxon.org/nomen/main.php
Sharma, O.P. (2009). Plant Taxonomy. Tata Mc Graw Hill, New Delhi. p.2, 3
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Jordan Baseman
When God Says Hello
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Rebecca Baumann (b. 1983) lives and works in Perth, Aus-
tralia. She visited HIAP between February 5th and April 
29th of 2016, in the hopes of coming across interesting 
light phenomena, such as the Northern lights.

A long residency period in the isolated envi-
ronment of Suomenlinna, as well as trips to Lapland, 
Tampere, and Tallinn, resulted in solitary reflection, 
interesting experimentation, and some finished works.

Athanasía Aarniosuo: What are your working 
methods?

Rebecca Baumann: I work with everyday objects, 
subtly intervening with them in order to subvert their 
inherent language. This is a process of considering what 
a material does, what relationship you may have to it in 
the world, and what happens when you alter its func-
tion. Materials and objects I have worked with include; 
flip-clocks, colored smoke, fans, billboards, and more 
recently light as both a subject and object, and activa-
tion device.

Much of my work is driven by various mechanisms 
and machines, and this can require a knowledge of cer-
tain technologies – which I often don’t have – so I will 
work with different professionalss to realize my ideas, as 
needed. In the past I have collaborated with engineers, 
pyro-technicians, and computer programmers. I enjoy 
the process of exchange that occurs, and gaining access 
to different fields of knowledge.

AA: What inspires you? Can you name any 
influences outside the art world?

RB: I think inspiration is everywhere – it can be in 
the way that light comes through the window to create 
a temporal composition on the wall, or it may be finding 
a new material that has piqued my curiosity and I want 
to try and work with.

While I’ve been on Suomenlinna I’ve been taking 

Rebecca Baumann on air and light and time and space
Interview by Athanasía Aarniosuo

1. Light Work (2016) Installation view, 
WA Focus: Rebecca Baumann, Art 
Gallery of Western Australia Thea-
tre spotlights, dichroic film, acrylic 
Dimensions variable Photography 
by Robert Frith, Acorn Photo or Bo 
Wong

2. Manoeuvres (2016) Installation 
view, New Romance: art and the post-
human, Museum of Contemporary 
Art Australia Flip dot boards, control 
hardware, custom software, vinyl, 
aluminium Software and control 
engineering: Future Shelter 
Photography by Alex Davies or Jac-
quie Manning
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1.

2.

“Field Notes” – a collection of research images, text, and 
artworks that relate to light, time and space. During my 
residency, I find this process to be really important in 
trying to understand and process all of the new infor-
mation and experiences that I’m having.

AA: How are travel and contact with other cul-
tures pertinent to your work? Do you consider your 
work site specific?

RB: I think residencies are really important in 
allowing you to step outside of your normal and famil-
iar routine. In experiencing a new place and culture you 
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Light Work (2016) Installation view, WA Focus: Rebecca Baumann, Art Gallery of 
Western Australia Theatre spotlights, dichroic film, acrylic, Dimensions variable,
Photography by Robert Frith, Acorn Photo or Bo Wong

become hyper-aware of the world around you, and you 
begin to “see” again, in a way that you always seem to 
drift away from while at home.

I was interested in traveling to Finland because of 
the extreme light conditions that can be experienced 
here, such as the polar winter, the midnight sun, Aurora 
Borealis… it is very different from Australia. During my 
residency, I traveled through Lapland and Norway, and 
my journey through the Arctic Circle, both in seeing the 
Northern Lights, but also experiencing the very specific 
light conditions which exist at that latitude, led me to 
think about perceptions of light and time.

AA: Time seems to play a big role in your work; 
seemingly still objects creating a narrative.

RB: Yes it is, with my sculptures and installations 
I try to activate a moment in time. Wdoes one moment 
end and another one begin? How and why do we place 
importance on one moment in time, over another?

Seeing the Northern Lights was an amazing expe-
rience of color, but what has stayed with me most about 
this ethereal spectacle was its temporality – waiting for a 
moment to happen, a moment which you cannot control, 
and don’t know how long it will last. 

Rebecca Baumann’s residency was supported by the Aus-
tralia Council for the Arts.

You can read Rebecca’s “Field Notes” taken during 

her HIAP residency by visiting: 

www.rb-hiap.tumblr.com 

and about “Automated Colour Field”  

on her website, www.rebeccabaumann.com
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Residency programs such as HIAP and HICP afford a degree of focus beyond that typically 
experienced by artists and curators in their everyday lives, in their hometowns or cities. One 
could hazard a generalization that, for curators, the transition is most pronounced, given 
the possibility of stepping outside of the flow of constant organizational communication 
that the role often calls for. Participating in a residency involves, to varying degrees, a willful 
dislocation, as much as a temporary relocation. 

The ubiquity of artist and curator residency programs has led to much debate about this 
dynamic between dislocation and relocation – the detachment from one place, set of social 
relations, and daily working conditions; and the adoption of another, however temporary. 
Connected to this movement is the viability of a working practice as it transitions between par-
ticular networks of support and articulation. At one level, such a discourse around residencies 
frames an ethical dilemma of responsibility simultaneously due towards the specificity of the 
context under which artistic/curatorial labor is employed, and towards notions of universal 
legibility; at another, it characterizes a migrancy that takes institutional form within what 
philosopher Peter Osborne has termed a “transnational art space that mediates the global 
dialectic of places, non-places and flows.”1 

While it might seem a grand existential weight to place on residency programs, their 
position within the “transnationalization” of art bears relation to the attempt to reconcile 
notions of the universal with those of the particular inherent within the consolidation of global 
market capitalism and pluralist democracy. Denise Ferreira da Silva and Paula Chakravartty 
have emphasized how the construction of the modern subject (that raciality has located 
“within the confines of Western Europe and its North American outpost”) has always rested 
on the deployment of racial and cultural differences in order to “reconcile a conception of 
the universal (as encapsulated by the notion of humanity) with a notion of the particular (of 
difference as marked in bodies and spaces).”2 The question is not one of how “exclusion and 
differentiation contradict the modern ethical embrace of the universal,” rather it is how the 
“productive effects of the analytics of raciality” have led to “a political-economic architecture 
that has always thrived on the construction of modern subjects who lack mental (moral and 
intellectual) capacities.”3

1  Peter Osborne, Anywhere or Not at All: Philosophy of Contemporary Art (Lon-
don: Verso, 2013), 162
2  Paula Chakravartty, Denise Ferreira da Silva, “Accumulation, Dispossession, 
and Debt: The Racial Logic of Global Capitalism—An Introduction,” American 
Quarterly, Volume 64, Number 3, (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2012), 370
3  ibid

Richard Birkett

These concerns come to mind in relation to my time during the HICP residency for 
particular reasons. The residency was a welcomed opportunity to spend a sustained period 
reading, writing, and researching towards a publication co-edited with the artist Cameron 
Rowland. This publication has emerged out of an exhibition produced by Cameron at Art-
ists Space in New York in 2016, and while it does not take the form of a catalogue or direct 
reflection on the exhibition, it departs from certain concerns active in his work. It will 
comprise a series of newly commissioned texts from a number of scholars who, through 
differing disciplinary and theoretical/methodological approaches, address the subject of 
racial capitalism.    

Several aspects of Cameron’s exhibition at Artists Space were led from a relationship 
that he instigated, which made active use of the organization’s non-profit status. In the U.S., 
the legal status of “non-profit” affords certain tax exemptions and incentives, particularly 
enabling funders of an organization to claim their donations as tax-deductible. This incentive 
has been fundamental to the move over the last four decades from state dependent galler-
ies and museums, to largely privately funded organizations. While occurring in the light of 
the vested interests that this status invokes, Cameron focused on another area of economic 
“opportunity” that the non-profit designation enables. In New York state, as with other states 
in the U.S., educational non-profits – alongside schools, colleges, and government agencies 
– are able to register as customers with the Department of Correctional Services, Division of 
Industries. Such a registration enables access to goods produced in state prisons – ranging 
from clothing to furniture, printing services to foundry production – which are sold at signif-
icantly lower prices than typical market value. Cameron’s request that Artists Space register 
with Corcraft – the New York state marketplace for these goods – materialized the degree 
to which non-profit status acts as a function of the market-state, a set of interactions within 
which the incarceration regime is deeply embedded. 

Cameron included in the exhibition a number of works that utilized objects purchased 
through Corcraft, including a standard office desk (listed in the Corcraft catalogue as the 
“Attica Series Desk”) that was accompanied by the following caption:

Attica Series Desk, 2016
Steel, powder coating, laminated particleboard, distributed by Corcraft
60 × 71.5 × 28.75 inches

The Attica Series Desk is manufactured by prisoners of the Attica Correctional Facility. Pris-
oners seized control of the D-Yard in Attica from September 9th to 13th, 1971. Following the 
inmates’ immediate demands for amnesty, the first in their list of practical proposals was 
to extend the enforcement of “the New York State minimum wage law to prison industries.” 
Inmates working in New York State prisons are currently paid $0.10 to $1.14 an hour. Inmates 
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in Attica produce furniture for government offices throughout the state. This component of 
government administration depends on inmate labor.

As the caption makes clear, the incredibly low wages paid to inmates producing the 
desk, translates to the low price paid by the government agencies buying the furniture. While 
the inmate labor program is not a profit-making venture, it amounts to significant savings for 
the state. In the light of mass, racialized incarceration in the U.S., (wherein black people are 
incarcerated at a rate five times that of white people) such state dependency on inmate labor 
speaks to the genealogical maintenance of “accumulation by dispossession”4 – from slavery, 
through the criminalization of ex-slaves post-Emancipation, into the use of chain-gang labor, 
and to the liberal and conservative pledges of incarceration state development as a solution 
to the “race problem” during the civil rights era.5 When we interact daily with the objects 
and materials produced in prisons, such as road signs or a desk in a social security office, we 
are “engaging a structural reality that has necessitated or preferred this material,”6 and that 
consolidates the oppressive terms of its production.  

Cameron’s work focuses on the particularities of the U.S. juridical and economic frame-
work, and speaks to the persistence of African American oppression in the country. Yet it 
would be wrong to assert these concerns as contained wholly by geographic boundaries or the 
particular political-economic apparatus of a specific nation-state. Rather, they are indicative 
of how, as da Silva has emphasized, “the tools of nineteenth century projects of knowledge 
produced the notion of the racial, which institutes the global ontoepistemological context – a 
productive and violent gesture necessary to sustain the post-Enlightenment version of the 
Subject as the sole self-determined thing.”7 The violence of this gesture, its presupposition of 
the “elimination of its ‘others’,” (“the spatial ‘others of Europe’” transmutated into “historical 
‘others of whiteness’”) is foundational to the present “global (juridic, economic, and moral) 
configuration.” Da Silva highlights how in the past twenty years, this configuration has been 
molded through neo-liberalism, and three interlinked reforms: the expansion of global market 
capitalism, and the restriction of labor and welfare rights; the inclusionary imperative of mul-
ticulturalism and diversity (as an elimination of difference); and the extensive deployment of 
police and military in urban areas to curb group organized drug trafficking.8  

On my second day on the HICP residency in Suomenlinna, the HIAP Curator Jenni 

4  See David Harvey, The New Imperialism  
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005)
5  See Naomi Murakawa, The First Civil Right: How Liberals Built Prison America 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014)
6  Cameron Rowland, unpublished notes.
7  Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race (Minneapolis: Univer-
sity of Minnesota Press, 2007), xiii
8  See Denise Ferreira da Silva, “An Outline of a Global Political Subject: Read-
ing Evo Morales’s Election as a (Post) Colonial Event,” Seattle Journal for Social 
Justice, Volume 8, Issue 1 (Seattle: Seattle University School of Law, 2009) 

Nurmenniemi took me for coffee to welcome me to the island. We discussed the work I 
planned to do, and she alerted me to the presence of an open prison on Suomenlinna, men-
tioning that some of the maintenance work on the island is undertaken by inmates, including 
aspects of conservation attached to the island’s status as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. As 
such, daily life on Suomenlinna involves interaction with the inmate’s themselves as they go 
about their work, and with the material products of their labor. While the notion of such an 
open prison is rooted in entirely different principles of incarceration than those that govern 
the U.S. correctional regime, in the light of my reading and research, it seemed important to 
try and understand further the grounds on which this shared component of labor and material 
production functions. Jenni contacted Timo Salomäki, the vice director of the prison, and he 
graciously agreed for me to visit and spend some time speaking with him. 

If the primary role of the prison within the logic of crime control in the U.S. could be 
characterized as “incapacitation,” then in Finland the equivalent function would be “rehabili-
tation.” The country has pursued a policy of “decarceration” since the 1960s, resulting in one of 
the lowest incarceration rates in Europe. The open prison is part of a process of reintroduction 
to society, reflected in an approach to sentencing whereby a life sentence typically results in 
the offender serving 12-15 years, with the latter years spent in an open living situation. The 
majority of inmates at Suomenlinna Prison are in the final years of life sentences, many of 
them having been convicted of murder. According to Timo, at the time of my visit about 40% 
of the inmate population of Suomenlinna Prison were classified as “foreign” (he reported 
this group as composed of predominantly Russian, Estonian and Somali immigrants). In the 
Finnish correctional system as a whole, this figure stood at 15.5% in 2015, nearly half of whom 
were convicted of narcotics related offenses.9 In the same year, 4.2% of the overall population 
of Finland was classed as foreign-born residents.10 At Suomenlinna Prison, it is compulsory to 
complete some form of educational programming, or to pursue work on the island, including 
construction, renovation, and landscaping. Inmates’ wages are typically paid between 4.50 
EUR and 6.70 EUR an hour – taxes are paid from this wage, along with 1.10 EUR an hour for 
living costs. While there is no minimum wage in Finland, the average hourly wage among the 
general “low-skilled” workforce has been cited as 11 EUR.11 

Rather than entering into a comparative exercise between the U.S. and Finland, it is 
instructive to consider these incarceration systems as commonly constitutive of a “global 
(juridical, economic, and moral) configuration.” In doing so, what is marked within the osten-
sible, but not complete, “decarceration” of the Finnish criminal justice system, as much as 

9  RISE: Rikkosseuraamuslaitos Criminal Sanctions Agency, Statistics of the 
Criminal Sanctions Agency 2015, (Helsinki: Criminal Sanctions Agency, 2015), 19 
10  http://tilastokeskus.fi/tup/suoluk/suoluk_vaesto_en.html last accessed 
February 2017
11  http://www.tradingeconomics.com/finland/wages-low-skilled last ac-
cessed February 2017. Based on average week of 40 hours, and average monthly 
wage of 1920 EUR between 2015 and 2016. 
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the mass incarceration of the U.S. system, is the relative value conferred on whiteness, 
with “the condition of white captivity … defined by the juxtaposition of structures of white 
decriminalization with those of black, brown, and indigenous hypercriminalization and racial 
pathologization.”12 It is also notable that the designation of a “foreign” inmate – which includes 
those born overseas who have become Finnish citizens, as well as unnaturalized immigrants 
– performs a similar function of differentiation and increased vulnerability. As Ruth Wilson 
Gilmore states, “racism is the ordinary means through which dehumanization achieves ide-
ological normality, while, at the same time, the practice of dehumanizing people produces 
racial categories.”13 In a period of high immigration and asylum application, the inflated rate 
of incarceration of “foreign” residents in Finland, and under and unemployed black people 
in the U.S., indicates the “exacting of profits from places and persons produced as unsuitable 
economic subjects.”14 The moral premise of prison labor, as both “giving back to” and “reinte-
grating with” society through the learning and application of vocational skills (whether under 
an incapacitating or rehabilitative system), intersects with the primary need both to resolve 
the crises stemming from a “surplus population,”15 and to renovate the “improper” economic 
subject, in the light of public service and social benefit retrenchments.

Stefano Harney and Fred Moten have posed the question “What is, so to speak, the 
object of abolition?” Their answer is expansive: “Not so much the abolition of prisons but the 
abolition of a society that could have prisons, that could have slavery, that could have the 
wage, and therefore not abolition as the elimination of anything but abolition as the found-
ing of a new society.”16 Considering the interweaving of criminalization and the construction 
of the neoliberal economic subject, it is apparent that such a notion of abolition is set in 

12  Dylan Rodríguez, “(Non)Scenes of Captivity: The Common Sense of Pun-
ishment and Death,” Radical History Review, Issue 96 (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2006), 10
13  Ruth Wilson Gilmore, Golden Gulag: Prisons, Surplus, Crisis, and Opposition in 
Globalizing California, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007), 243
14  Chakravartty and da Silva, “Accumulation, Dispossession, and Debt: The 
Racial Logic of Global Capitalism—An Introduction,” 365
15  Marx defined the “relative surplus population” as those people who are un-
employed, underemployed or unable to work. He describes how under capital-
ism, “relative surplus-population is … the pivot upon which the law of demand 
and supply of labor works.” In Ruth Wilson Gilmore’s words: “Capital must be 
able to get rid of workers whose labor power is no longer desirable – whether 
permanently, by mechanical or human replacement, or temporarily by layoffs – 
and have access to new or previously idled labor as the need arises.” 
16  Stefano Harney and Fred Moten, The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning and 
Black Study (Wivenhoe/New York/Port Watson: Minor Compositions, 2013), 42

distinction to “acute, persistent, and even growing, structural and identitarian inequalities 
operationalized at both the micro and macro levels of society through legal colorblindness, 
political post-racialism, globalized neoliberalism, and their variegated interactions.”17 Such 
imbrications between cultural, juridical and material structures are materialized in the work 
of Suomenlinna inmates to preserve the island. This labor contributes to the maintenance 
of UNESCO “World Heritage Site” status, a designation that is highly symptomatic of the 
neoliberal, global marketization of heritage and regional culture, and of the interweaving of 
migrancy and seasonal tourism. The significant costs to the Finnish government of maintain-
ing the island to standards inkeeping with this status are ameliorated through the savings 
inherent in the use of prison labor. As tourists or residents spend time on the island, and walk 
among its preserved historical military structures, this material environment “function[s] as 
interface,” through which these physical, social, and economic operations are facilitated.18

Rickard Birkett was in residence at HIAP in context of HICP – Helsinki International Cura-
torial Programme, realised as a collaboration between Frame Contemporary Art Finland 
and HIAP.

17  Francisco Valdes and Sumi Cho, “Critical Race Materialism: Theorizing 
Justice in the Wake of Global Neoliberalism,” Connecticut Law Review, Volume 43, 
Number 5 (Hartford: University of Connecticut, 2011), 1513  
18  Cameron Rowland, unpublished notes
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Something has shifted, it seems. We are making new worlds faster than we can keep track 
of them, and the pace is unlikely to slow. Have our technologies advanced beyond our ability 
to conceptualize their implications? If so, such gaps can be perilous. In response, one impulse 
is to pull the emergency brake and to try to put all of the genies back in the bottle. This is ill 
advised (and hopeless). Better instead to invest in emergence, in contingency: to map “The 
New Normal” for what it is, and to design it toward what it should be.

Perhaps what is most normal is also most strange. At every moment, seemingly distant 
and unlike things are linked into one another. Ecological flows become sites of intensive 
sensing, quantification and governance. Global computing infrastructure spurs platform 
economics and creates virtual geographies in its own image. Cities form vast discontinuous 
networks as they weave their borders into enclaves or escape routes. Virtual addressing sys-
tems locate billions of entities and events into unfamiliar maps. Interfaces present vibrant 
augmentations of reality, standing in for extended cognition. Users, both human and non-hu-
man, populate this tangled apparatus, an accidental mega structure we can call “The Stack.”

But “The New Normal” describes more than just technologies. At stake are our econo-
mies, ecologies, and cultures. Among the most high-stake areas for design research are the 
cultural challenges posed by artificial intelligence (A.I.). But where is A.I.? Perhaps anywhere, 
or everywhere. A.I. are never virtual: they are embodied as machine sensing, (vision, sound, 
touch, motion, heat, etc.) networked at the scale of the city. The cities we build are not just 
the place about which A.I. applies knowledge; they are also the senses with which A.I. takes 
form. The design problem is less A.I. and Cities than Cities as A.I., or better: A.I. as City. If so, 
what places are there for us?

Benjamin Bratton
Designing The New Normal: A.I. at Urban Scale

Photos by
Judit Schuller
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Design theorist Benjamin Bratton was in residence at HIAP in June 2016. During his residency, 
Benjamin was developing the concept for The New Normal programme at the Strelka Insti-
tute in Moscow, as well as working on his upcoming book on artificial intelligence.

Benjamin Bratton is Professor of Visual Arts and Director of the Center for Design and 
Geopolitics at the University of California, San Diego and Program Director of the Strelka 
Institute of Media, Architecture and Design in Moscow. He is also a Professor of Digital Design 
at The European Graduate School and Visiting Faculty at SCI_Arc (The Southern California 
Institute of Architecture).

For more information: 

www.strelka.com   

www.bratton.info
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Israeli-born, Brooklyn-based artist Ofri Cnaani has 
been working in Helsinki for the month of August 2016. 
Together with HIAP’s curators and a changing audience, 
she has organised several art walks around the city, col-
lecting an array of objects. These objects then took on a 
whole new life through her performance ⌘D (Command 
+ Duplicate) that was organised on the 10th of August 2016 
at Kiasma as part of the URB 16 festival. 

I met Ofri to discuss her particular brand of perfor-
mance, in which she creates unique copies through the 
use of a projector and photocopier, using found objects 
together with small personal articles belonging to her 
audience.

Athanasía Aarniosuo: How would you say your 
surroundings have influenced your work?

Ofri Cnaani: I live in New York, where artists always 
have many jobs. It is challenging, of course, meaning less 
time in the studio, but it has its plusses, too. One of my 
jobs is giving tours in various museums. I love it, because 
it gives me the opportunity to witness how museums 
have chosen to narrate their collections, and because I 
also get to interact with the audience. The tours I give are 
personal and bubbly, and that is how I connect with the 
audience and guide them into the museum’s collections.

Through my job as a tour guide, I was led into the 
art walk as a performance. By doing these performative 
walking events, I get to look at the museum as a medium. 

Ofri Cnaani
On Museums, Femininity and the City
Interview by Athanasía Aarniosuo

Through its collections and archives, each museum gets 
to decide which part of the collection we see, enabling 
certain conversations and disabling others.

AA: In the past, you have made work concern-
ing gender roles. Do you think society sufficiently 
values women artists?

OC: The feminine role is the only role I know, so I 
make work about it. Some of my earlier drawings fea-
tured images from the news, which were about control 
and domination, in which I changed the gender roles. I 
am interested in social power structures and I often twist 
the gender roles in stories and images to make us recon-
sider what we know.

My performance piece Frequently Asked focuses 
around a group of older ladies, who are usually not 
coming from an artistic background, yet work in a 
museum giving tours. This group of ladies are called 
docents and they perform the most common form of 
public tours in American museums. This is the group 
that is met by the museum’s audience. They are, however, 
looked down upon within the art world, making them feel 
insecure about their knowledge. These ladies often try 
to memorize data about the museum’s exhibits, making 
their tours dry and impersonal. In my performance piece, 
I wanted to ask them ten personal questions about their 
relationship to the exhibit, questions not based on Wiki-
pedia knowledge. As it turns out, these ladies are hugely 
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invested in the museum, and they value it dearly. I am 
interested in groups that are part of the institutional 
knowledge but also excluded it from it.

I’m currently working, as part of B+ Kollektiv, on 
a museum piece in Tel Aviv that focuses on women who 
were educated in the same art school as I was, to but never 
completed their final papers. They have been in the “all 
but a dissertation” limbo for over ten years. Although 
they became art teachers, their salaries suffer, as they 
never finished their undergraduate degrees. This new 
participatory performance will turn the museum space 
into a “help desk,” and will match five women with five 
academic mentors (all female), in order for them to finish 
their final paper over the course of the show and become 
eligible for graduation. This piece is not yet funded, but it 
is a good example of how I think about gender, museums, 
education and sisterhood. I do not plan on working with 
a big group. If ten women end up with a finished degree 
because of this project, I will take that as a success. 

AA: What inspires you?
OC: Problems inspire me. I respond to situations 

and phenomena. The work is always relational; I go mute 
when the gallery is empty.

AA: Your collages involve your audience. Do you 
view the works as collaborations?

OC: I do not. The audience is essential to this piece, 
it gives the first input and it takes home the output, but 
it isn’t a collaborator. My collage work has two main ele-
ments to it: an archaeology of technology, by which I 
mean that I wish to give old machines new use while 
using an art and craft aesthetic, and also the audience, 
which participates in any aspect of this piece, and also 
guarantees that it will never ever be the same. 

A copy usually has no value in the art world, but 
the pieces I create during my performances are unique 
and personalised copies. The audience always loves their 
own pieces, because they are reflections of themselves in 
a way. It is almost like fortune telling; an interpretation 
based on my audience’s feedback. 

AA: Drawing, printmaking, video art, perfor-
mance, audience participatory works, copy art - you 
seem to have done it all. What is your preferred 
medium?

OC: My work is very much concept driven, I do not 
want to be limited by any specific medium.

AA: You seem inspired to work in and from the 
city. How has the isolated environment of Suomen-
linna affected your work?

OC: I live in a big and dense city, but grew up in 
a small Kibbutz where kids always roamed freely. I love 
the outdoors and since I’m here with my family, we keep 
taking walks to different part of the island. In terms of 
my work, I keep toying with the idea of making a per-
formative work involving tourist groups, with matching 
raincoats for example. I’m sure it’s been done before, but 
these controlled crowds that march around Suomen-
linna have been fascinating to me; seeing as opposed to 
blindness or not seeing, how they choose to see the same 
things while remaining blind to others. 

www.ofricnaani.com 
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During this project, COLLABORATION_ questioned and expanded on one of its carry-
ing root ideas: the strengthening of individual possibilities of particular artists through 
temporary collective work. Each of the 6 participants in COLLABORATION_10 has skills 
in addition to their artistic professions. These additional professions are partially prac-
ticed in everyday life, or are a capability that traces back to individual artistic practice. 
We highlighted these background skills, shared them in different ways in the collective, 
and assimilated them practically and theoretically in a workshop-like process. The pro-
cess was not exclusively about learning something, or being practically empowered, 
but rather about an individual artistic interpretation of this attainment and these newly 
gained experiences and practices.

Participating artists: Beate Engl, Leonie Felle, Maximilian Geuter,  

Philipp Messner, Alexander Steig, and Thomas Thiede

COLLABORATION_10 was supported by Goethe-Institut Finnland  
and Stiftung Federkiel.

collaboration-project.de / collaboration9.de

 COLLABORATION_10 
“ADDITIONAL PROFESSIONS” 
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Sofia Duchovny first had the idea behind her current work a year ago, while in New York. 
Having planned to stay in New York for only three months, she wanted to work on sculptures, 
yet had neither the time nor the space to explore in the scale she would have liked to. She had 
also hoped that she could create work that she could take home at the end of her residency. 
The idea was simple. It came from the need to make physical work while travelling, and from 
wanting to work in large scale without its inherent limitations. The resulting sculptures are 
transformable, transportable, and they can be dismantled and rearranged into an object, 
which fits into a small bag. In a way, the sculptures function as tents – sticks and fabric that 
can be easily transported, can then be re-assembled into large scale objects, and create an 
environment within and around them.

Sofia Duchovny was in residence at HIAP in context of a residency exchange between HIAP 
and Production and Exhibition Platform basis e.V. (Frankfurt, Germany).

www.sofiaduchovny.com

Sofia Duchovny
Text by Athanasía Aarniosuo

All images courtesy  
of the artist.
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Imagine a city with more than 400 underground facilities, tunnels that span over hundreds 
of kilometres and 10 million cubic meters of space carved into old Precambrian bedrock. 
In Helsinki, there is more going on beneath our feet than we think. And the network keeps 
expanding. To ponder their excavation potential, an array of kallioresurssit (rock resources) 
found across this urbanized region were recently surveyed in the city’s Underground Master-
plan. During our three-month residency in HIAP’s Kaapeli Studio, we have been exploring this 
raw condition of bedrock as a conceptual hotbed for experimentation: a matter charged with 
speculative and unforeseen potential in respect to future ecologies, adaptive reuse of shel-
ters, urban climatology or Cold War revival. Using primarily photography, video and sound, 
the work attempts to unearth things about bedrock and its apparent “stability” to which one 
might become oblivious, as is the case with common social behaviours, such as congregating 
on rocks. 

Burying resources is the leading story here. Nearly everything seems embedded in the 
bedrock. It is an excavated permanent storage of all kinds, mostly vital to public needs: energy 
distribution networks, personal electronic data centers, cold water lakes, district heating, 
archival chambers, swimming halls, shopping alleys, wastewater treatment plants, commu-
nity gymnasiums, athletic training sites, emergency tunnels, steam coal silos, karting tracks 
and undisclosed military facilities, to say the least. Elsewhere in southwestern Finland, the 
country is coming to terms with its own atomic age and building an architectural coffin, a 
deep geological repository to bury spent nuclear radioactive fuel for hundreds of thousands 
of years (Onkalo, or cavity in Finnish). In Helsinki, the bulk of the National Library collection 
is preserved in a kirjaluola (bookcave), a 57,600-cubic-metre underground bunker drilled into 
solid rock meters below the library. As a dormant and carefully construed cultural heritage, 
the national archives’ fully restricted access only nurtures an increasing fascination with this 
geological environment. Myriads of blind spots slowly expand to become elusive grey zones 
quarried into the deeper collective subconscious. 

Drill and blast isn’t trending on dance floors. But it’s actually dictating the excavating 
operations below. Beyond the pragmatism of such techniques that shape these environments, 
our residency work at HIAP initiates conversations about the seemingly ordinary bedrock 
condition and the imaginary that pervades it. While these underground spaces could rapidly 
become shelters in “exceptional” times (väestönsuoja, usually identified with a triangular 

Jean-Maxime Dufresne & Virginie Laganière
Normal Times

All images courtesy of 
the artists.
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marker and related to the Civil Defense Act of 1958), it is the everyday life and rituals, the 
“banal extraordinaire” and the uncanniness of these so-called “normal times”1 that draw 
our attention. What lies inside these concealed landscapes that exist on the edges of con-
sciousness? How do they begin offering hints of deeper social, architectural or even political 
atmospheres in times of uncertainty? Or do they open a darker mythical dimension where 
the rock appears to moisten, sweat and leak? Architectural historian David Gissen recalls how 
theorists once “associated dankness with natural and artificial subterranean spaces, such as 
caves and grottoes, signifying the repressed in modern architecture” or the “primitive dwell-
ing”, but also “sites of uncharted and immense particularity” and “an underexplored spatial 
milieu.”2 Our exploration engages with the imaginary of the underground – light within the 
darkness, the radiance of shadows, sensory deprivation, the distortion of time, cold micro-
climates –, but also the mindscapes of people who interact with these often invisible spaces, 
somehow wishing to dig deeper into their psyche. 

Drawn to the bedrock’s “telluric energy,” we attempt to open sonic channels and trigger 
cross-sectional encounters across dispersed geographies and narratives. Dissonance through 
repetition permeates rites of rehearsal and collaborative performance in hollow space. Using 

1 Vähäaho, Ilkka, Urban Underground Space, City of Helsinki Real Estate 
Department, Geotechnical Division, 2014.
2  Gissen, David, Subnature: Architecture’s Other Environments, Princeton 
Architectural Press, New York, 2009.
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location filming and sound recording, video chapters include an archery club instructor (Niina 
Aintila) practicing inside a converted shelter. Composure, concentration and mastery of new 
skills produces a slow choreography of sorts, a mental bubble within isolated and shielded 
premises. Ambidextrous shooting compensates for the physical strain of releasing tension 
in the bow. Silence (save for a faint Prince song buzzing on the radio) enters the space as 
arrows zero in on the target. It finds its way through wormholes in the stratified granite of 
Temppeliaukio Church, located at the confluence of spirituality, rock architecture and daily 
tourism. Inside the church’s oval core, where thunderous air can alter the pipe organ’s sound, 
a classically-trained player (Leena Tiitu) brings a single partition, Sibelius’ Karelia Overture, 
and performs it repeatedly: a complex combination of hand and foot work that introduces 
shimmering variations and cumulated fatigue in every take. 

To improvise with the bedrock’s challenging acoustics, an electronic ambient noise artist 
(Jukka Hautamäki), an experimental saxophone player (Taneli Viitahuhta) and a live drummer 
(Alpo Nummelin) are invited to “harness or channel” its raw energy. A true rock concert, or a 
prolonged concerto for rocks. Though fully disconnected in time across separate film shoots, 
the swathing pulse of untamed electronics and throbbing, visceral saxophone bursts respond 
to one another, as they share the aseptic space of a civilian shelter. Circuit rewiring and circular 
breathing deftly adapt to spatial reverberation, rarefied conditions and extended sessions. 
Dizziness and disorientation creep in as machines pump in outside air. Fault lines appear 
through the deformation of sound. Tucked in the cavernous weightlifting room of an athletic 
running tunnel, a lone drummer abandons oneself to trance-like rhythms, keeping the beat 
in damp acoustics as overhead drilling and rock detonations occur within close range. Vibra-
tions travel deep inside a training athlete’s cranium. These coalesce with the swarming roar of 
apprentice skateboarders filling up the topographical confines of Kontula Hall, which operates 
as a youth center in a working class and migrant suburban neighbourhood of eastern Helsinki. 

Designed as an evolving work that brings together these chapters, this fictional piece 
voluntarily blurs references to either location or time. A tension builds up, making this “bed-
rock city” feel more like a parallel subterranean world with camouflaged entry points: an 
interwoven “ant heap” where individuals of a yet unnamed colony, isolated within their own 
psyche, appear to communicate telepathically, locked in a set of differentiated loops and 
luminous cycles.

jmdufresne.wordpress.com 

www.virginielaganiere.com

* With the participation of Niina Aintila, Leena Tiitu, Jukka Hautamäki, Alpo 

Nummelin, Taneli Viitahuhta and Heikki Leppänen. Accessing many of these under-

ground spaces for filming rests on a healthy dose of conviviality, generosity and 

support that keep the doors open. We would kindly like to thank: Outi Välimäki, 

Olli Virola, Johannes Vartola, Tuomas Nyyssönen, Tomi Lanamäki, Miika Wilenius, 

Maria Hiekkamäki, Marko Jalonen and all the staff at HIAP. The residency at HIAP is 

supported by the Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec and the Canada Council 

for the Arts.
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During my stay, I worked on writing a daily/weekly report, wherein artists’ practice have 
been sewn together according to the coherent connections I found between their work and 
contemporary events (social, political, etc.). The following notes were written during my resi-
dency on Suomenlinna Island in Helsinki as a curator in residence at HIAP, where I developed 
the 5th chapter of my long-term project GAM [curaticism], which you can learn more about 
on the Events section of HIAP’s website.

January 30th 2016
Notes from Suomenlinna#1/2 [curaticism]

It was windy and overcast on Suomenlinna on January 30th. I remember the day very well, 
because it was the day when thirty three adults and five children from Syria, Afghanistan 
and Myanmar died trying to reach the Greek island of Lesbos, and the day when students in 
Naples, Italy were assaulted with hammers by a group of miserable fascists. These events 
broke up the daily routine just as strongly as the wind did that day. 

While I was thinking about this convergence of natural and social phenomena, a pas-
sage from the book “Moby Dick” came to my mind. I thought of the passage in which Melville 
describes the wind as noble and heroic, in such a way that it seems hidden in his words, that 
we do not deserve it: “Were I the wind, I’d blow no more on such a wicked, miserable world. I’d crawl 
somewhere to a cave, and slink there. And yet, ‘tis a noble and heroic thing, the wind!”

In this moment of tragic migrations and widespread xenophobia, the aforementioned 
news was added, and I thought of the heroic and noble Melville’s wind. I thought, how privi-
leged we are, to hear the wind still blowing out of our windows.

While still thinking about these events a few days later, I had the impression that these 
tragedies, within this contemporary condition in which we are now living, represent a magni-
fying glass, one that reveals the details of the condition itself. In this case: scars and wounds. 

Alessandro Facente
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We’re observing what is going on during our current time so closely, that little or nothing 
of it seems to remember the founding identity of the humanity that came before. The closer 
we get to it, the more unrecognizable this time becomes, the less human it becomes. 

Written in the diaries found after his death, Baudelaire wrote “It is not, however, specif-
ically in political institutions that the universal ruin, or the universal progress will be manifested. 
That will appear in the degradation of the human heart. Need I describe how the last vestiges of 
statesmanship will struggle painfully in the clutches of universal bestiality.”

We need simply to look at what specifically is going on within the geometries of our 
seas, to realize that today, more than ever, Baudelaire’s thoughts give words to the bestial-
ity with which our political institutions are painfully administering human material during 
this tragic migration, as well as encouraging xenophobia as a schizophrenic solution to this 
issue. His words are scanning the “last vestige” of our humanity. They are going in depth 
to peer across its heart to see its wounds, and to realize how they are degrading this heart.  
It’s about the details, or rather, about a microscopic view of the landscape (urban and natural 
in their case), that I spoke about days before the aforementioned events with Finnish artists 
Minna Pöllänen and Jukka Hautamäki. During our meeting, we discussed their practices, and 
how both of them, over the course of their evolution, have had several chances to express 
themselves as a means of observation of the surrounding reality from a close distance.

Minna Pöllänen shows me her “observatories.” These are temporary structures made 
of wastepipe binoculars for the viewing of detailed landscapes. By showing only small frac-
tions of the landscape, the “observatories” seek to re-contextualize the mundane, positioning 
them amongst the other sites in the area. Through their form and arbitrary collection of 
sites, the viewing platforms imitate tourist strategies used to showcase historical and pictur-
esque locations and create new reference points between the observer and the surrounding 
environment.

Jukka Hautamäki talks to me about an installation consisting of monitors connected 
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to a tiny camera pointed at the ground. Every x amount of seconds, the camera moves a few 
millimeters, due to an additional small device, which produces a micro movement forward. 
The dark gray and peeling surface of the floor develops a surprising coloration. It happens, due 
to the use of low-quality second-hand monitors, that the artist voluntarily uses for making 
work of this kind.

I realize that more than a singular coherence binds the practices together. Foremost 
among these, is that their works investigate fragments of reality to be filtered, recovered 
and finally returned to viewers as a neutral image; free of all the overwrites that are usually 
applied by the stereotypes of its usual scenario.

 
This fragmented world regenerates, as it is within us that it is reborn again, and vice versa; 
even if we are renewed by being internally fed by the new image of the reality that the artists’ 
works drive us to discover. 

This mutual “gestation” between us and the world, immediately puts me right in 
“Mettere al Mondo il Mondo“ (Bringing the World into the World), the famous series by 
Italian artist Alighiero Boetti consisting of sheets of paper, on which a painted puzzle 
invites players to solve it by an association of the commas and letters of an alphabet 
aligned along the edge. The resulting sentence is, in fact, “Mettere al Mondo il Mondo.” 
“Bringing the World into the World” is a concept, of course. But a concept that we under-
stand through a physical approach. Indeed, by unifying the commas and letters, the viewer is 
actually forced to carefully observe the work. In doing so, it visually evaluates, consciously or 
unconsciously, every little detail of the painting. Every centimeter of it: the determined stretch 
of the pen, the materiality of paper, the bright white of commas and letters, floating on the 
magnetic and thoughtful blue. This is how a selfish attempt to discover a phrase, becomes 
instead the unexpected symbiotic experience the viewer has with the painting. Which means, 
that the spectator returns to it the act of looking on the painting’s forms, shapes and figures. 
Art is conceptual, of course- but through a formal experience.

In the same way, or a way that is similar at the least, the mechanism of approaching the 
world through the work of art that happens in the case of Boetti, also happens in the works 
of the two Finnish artists. In Minna Pöllänen and Jukka Hautamäki practices, a mechanism is 
employed to bring attention to details of a given landscape, so that by looking at them – i.e. by 
embedding them within, we bring them back into the world, through the image of the same 
world (a fragment of it) that we really want to see. An image that really looks like us. Human; 
as such, right next to us.

I can therefore see why both artists are radically approaching reality, through practices 
that force extreme views. They do that, by looking at the landscape, a crucial element here, 
where beautiful forests and great flat clearings dominate everything, including the architec-
ture, and  subsequently, humankind.

The works of these artists, then, work in contrast to the aforementioned contemporary bes-
tiality that is causing the degradation of the human heart, and which is so far from us.

By looking to their most immediate surroundings, these artists, instead, strongly oppose 
this vile time. They do that, with absurd utopias, weird instruments, which patiently map, 
centimeter by centimeter, the current time itself, so that every wound will be manifested and 
then healed. And if it is true that art does not follow a particular logic, but every logic, then 
it is logical that by pointing a set of wastepipe binoculars onto a blade of grass, or a micro 
camera on a gray floor, these too are the necessary tools which can lead us to the edge of the 
human vision of a universal ruin or progress that only our hearts can give us real access to, 
and where the wind still blows out harder than ever.

THE SUOMENLINNA EPISODE - The GAM#5 [curaticism] was supported by  
GAI/DE.MO./Movin’Up programme of Ministry of Cultural Heritage and  
Activities and Tourism, Italy.
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A promising title. A promising start.
You could almost call it a professional blind date, with curatorial matchmaking. We had a 

skype call to match up thoughts and interests. Put a name to a face and a voice and a character. 
But it was only when we were placed a few doors apart on Suomenlinna, that it became possible 
to share references, books, ideas, background stories, lunches and dinners. Neither of us saw our-
selves as curators, but both of us had the priority to do our research. Out of these curiosities and 
professional intimacies a dialogue and exchange emerged.

The prologue to the dialogue however, originally began with Alexandra Grausam and 
Katja Stecher from studio das weisse haus in Vienna, together with Juha Huuskonen at HIAP,  
which both host artists and curators in residence. In an attempt to question the explicit 
and implicit hierarchical structure of contemporary forms of ‘open’ calls (see also Stecher 
2015), the two art institutions jointly developed the format “call and response / dialogue and 
exchange.”  The initial call was sent out in Vienna, asking curators and theorists to apply in 
the form of call that would then later be spread in Helsinki - call, call and response. 

We agreed that it would be a good idea to invite others into our dialogue while we stayed on 
Suomenlinna. It is already difficult to encourage busy practicing artists and cultural workers to take 
the extra time to come to the island, so, we offered an easy-going way into our topic of interest: an 
informal stroll and a home-cooked dinner. We didn’t get large numbers in attendance, but we had 
good discussions around the subjects of “undisciplinarity,” hierarchy, value, and dialogue.

“The Market Calls for Emancipatory Responses” raised the questions that stand behind 
the format of “call and response.” Considering “the market” in its most basic sense, as a frame-
work for enabling exchange, it follows that we can also see artistic and theoretical practices 
as markets of ideas, as well as practices of critique, entrenched in the very relationships that 
they try to criticize. Our ambiguous claim that the market calls for emancipatory responses, 
relates to two issues. The first is the ability of contemporary late capitalism to incorporate and 
tame critical, radical and subversive tendencies within existing capitalistic structures, indeed, 
its ability to use counter-capitalist movements for its own adaptive renewal. And second, 
in light of this ability, the imploring need to look for new formations of exchange—values, 
motivations, experiences, stories, artefacts, products of labour and desire—all of which call 
out for a response to the growing inequalities and oppressive transactions. However, can a 
distinction between the challenging-of and compliance-with capitalist structures be drawn? 
How to respond to a call for emancipatory responses? 

Alexander Fleischmann & Andrew Gryf Paterson
The Market Calls for Emancipatory Responses

Images courtesy  
of the artists.
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One possible way to move ahead from these questions, as the editors of “Global Justice 
and Desire” suggest, is to question how specific economic arrangements, like private owner-
ship and/or capitalism, shape specific forms of desire and, vice versa, how specific concepts 
of desire shape our thinking of possible economic arrangements:

“The conception of desire as lack conjures up not only desire’s regulation according to 
binary sex/gender differences and heterosexual coupling, but also the economic register of 
scarcity.” (Dhawan et al. 2015: 8)

With this point, various intersecting and conflicting strands of our project emerge and 
come into view. 

When in Vienna, rather than invite others to come for a walk to discuss the subject, I walk on 
my own and take pictures. I upload them to archive.org, a media commons, which I hope will one day 
become a backdrop for discussion on the economic register of scarcity.. Me, the artist-in-residence 
staying for one month in what seems to be the first cultural space within the neighbourhood.. A 
temporary-resident migrant male hetero-cis-queered flâneur, embodied, curious, an open-minded 
precariat; who does not walk into a bar, cafe, restaurant, clothes-shop, studio, brothel.. Who drifts 
past the (former?) arbeiterklasse/ working-class and/or immigrant populated neighbourhoods; who 
can’t afford and actually maybe-doesn’t-want to participate in the desires & commodities presented 
or potential social-encounters offered.. On the street projected and reflected outwards, outgoing; 
Market calls.. It doesn’t mean that the desire is not there, just that the forms, systems and ethics 
they are folded up into are less than ideal, and in some cases abhorrent.. How can we avoid being 
consumed? How can we promote diversity? How can we care and be cared for? How can we embolden 
and strengthen ourselves? Reflecting upon what would be an emancipatory response to that which 
is experienced and witnessed individually, collectively.. There are signs, stickers, traces already on 
the street.

On the one hand, there is a motivation to look for queer responses, responses that take 
desire into account, responses that question processes of marginalization based on various axes 
of difference; gender, “race,” sexual orientation, age or class. Then on other hand, there is the 
questioning of the economic register of scarcity as a crucial aspect of the established main-
stream contemporary art world, in comparison to, say, the new media art world (Shanken, 2016) 
or more hybrid practices that operate in public space or non-art venues. In other words, this is 
the tendency to drive towards the singular and unique, over and above the multitude(s) and the 
collective(s). This can also apply to the innovation and entrepreneurial influences being applied 
within knowledge-production worlds of the art academy, research institutes and universities. 
As Jens Kastner (2015) points out with Pierre Bourdieu, there are “structural boundaries” that 
distinguish the artistic field from activist movements: Artistic refinement can be seen in contrast 
to an aim of comprehensibility of political claims and slogans; the individual artist with a proper 
(trade) name in contrast to a collective movement. Kastner answers the question of what remains 
from an artist collective’s exhibition, even where no individual names are present trenchantly: 
nothing remains. What is left over from the involvement? Who is responsible for the exchange? 

There seems to be a desire from the art establishment to identify individuals, to give names. It 
is important, indeed crucial, to unpack and explain what is to be understood by “market” and 
value creation in our starting points within art and cultural production. 

What’s your favourite cafe? Let us meet regularly there. People are always meeting in Viennese 
cafes, a historical and contemporary public space for exchange. 

The narrow perception of what is a “market” was questioned in our open, public soup-dinner 
event in the gallery of das weisse haus, the public event that bracketed the “Dialogue & Exchange” 
pilot programme between HIAP and the Viennese partner. By criticizing “the market” one keeps 
rotating around it, a roundtable discussion, fixing its supposed centrality and losing sight of viable 
alternatives. We need something desirable for many different people, not just in the belly during 
dark and cold months, but for future informal strolls too..

The mainstream contemporary art world, with its galleries, biennales and art fairs as the 
main sites of viewing, consuming and exchanging art, is the literal globalised market which 
mirrors and arguably, based upon the neoliberal model of economics, which perpetuates a 
direct relationship between scarcity and the commodity value (of the artwork). How can it 
be a viable terrain for questioning market relations in the first place?

We can, and should, flip the meaning of “market” to claim that there is no reason why 
this work cannot also be used to refer to cooperative, value-based, commons, peer & mutu-
al-aid orientated markets (of exchange and value-creation). Is there any singular form of 
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“market” that can be targeted? Who is calling for emancipatory responses? Even if there are 
various existing modes of production and (re)distribution that challenge existing capitalis-
tic forms (see, e.g., Gibson-Graham 2006), the question remains: What is the relationship 
between these alternatives and capitalistic modes of production? How much of it is facilitating 
exchange outside of the box that the market puts you in? What is desirable or abhorrent? 
What fills your belly with wealth and nourishment? And, exactly how is participation enabled? 

“If we want to “change the world,” alter-globalism must think of the education of the 
disenfranchised into disinterest in a double bind with the interest of class struggle: “democ-
racy... cannot mean merely that an unskilled worker can become skilled,” writes Gramsci. “It 
must mean that every ‘citizen’ can ‘govern’ and that society places him, even if only abstractly, 
in a general condition to achieve this.’” (Spivak 2013: 8)

Spending time in each other’s familiar places, intellectually among books, or in the places 
that hold personal memories. Sharing meals, drinks and sauna are excellent ways to take part, 
and participate in other worlds, in another person’s frame of reference. Touches beyond the usual, 
into an Other’s sense of diversity and difference. It doesn’t fully make us the same, but it reduces 
the barriers. In such exchanges we remake the market according to our own wishes. There is still 
much, much more to do.

Alexander Fleischmann, researcher at the Institute for Gender and Diversity in Orga-

nizations, WU Vienna University of Economics and Business, was calling for a project 

partner based in Helsinki, who shares his interest in alternative forms of organiz-

ing and diversity/ anti-discrimination. Andrew Gryf Paterson, artist-organiser, 

cultural producer and independent researcher, responded to his call. Together, they 

exchanged ideas on emancipatory strategies and practices, amongst themselves, and 

also with the public. At HIAP Suomenlinna they organized weekly informal strolls 

around the island as well as a final round-up. In Vienna, an open roundtable discus-

sion and soup-dinner event was held during the Vienna Art Week. 

Andrew Paterson’s and Alexander Fleischmann’s residencies in Helsinki and Vienna were 
realised within the ‘Call and Response’ programme coordinated by HIAP Helsinki and das 
weisse haus Vienna.
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The Museum of Nonhumanity was first built in September 2016 in former power plant 
area of Suvilahti in Helsinki. The temporary museum installation consisted of a durational 
10-channel video work mainly comprised of textual material: quotations from sources such 
as encyclopaedias and dictionaries, the Bible, writings of classic philosophers, letters, studies, 
and articles. It was an archive of dehumanization, wherein the visitor could come and study 
the ways in which reality is constructed by language. The 1 hour 10 minute piece displayed the 
history of the concepts of human and animal. Titles like ”Person,” ”Potential,” ”Disgust,” and 
”Tender,” outlined the imaginary, shifting boundary drawn between human and nonhuman, 
and demonstrated the mechanism with which the distinction is produced. The museum also 
exhibited loaned items, a preserved wolf from the Hunting museum for example.

An important part of the work was a seminar program that gathered activists from civil 
rights and animal rights movements, artists, and curators. The lectures handled questions of 
empathy, the definition of life, and free flowing gender identities. As the museum was created 
in an effort to place dehumanization as a thing of the past, the idea of the programming was 
to imagine a future without oppressive borders. The lectures were held in the museum res-
taurant, a vegan cafe realized by the Juurikas cooperative. The museum also had an outreach 
program by curatorial duo Nynnyt, who organized guided tours and conversational workshops 
for student groups.

Museum of Nonhumanity is a part of an ongoing History of Others project, which is a 
collaboration between visual artist Terike Haapoja and author Laura Gustafsson. The work 
will be touring in 2017. The Helsinki exhibition was co-produced by HIAP Frontiers in Retreat 
project.

www.terikehaapoja.net 

www.museumofnonhumanity.org

Terike Haapoja
The Museum of Nonhumanity

Museum of Non-
humanity, installation 
view (detail). Photo by 
Terike Haapoja
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Beginning April 2016, I spent two wondrous months in a residency with HIAP, located on the 
unique island of Suomenlinna. I arrived at the end of winter, and left amongst the thousands of 
tourists wearing sun hats and sandals. As well as providing an opportunity to meet some great 
people from the arts and science community, it was very much a time of contrasts, changes 
and heightened seasonality found within the different landscapes that I was fortunate to 
visit. What follows are a couple of extracts from experiences that came into play during this 
residency and some insights into the works that I developed as a result.

WHY FINLAND? 
My recent collaborations within the field of physical geography and investigation of peat as 
a lively and dynamic material led me to my residency with HIAP. Globally, peatlands cover 
about 3% of the world’s land area and occur from the tropics to the Arctic/Antarctic. Finland 
is a land of mires, which, along with the country’s many forests and lakes, are an important 
part of the Finnish landscape and culture. One third of Finland’s land area is peat, with some 
of the first layers forming with the end of the last ice age. This land and its habitat are of 
enormous value, with approximately 8% of Finnish power still sourced from this incredibly 
slow forming fossil fuel. 

My residency wasn’t strictly a further investigation into peat; but rather peat as a locus 
for enquiry into aspects of and collaborations with our lively earth and human relationships. 
For years I have been interested in distant, far off places, topographies that exist slightly 
adrift from our human consciousness, and yet are relatively close in proximity. Our physical 
and relational connection to place interests me – connecting back to what is sustaining us; a 
feeling of being both very far and near. This is an idea I refer to as upstream consciousness: a 
way of thinking which connects us to what sustains us, even though it is out of sight or mind.

During the residency, I spent a significant amount of time messing about in the field, as 
well as visiting a number of different mires and landforms. I am extremely grateful to both 
Matti Seppälä and Raimo Heikkilä specifically, who shared their vast experience and knowl-
edge of different lands, accompanying me to experience some of the most extensive mires I 
have ever set foot on. The mires I encountered took me on a very different peaty journey in 
contrast to the peatlands and blanket bog of the North Pennines in England. These contrasts 
helped to further create an interconnected thinking about the subject matter.

Laura Harrington 

All images courtesy  
of the artist.
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WHY MIRES?
Mires are places of geomorphological interest and it is this process-based branch of the phys-
ical sciences that interests me, giving a way into thinking with these different landscapes. 
Geomorphology, understanding how landscape evolves and changes over time, is like art – a 
somewhat aesthetic and visual mode of enquiry. Through geomorphology we can draw on key 
themes such as movement, temporality, process and form. The notion of such dynamic and 
changeable situations where material and immaterial forces move and shift from different 
human, more than-human, and elemental conditions, I consider a “lively aesthetic.” It has a 
distance from that of representation and instead experiments with what life can or might 
be. Geomorphology, to me, has become a kind of vessel for thinking about our evolving and 
changing experiences and relational understanding of landscape over time. My residency at 
HIAP has developed a significant part of this thinking. 

So quick bright things come to confusion 
(Vaisjeaggi palsa mires – frozen peat located in the subarctic discontinuous permafrost region, 
Utsjoki, North Finland)

88 Laura Harrington

Towards the beginning of my residency I travelled far north. This is the furthest north I have 
ever been. A slow, but constant, journey through Finland by train, bus and finally snow mobile 
– carrying me from the urban centre and springiness of Helsinki to a remote area within the 
sub-Arctic region, near the Norwegian border. In About a journey (Newcastle to Utsjoki) – a 
video work made with my phone – travelling becomes a conversation with these different 
landscapes, connecting the vastness to the minutia, and considering the human and more-
than-human ecologies that exists in-between.

During my week in the Kevo Subarctic Research Institute (run by the University of Turku) 
in Utsjoki, I encountered only a handful of other humans, very few mammals, a couple of 
scurrying insects alongside seasonal elemental absences and presences that strongly influ-
enced my thinking and experience of place. However, it felt remarkably busy as I navigated 
myself around this frozen landscape. It was still winter, but the period of 24-hour darkness 
had passed. The sun was rising at 5am and set around midnight. Snow was the predominant 
scene with lakes and rivers still largely frozen, although small sections of running water were 
starting to reveal themselves and halos of earth appeared through the snow around the tree 
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bases, acting as portals and increasing evidence of absorbing solar radiation, and the onset 
of spring. Migrating birds were slowly arriving, but I only heard and saw a few. I passed some 
early visitors, a couple of swans, which were swimming on the tiny section of melted lake. 
Although I felt remote, very remote, this journey and period of time was not about isolation, 
being far away, or documenting a specific experience to take back and share, but instead 
became an opportunity to re-consider and unsettle my relationship with landscape and the 
complexities of human and non-human connections at play. This outdoor exploration enabled 
a physical experience through which my human consciousness felt restructured, inspired and 
very much in contact with the ground.

My interest in this particular place and the reason for traveling such a distance was to 
encounter a permafrost landform or landscape feature called “palsa mires.” The term palsa 
was originally used by the Sami people and Finns. In their languages, it means a large peat 
hummock with a frozen core, rising above the surface of a mire (Lundqvist 1969, Seppälä 
1972, Nelson & al. 1992,  Gurney 2001). During a residency in 2014, I met Matti Seppälä, an 
Emeritus professor of Helsinki University and Physical Geographer who had dedicated over 
50-years research to this particular type of periglacial landform that exists in the northern 
reaches of Fennoscandia. It was these landform’s uplifting geomorphological qualities, unique 
processes, unusual nature and quiet existence outside of the main scientific community that 
first compelled me. Drawn to the palsa’s surrounding terminology; periglacial; active layers; 
discontinuous permafrost; uplift; freeze thaw; I began thinking with this landform – building 
outwards from its geomorphological processes to an appreciation and testing of the human 
and more-than-human processes at work.

This was my second visit to Kevo and to the palsa mires at Vaisjeaggi. I had first visited 
during the previous autumn, joining a field research trip with a number of social scientists, 
a fellow artist and two physical geographers who were laser scanning the palsa’s to monitor 
any change in size since the last reading five years ago. The trip was a useful time in the field, 
acquiring knowledge around this particular landform, and yet I felt over stimulated by all 
that was there. Mires demand a certain type of looking, listening and subtle appreciation; 
it takes time to look beyond some peaty viscous earth, but on this trip, I struggled to get a 
sense of something useful. Despite the beauty, I wanted to close my eyes and remove some 
visual distraction. I wanted to return when snow would cover the entire site, leaving only the 
very tops of the palsa’s peat visible. It was these small areas of peat, – a metaphoric portal for 
approaching, experiencing or reaching “otherness” that gave me a staring point for my current 
research and my desire to visit again in an entirely different context.

Returning to the palsa’s during the winter months could be seen as rather odd to those 
who study them, as “there is nothing to see.” But this “nothing to see” was the “distance” I was 
after; this out of sight, hidden, irrelevant kind of distance. As I navigated myself around what 
felt like negative space – the opposite of when I was first there (frozen lakes; two metres of 
snow above open bog water) the space acted as a mechanism for distancing myself from every-
day thoughts. It wasn’t an opportunity to think with snow, but perhaps given the situation it 
should have been. Instead, the snow, in this instance acting as my field assistant, became my 
blindfold, a tool to unify my surroundings, and an opportunity to start somewhere new, where 
it felt as if there was pretty much nothing, just my body in the frozen land. I moved through 
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this landscape as if it were some kind of extended or expanded reality. I began wondering 
if I could cut through the stage set at some point; breaking through the pictorial frame to 
reconsider the content of the scene in which I am standing: that we humans are a part of. 
The landscape demanded to be read in new terms. I was moving through a blank canvas, a 
frozen scene, and I wanted to find a way to break through it, embody it and respond intuitively. 
I was alone, moving through and enveloped within the landscape, completely aware of my 
presence, the silence heightened a hum in my ear, the sound of my breath was noticeable 
and the warmth I contributed to the air around me was evident. What was I doing with this 
landscape and what did I want from it? It wasn’t easy to stand behind my camera, to observe 
and capture, and instead I found myself quite unexpectedly being the one captured by the 
landscape I was in. Drawn to these notions of perception and sensation, I spent a number of 
days high up above the tree line in a field of snow concealed palsa mires, with a video camera 
and some basic sound recording equipment. 

WALKING ON FLOATING SOIL 
Does this place look to you? (Suurisuo/Peurasuo/Raimansuo and Heinisuo mires, Southern Finland 
and Viklinsuo mire and Patvinsuo National Park, Eastern Finland).

As a contrast to the frozen sub arctic region, I also travelled with Matti Seppälä to a 
number of hard to find mires located in southern Finland. Raimansuo mire was the oldest I 
stepped foot in with some first layers forming with the end of the last ice age. A number of 
mires were located within forests, trees lining their periphery and unable to survive once 
they had merged with the acidity of the bog. It was typical to have to meander through dense 
trees to locate mire and at times it was difficult to know whether you had actually “found” 
one. I appreciated this possible incomprehensible encounter. A number of mires could be 
experienced as a more comprehensible encounter with boardwalks and viewing platforms to 
appreciate their sheer vastness as well as distancing you from their destabilizing and floating 
nature. It was the flatness and sheer scale of these mires that has stayed with me – reaching 
outwards as far as the eye could see, drawing you into their horizon line. These breathing, 
stratigraphic sponges, give the sense of something solid but are in fact made up of 90% water.

A little later, I journeyed East near Joensuu where I was hosted for a number of days by 
Raimo Heikkilä, Head of Biodiversity at the Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE). Together 
we spent a day within the vast Pativinsuo National Park traversing the mire over boardwalks. 
The next day he entrusted me with his car, and a few detailed maps, so I headed out on my 
own to find Viklinsuo mire. My intention was to encounter vast mire with limited access – 
no boardwalks or viewing platforms. These places required a commitment, an approach to 
maneuvering myself with rubber boots through and with this floating soil. It was a huge, open 
space, existing on so many levels and within so many layers. I looked for hummocks and Aapa 
mires (channels that run underneath deep mires) to assist my walking in this bog. Unlike my 
experience in the far north, this was overwhelmingly alive with bird sounds, cuckoo calls, 
bubbling water beneath my feet and the destabilizing feeling of not standing on solid ground. 
The mire was tangibly “alive.” During this time, also I took a number of small videos and sound 
recordings, but predominantly black and white medium format photographs, which have 
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since been adapted in the studio as a means of considering a relationship with such a place. 
Here, I also spontaneously found myself playing a small harmonica whilst I floated on such 
moss covered soil, a way to comprehend the landscape and my position within it, locating 
myself musically as I responded to the aural sounds that filled the vast space that surrounded 
me. A number of these works entitled Does this place look to you?, were exhibited with Hang-
men Projects in Stockholm in October 2015. 

www.lauraharrington.co.uk

M. Seppälä. (2006). Palsa mires in Finland. The Finnish Environment. 
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Hautamäki’s artistic cosmos is made up of sound performances and installation works that 
challenge both viewer and listener perception. The objects of his installations are ubiquitous 
and disposable, whether discarded plastic, wires, or Ikea desk lamps, unambiguously unmys-
terious. These objects become the sites of cinematic image making.

Fragmented phenomena – at times produced by his DIY sound contraptions, other times 
incidental to the space of the event – are channeled through electronics and spit out as live 
feed. They show us what is already observable, but not necessarily decipherable, by either 
visually increasing the scale or sonically shifting frequencies into the audible realm. The result 
is an encounter with what has always been, even if overlooked, now made uncanny. Some-
times the artist is the performative variable; sometimes the viewers become the variable by 
simply occupying, and thereby defining, the space with their attendant shadow puppetry. At 
other times, the devices themselves twitch and move with ambivalent agency. All present 
elements, human or inanimate, have instrumentality.

The current exhibition, Theia, is a world constructed of apparatuses, light and shadow, 
objects and their ghosts. Theia itself is a conjecture of a phantom, theorized to be the plan-
etary-mass object that collided with the Earth billions of years ago, later forming the Moon. 
It follows that the rock of the Moon would largely be made up of this ancient ghost object, a 
translation of one body into another. With this metaphor as the fulcrum, Hautamäki presents 
a body of artwork that likewise uses absence to make visible presence. With time and space as 
the stage, materials are entered into trans-medial sequence. The original object is rendered 
a relic by its formal transformation into something much bigger than it could have ever been 
on its own, its presence cannibalized by its representation.

Upon encounter with the work “Carmina Laetitiae,” the patterns of light thrown up on 
the walls are less like the organic flickering of flames and more like a programmed language. 
Light and dark oscillate as if in a hieroglyphic binary code; it is a kind of proto-cinematic 
post-technological shadow play. A sequencer manipulates the lights, conducting a musical 
piece without sound via the rhythm of moving image. The immersive environment connects 
the viewer inextricably to the shadows splashed on the surfaces of the room, in a shared 
agency. It recalls one particular Youtube video, a compilation of clips taken by parents as their 
small children discover their own shadows for the first time. Veering between horror and 
excitement, one child tries to run away from the dark figure clinging to his feet, while another 
tries to catch it. There is no outside, no eluding the contingencies of this world. There is also 
no escaping the specter of the self.

Between the dualities that light and shadow summon and the deepened integrity 
granted the objects and surfaces, at the heart of the work is the reconsideration of presence, 

Jukka Hautamäki  
The Unheard and the Cacophony
Text by Elizabeth McTernan
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and the mediated experience of what could be called “real life.” It recalls two other con-
temporary works: a performance by artist Diego Tomus, The Spectacle of Disappearing Money 
(2012), and Jon Kessler’s The World is Cuckoo (Clock) (2016). In both works, the output of one 
medium is inscribed into others in a chain of translation, ultimately using projected image to 
create a visual rotation to alter perception of the real-time happening. In the case of Tomus’ 
disappearing coin trick, a sleight of hand that fails when viewed in person succeeds as magic 
when viewed as a live video projection directly next to the performer. In Kessler’s installation, 
the movement of a single small gear is transmuted through a series of other larger gears 
and live video feed, culminating in a carnivalesque montage of grinding clock parts, flapping 
feathers, and spinning imagery. Common to all three artists is a manipulation of the mundane 
into something reconsidered, even disturbing. 

Hautamäki’s push to render components and processes transparent negates the mys-
terious in one way, but in another way, approaches its limit from two sides: one being the 
black box of software coding, invisible despite the thorough dismemberment of his devices, 
and the other being the uncanny, the strange familiar of the visceral encounter. There is an 
insistence that there is no magic, but at the same time, an unquantifiable is at work. It is both 
real and referential: It refers to the thing and to the thing as we see it, arguably just as real 
as the thing itself. It is the wall and the cave, the unheard and the cacophony, the humdrum 
and the far-out. These tableaus become models for possible worlds; cause meets effect, and 
possible futures are tested. 

www.jukkahautamaki.com 

Based in Berlin, American artist and writer Elizabeth McTernan performs site-conditional 
research over land and sea, processing it through actions, installation, drawing, printmaking, 
text, and artist’s books. She exhibits internationally and has been invited as an artist-in-resi-
dence to numerous reputable institutions across Europe and the United States. 

www.astheworldtilts.com
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I open the heavy door of the old brick factory in Helsinki that has become my temporary 
home. I still feel the smell of perspiring warm bodies from the dance studio near the residency 
apartment in my nostrils. I suck in the cold air outside and the muffled odour is met with icy 
humidity. Helsinki in March 2016 smells of sweat and tastes of ice.

These contradicting sensations make me think of the research I set out to do whilst at 
HIAP. A residency to induce slowness to think about speed. An empty studio to grapple with 
overflow. A barren winter to dream of intensities. 

I am following my fascination with alterations of the body and the mind, with modi-
fications of ourselves that induce opposites and change our behaviour. Amongst them are 
chemical substances, from amphetamines to neuro-enhancers, aimed at adjusting ourselves 
to the demands we are faced with from our surroundings. You are distracted but need to 
concentrate. Your body is slow but the data enveloping your online self is fast. Your mind is 
saturated but information keeps on flowing, submerging you in overspill.

My research departs from Jewish-German cabaret dancer Valeska Gert’s work Pause. In 
1920, amidst the crescendo of the Roaring Twenties, while Ford’s Model T changes the velocity 
in and between cities, and Freud’s understanding of hysteria unfurls in the public (sub)con-
sciousness, Gert walks onto a stage in Berlin – and stands completely still. The work Pause 
precedes John Cage’s 4’33’’ by 32 years; yet both come in a similar time – the post-war accel-
erating 1920s and the post-war booming 1950’s. And while in art the Futurists are fascinated 
with movement, speed and war, the first pharmaceutical mass-produced amphetamines 
enter the market. Techno-hysterical euphoria follows centuries of opium-induced drowsiness. 

Pondering brains meet speeding data. Immaterial information meets rare earth metals 
in computer servers. Geological processes evolving over millions of years meet human impa-
tience, short-term thinking and distracted attention spans. Sweat meets ice. Saltwater freezes 
at -21 degrees.

Stefanie Hessler was in residence at HIAP in context of a residency exchange between HIAP 
and Nordic Art Association (NKF).

Stefanie Hessler
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Light flares out from the lens as the camera points upward through the tree branches –  
 it’s an image that only a camera could create.

On a number of occasions during my HIAP residency, I visited The Maritime Museum 
of Finland at the Maritime Centre Vellamo in Kotka. Its collection of objects, photographs 
and archival material form a cultural history with navigation as a central point in the story of 
people, industry, war and discovery.

During a visit, I became intrigued by a display of a model ship placed in the centre of a 
square grey plexiglass panel. Attached to the ship were lines of string that extended to the 
four corners of the base. In navigation, these are referred to as lines of position – a line between 
the observer and an object in real life. It immediately drew my attention because unlike so 
many of the maritime objects in the museum – mostly elaborate scaled replicas of ships and 
seafaring vessels–this display used a different visual language. It was a visual representation of 
a navigation technique as opposed to a replica or model. I quickly took a photo without giving 
it too much thought and moved on, but it soon became the lasting impression of my visit.

The history of navigation and its specialized knowledge has been implicit in the research 
and work I’ve produced over the last few months in the studio at HIAP. Aside from the history 
presented by The Maritime Museum of Finland, I became interested in how navigation was 
evidenced in the vernacular, the patterns of use and routes taken that I see and use everyday 
in and around Helsinki: paths trodden by tourists visiting the island; passages negotiated by 
the Suomenlinna Ferry; navigation of the Helsinki archipelago by the large passenger liners 
on their way to Tallinn or Stockholm.

Navigation is prosaic. In many instances, it is simply a tool to get us from one point to 
another – between home and a destination. It moves from being an instruction to something 
that is learned and habitual. As we refine and adopt our preferred routes, navigation loses 
its authority – it is a master of its own obsolescence and the temptation is to explore, to lose 
ourselves.

These ideas have crossed my mind recently as I negotiated unfamiliar spaces in and 
around Helsinki, largely with the help of GPS. However, it is one of Joe Frank’s absurd radio 
monologues Ascent to K2, in which he describes the preparation for a fictional ascent of one 
of the world’s highest mountains that resonates best with the nature of being:

“… the last thing you want in life is a map, because you see only what someone has 
seen before you. People are forced to use all kinds of maps to make their way in life, we’re 
all hemmed in by maps, too often our lives are mapped out for us, codes, rules, regulations, 
precedents, pre-conceived notions of right and wrong pile up until by the time you’re an adult 
you’re just drowning in the formulas of other people’s lives. So, no maps for us…”

Over the last three months, my studio practice has investigated these relationships; 
melding ideas of navigation with thoughts of local orientation, global migration and personal 

Mark Hislop
No Maps for Us

All images courtesy  
of the artist.
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experiences; how we navigate not only ourselves, but also how objects, ideas, memories and 
beliefs move with us.

In the studio, paper stencils were used to mask out the areas of an image that represent 
light, and which, during the process of painting, were covered with spray paint. The used 
stencils were then re-formatted into intuitive map-like designs, pinned together and sprayed 
over again, to create secondary works directly on the wall, binding the image to the architec-
ture. I think of these positively as residual pieces, intuitive topographical maps reminiscent 
of Helsinki’s archipelago.

I like this inversion of perspective, from an image that looks upward toward the sky 
through the trees to one looking down on the landscape, inverting the original image. The 
work is at once a wall painting, a plan view, contour map and a guide, somewhere familiar but 
not quite, fictional yet reminiscent.

The used paper stencils were repurposed in other ways; rearranged and pinned to the 
wall, photographed individually to form a digital archive of autonomous shapes and laid out 
in a plain cabinet drawer as if being preserved for some future use.

My HIAP residency has been integral to the process of another project of mine that 
involves multiple studios and time periods. Before leaving Melbourne for Helsinki I extracted 
a part of my studio wall (consisting of paint, plaster and cement) and cast the material into 
a cement disk form measuring 15 cm diameter by 1.5 cm deep and packed it in with my lug-
gage. In the HIAP studio I removed a section of wall measuring the same size and inserted the 
cement disk, covering it with plaster and paint to match the existing studio wall. The project 
will conclude when I return to my Melbourne studio and insert the section of wall from the 
HIAP studio into the space left vacant.

This project is one of exchange and care. It resonates with notions of loss and gain, of 
things hidden and known. When we move away from home we take with us our possessions, 
memories and beliefs, leaving behind spaces to be filled. This project examines the signifi-
cance of these exchanges and how we navigate the world we live in.

Mark Hislop’s residency was supported by the Australia Council for the Arts. 

www.markhislop.com



Nadja Quante: Can you, for a start, explain how your 
work, The Map of Suomenlinna, developed?

Fermín Jiménez Landa: I guess it started on the one 
hand by my way of working, related (as you said on the 
island) to Situationism and paying attention to how we 
move through the space. On the other hand, I’ve always 
been fascinated with the imprecise maps of the explor-
ers that arrive to a new territory. I like maps in general, 
and I love vagueness, errors, etc., especially when it hap-
pens in fields of exact sciences and the unempirical. I 
also needed to do something, as an exercise. I was alone 
at the beginning. I simply needed to impose a task on 
myself, like on a desert island.

NQ: How did you develop the disappearing pro-
ject that you realized during your residency? 

FJL: The title “How to disappear” comes from a 
guide from 1985 on how to start a new life, in a new 
place, pretending to be dead, entitled “How to disap-
pear completely and never be found.” I was interested 
in the notion of disappearance in a very vague way. The 
vagueness is a particularity that happens often in my 
works; to have a starting point, an idea that can progress 
in a centrifugal and centripetal movement at the same 
time. The intersections of layers are sometimes the inter-
esting movement. So I tried to approach disappearance 
as a cultural idea, as a fascination linked with historical 
personalities like Houdini, or literature, like in Nathan-
iel Hawthorne’s Wakefield, or movies, like Antonioni’s 
L’Avventura, but also as a very physical circumstance. 
Something that has simply disappeared, that is not there. 
I tried to think in presence and absence. 

NQ: Do you think it is mainly defined by visi-
bility and non-visibility? 

FJL: I wouldn’t link it with only one sense, like 
vision, although in my work there is often a play with the 
rules of visual arts, by extracting the visibility. Presence 

Fermín Jiménez Landa & Nadja Quante

means that something is in front of or next to you, it 
is sharing the space. Sometimes you notice it by other 
tracks or by mental clues. 

NQ: Can you describe How to disappear: Paris? 
FJL: Some years ago, I had a legal problem. I tried 

to prove that I lived in Barcelona. I realized that I had 
no way to demonstrate neither where I was, nor where 
I wasn’t. A lawyer asked me for a renting contract, tele-
phone bills, gym cards, anything. My plan for Finland 
was to apply this knowledge to a disinterested plan, or 
for the creation of a poetic legal situation. After years of 
travelling, one thinks a lot about legislation in the air-
ports. The displacement of people is a big issue or the 
big issue nowadays. My plan was to pretend to be in Paris 
for some time until the opening of the exhibition, using 
legal traces and social networks. I flew to Paris and then 
bought two tickets for the same plane back to Helsinki, 
one in my name and one in a friend’s name. I passed 
the control with the boarding pass of my friend and so 
legally remained in Paris.

NQ: So in a way, your work points to a loophole, 
but the main point I see in it is that it shows that our 
reality today is so arbitrary, because it is happening, to 
a certain degree, in the virtual. I see the virtual, well, in 
the art context it is the conceptual, as something that 
reappears in your work. The virtual line of swimming 
pools that you crossed (using google maps) for exam-
ple. Would you yourself call it virtual? How would you 
describe the relation to the virtual in your work? Does it 
play a role for you?

FJL: Yes, the virtual has become important to me 
in the same way it has become important in our lives, 
for better or worse. As we are all thinking about how we 
interact, in both time and space, in the immediate and 
in the remote, the virtual has stuck in the works very 
naturally. 

NQ: I think it goes very much with the notion 
of a parallel life. The virtual is perhaps the loophole 
from our lives. 

FJL: The virtual, the world ultra-watched, makes us 
abandon real voyages in favor of virtual, or imaginary 
ones. Maybe it is also about simultaneity. 

NQ: This notion you described of a place 
somewhere else- isn’t this the classic utopia? It’s 
interesting that the original utopia in Thomas Morus’ 
novel was an island too. The novel was written 1516, 
so exactly 500 years ago (at the time of our residency 
and our conversation). I think it is interesting that 
islands seem to be somehow predestined to spark 
utopias. They are an enclosed territory provoking 
utopias, but at the same time, a utopia is something 
like a loophole, a getaway from the present. There 
are also a lot of myths about islands, like Atlantis, 

the island that disappeared over night! Why do you 
think do islands provoke these projections?

FJL: Because of the limited space and clear borders, 
because of the isolation of the island, that has to do with 
a naïve idea of purity, I guess. Islands are precise; they 
are exact. The sea was a big impassable border before. 

NQ: What do you find most interesting about 
the notion of disappearing? 

FJL: I guess we disappear from something. From 
obligations, routines, etc. It’s a very simple act of magic. 
The rabbit is here and now it is not. I think I’ve always 
been intrigued about the desire itself. Disappearing has 
to do with being elsewhere, no matter where. Once you 
are in a new place, there’s no magic anymore. I once 
experienced anxiety, being in one of the most beautiful 
islands I’ve ever been. And the problem was that there 
was nothing else left to search, nothing better. We need 
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what we can’t have, as a mental frame, as a landscape, 
thinking in landscape as something that needs a point 
of view, more than a space to inhabit. 

FJL: It would be very funny to erase every question 
about disappearing from this document.  

NQ: We can see if they will disappear. But for 
me, erasing is active and disappearing is sometimes 
something that happens and is somehow passive. 
What do you think? There is a difference between 
actively getting out of a scene and disappearing 
because there seems to be always something that 
cannot be explained behind disappearing - like 
magic in the case of the rabbit or some (pretend or 
fake) unknown circumstances for Wakefield. The 
latter is pretending that something happened to 
him. Maybe it is a denial of action or responsibility. 
But also a submission to fate or magic.

FJL: In general, I would say disappearing is active. 
Unless we enter in the darker side of humanity… 

NQ: Why do you think people want to 
disappear? 

FJL: As an act of irresponsibility, as an act of resist-
ance, but it depends on who, how and from what. The 
chance to disappear allows us to rethink ourselves from 
the beginning. New situations related again to the vir-
tual, ubiquity, omnipresence… the, more or less, ending 

of the mapping of the earth exacerbates this desire. 
NQ: Hawthorne’s short story “Wakefield” that 

you mentioned as a reference for the project can 
also be read as a metaphor for temporary absence 
from a social context (like a scene) or even social 
media. Are you more interested in the urge to hide 
and withdraw or in the narration that develops in 
the hidden, in the invisible or untraceable space, in 
parallel to the original life?

FJL: I’m interested in the exchange, the dialogue, 
between the man hiding twenty years and the life 
going on without him. Actually, in this story, he would 
say the same. He remains there to contemplate his own 
disappearance. 

NQ: Traces seem to play an important role in 
your work. For example, leaving a trace on a build-
ing (in Breaking the Deadlock in Altitude, 2008), leaving 
virtual (misleading) traces in How to disappear: Paris. 
2016, invisible but imaginable traces in the swim-
ming pools that you swam through on your route 
through Spain and Guadalajara in Mexico (The Swim-
mer, 2013 & 2015).

FJL: Inspired by the film starring Burt Lancas-
ter (inspired in turn by John Cheever’s story), I drew a 
straight line of swimming pools with the help of Google 
Maps and a telephone with GPS and crossed Spain, 

swimming a river of pools from Tarifa to my parent’s pool 
in Pamplona. 

Traces have to do with an absence, again. With 
invisibility in visual arts, with mental processes, so, with 
the imagination of the viewer and his position, with a 
situation latent. We make exhibitions and have to deal 
with time in this context of space and sometimes we get 
bored of classic documentation. Maybe that’s why we 
leave traces. 

Perhaps traces are this point of transition between 
space and time, or between what we see and what we 
imagine. 

NQ: Even if it is not connected to the disappear-
ing project directly I see the connection between 
disappearing and traces and drawing very strongly 
in your sandpaper project. 

FJL: That is a very poetic association! In the first 
Swan Lake I did in 2014, I covered a big gallery floor with 
sandpaper and let out the sound of the Swan Lake ballet. 
It was about the movement of the body, walking, about 
potential or imaginary events and, yes, this abrasion that 
provokes the disappearance of matter. 

NQ: I have the impression that one thread in 
your works is about the absurdity of measuring or 
structuring everything. For instance, in the projects 
you realized for Manifesta 11 in Zurich in summer 

2016. There you presented three works, two of 
them dealt with two very contradicting systems of 
weather forecasting and the other one was a sauna 
that contained a fridge. 

FJL: It’s true, measuring and absurdity are present 
repeatedly. We humans tend to measure everything. I 
guess it has to do with control, organization and under-
standing of the world and how it relates with our own 
body dimensions. But the world is not anthropomorphic, 
the world has no sense, in the way we might understand 
sense, at least. Connected with this, the works about 
meteorology have to do with trying to systematize 
the prediction of the future (well, yes, the future of the 
weather). The weather is not completely predictable but 
there is a great effort done trying, and part of the market 
depends on it. It has to do with chaos theory and so on, 
and this is correlated with absurd. 

NQ: How did you develop this work?
FJL: I was invited to work with a representative 

person of a profession of my election for Manifesta. I 
chose weather man/meteorologist. Then the organization 
found one in the city and introduced us, through a kind 
of blind date. After getting to know him, how he worked, 
and so on, I had to propose a project. I had to bring one 
proposal for the white cube and one for his place of 
work. That was complicated because he had studios with 
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offices, radio and a video set that were not accessible for 
the greater public. I proposed to change the temperature 
of the meteorologist’s workspace according to his own 
prediction, always one day ahead. So if he predicted that 
the next day would be two degrees warmer, his studio 
would be two degrees warmer. No one would be there 
to feel it, and documentation was impossible, as it was 
an invisible modification. Again, the invisibility. We used 
his own media to narrate the work. It was through his 
TV interventions that you would suppose, or imagine, 
how the project was developing. In the museum, you find 
his “forecast” explaining my intervention, and what was 
going to happen for the next 100 days. 

NQ: Some of your works also seem to deal with 
narratives, how stories are mediated or transmitted, 
the boundaries between fiction and non-fiction, art 
and everyday life. 

Can you say more about the project Robert 
Mitchum was arrested one Wednesday, 2016 that you 
realized in the biennial, in Spain, after you returned 
from the residency? 

FJL: For Mislata, a public art Biennial that takes 
place in a small city, I collected a number of stories or 
hearsay that I have heard, but never read, and distributed 
again just by talking, mainly to the police of the city but 
also with waiters, electricians, and butchers who worked 
in the itinerary of the biennial. I was mainly interested 
in police because of their obvious connotations, but also 
because they are moving through the city. You recognize 
them for the uniform, but it is not static. So, my piece 
would have a container, let’s say, with no clear position. 
The stories would be dynamic, as they would never be 
the same. I had realized how I distorted these stories, and 
the distortion of the agents of the piece was very inter-
esting. And again, everything was invisible. 

NQ: There are some works that take movies as 
a starting point (The Swimmer, L’Avventura) and at 
the same time a lot of your projects are, in the end, 
presented (or documented) as a video. How do you 
see your work in relation to film? 

FJL: I feel very close to classic cinema and to novels, 
more than to video art and essays. When I have to docu-
ment a performance, I’m not neutral, I have a grammar, 

as does everybody, affected by cinema (and TV). With 
works like The Swimmer, I’m telling a story to the public 
and I try not to make more boring art, like Baldessari says. 
So I try to say it with a rhythm and so on, which comes 
from the films. 

NQ: You are also working on a thesis on the 
notion of uselessness in art, or in your practice. 
Referring to Bartleby’s famous “I would prefer not 
to,” you said, you described your attitude as:

I would prefer
- not to do it
- do it wrong
- do another thing
- do it without any results
Talking about uselessness in your work, do 

you think, uselessness equals unproductiveness (as 
in the pdf of Stephen Wright’s “Toward a Lexicon of 
Usership” that I sent you)

or, because you mentioned Bartleby’s “I prefer 
not to,” do you see it in the context of idleness 
(which is non-productiveness, I think) but also 
passivity?

FJL: I’m thinking more of uselessness in relation to 
the world as a total element, an element quite utilitarian, 
capitalist and pragmatic. I feel that there’s a dichotomy 
going on in this conversation between unthinking and 
the conscious/political. Bartleby’s action becomes an 
example of rebellion for some, as many artworks become 
a metaphor or allegory of something else. Same about 
invisibility and disappearance, no? 

NQ: Yeah, I think it is like refusing to be part of 
the visual system. Passivity as a refusal of produc-
tiveness. Disappearing as a refusal of presence. And 
uselessness as… hmmm...? I think it is difficult to 
talk about uselessness in art because that is more or 
less the condition for art as an aesthetic experience. 

FJL: I’m not sure that uselessness is a condition for 
art. Many works are presented directly as an attempt to 
criticize and have an impact on a very particular situa-
tion or are a way to create community, etc.

NQ: Would you say that there is also a notion 
of passivity in your work? 

FJL: I would prefer not to say so. 

NQ: Your work always contains some sense of 
humor. There is a moment of underlying resistance, 
perhaps hidden under the humor?  Do you regard 
humor as a strategy, as a trojan horse? Do you think 
humor is also some kind of loophole? 

FJL: Humor comes naturally in the work. It is not 
a resolution at all. Humor is very fragile if you touch 
it. Humor can be everything. It can be this loophole of 
imagination, freedom and surprises, like in that magnifi-
cent text you sent me, and can be a fascist and cruel tool 
used to point out the differences in society and isolate 
them. For instance, homosexuality in small villages has 
received a lot of “witty” humor. 

NQ: Is there a connection between your interest in 
gravity and disappearance? 

I have the impression that in the images con-
cerning gravity, it is the moment between two states 
e.g. standing and falling, in a similar way that in 
disappearing it is the moment between presence 
and absence.  

FJL: Ha! I wouldn’t have thought of it, but I see 
the link. I see something, somehow, about the common 
order of things in daily life. A rebellion against quotidian 
reality. 

NQ: Maybe it is also about different dimensions: 

falling is falling from the vertical to the horizontal 
and disappearing could be going to a space like the 
backstage and breaking down the distance between 
art and everyday life. It’s like breaking down the 
fourth wall. But, in scientific terms it could also be 
a dematerialization or a changing of the physical 
condition… I don’t have an idea about quantum 
physics, but maybe there is also a connection to it 
here. What do you think?

FJL: I need the coffee of tomorrow morning to 
answer this.

Fermin Jiménez Landa was in residence at HIAP in 
context of El Ranchito Finland exchange programme 
co-organised by HIAP and Matadero Madrid with the 
support of AECID.

ferminjimenezlanda.blogspot.fi

The curator residency of Nadja Quante at HIAP was real-
ised in collaboration with Goethe-Institut Finnland.

www.nadjaquante.de
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1 2 3 Kaikki on väärin / 
Everything is Wrong
2016
Photo by Arttu  
Merimaa
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Irina Korina 
1 2 3 everything is wrong
Connecting Points 2016
By Miina Hujala & Arttu Merimaa

Moscow- based artist Irina Korina made an installation in December 2016 in Alkovi’s (an 
exhibition space in Helsinki) display window space utilizing the timeframe and proximity 
to Christmas by making a depiction of a shop front window where everything – like the title 
hints – isn’t in its place. The exhibition included a hand-painted “window mural” mimicking 
the old fashion style of decorating store display windows with painted images. The exhibition 
also consisted of rotating and deteriorating spruce trees that pointed towards the very core 
of the futility and fluidity involved in the season.

Korina works with a wide variety of materials making spatial installations that depict 
humour within the structures and in the activity of human beings interacting with their 
surroundings.

alkovi.linnake.net

Connecting Points is a Finnish- Russian exchange program at HIAP aimed at developing and 
fostering links and contacts between artists, curators, researchers and active members of the 
art scenes both in Finland and in Russia. In the cycle of 2016 onwards it focuses particularly 
on the different notions of “sites” and the knowledge that is embedded in them.  
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It is impossible to avoid my personal conclusions when reviewing my collaboration with the 
(Prague based) American director Howard Lotker in creating KoToNA / DoMA / at HoME (the 
title of the local edition of DoMA / at HoME, celebrating its 10-year anniversary in Helsinki in 
2016). It is a site-specific performance project that takes place in a different home each time, 
and always reflects the lives of the people living there, and who also actively participate in the 
performance. This time, Howard and I were working in collaboration with a group of young 
Finnish artists and with the newly Helsinki-based family of Olga Z. as part of Kiasma Theater’s 
URB festival during a two week residency at HIAP at the beginning of August 2016.

When asked to make a reflection on the residency, I was not sure what to write. A 
description of the process? A reflection on the ethical issues of creating with real people as 
the material? The truth is that I am compelled to talk about what happened to me during this 
process, and through that let you know about this work.

I’m hoping I can avoid the criticism of not being objective with the excuse of working 
on a project that makes performances based on people who offer their lives and space to us 
to tell their own stories. In such processes, I find my place as an artist is to offer tools, skills, 
strategies and an objective ear to clarify what will be said and how to say it, being more or 
less empathic (depending on each story), and by identifying thoroughly or barely with what is 
being created. I won’t deny that my input necessarily carries something of me, but the focus is 
them: the family that hosts the project, the issues, and contradictions they are dealing with. 
I have stuck with this for all of the previous work I have done on DoMA / at HoME, that is, until 
this latest Finnish version.

ANA AND TIJANA
We had a short and intensive time to first work with Finnish artists, which was both surprising 
and motivating: the crew was diverse, and everyone was particularly interesting, open and 
generous. It was a good start for the ambitious endeavor of putting together a performance 
in eight days. On the third day, we met the family for the first time, began interviewing them 
and started to work with them in their flat. We still hadn’t assigned the spaces and family 
members with whom each one of the artists would cooperate, and a point of conflict with 
scheduling turned up. Ana, the oldest daughter of Olga, aged 17, wanted to leave. None of 
us were working with her during the time she was asked to stay at home with us, and so she 
was a bit annoyed having to be there with nothing to do while she could’ve gone out to the 
museum with Tijana, her close friend who had just arrived from Serbia. To avoid chaos and 
disaster (that is, having them suffer through the process instead of enjoying it), I started to 
work with them immediately.

Cristina Maldonado
How Does Life Continue?

Images courtesy  
of Simo Karisalo.
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This caused a snowball effect. The flow of communication came easily between us. I might 
have seen myself in them at that age; they were definitely the kind of friends that I had. I 
remembered feeling like that: having your whole life ahead, being radiantly new to adulthood 
and embracing passionately the bit of freedom that comes with it, feeling that something 
can be done in this world. Too bad all that dissolves with age. It was pure pleasure to witness 
their relationship, how they behaved with each other, and how they welcomed me into their 
constellation. They were both strong minded, self-aware and extremely respectful to their 
own individuality, and even their right to be rude if necessary. We had conversations on topics 
like migrant birds, the ability to communicate with animals, the relativity of the idea of home, 
women’s rights, and third world education. Ana had not yet decided what she would study, 
and paid no attention to the social pressure for certainty; far from being a weakness of her 
character, it was a proud and patient way to acknowledge her state of readiness, not know-
ing what or where, but being completely available. I felt quite sad sometimes, as I could still 
recall that same feeling, long forgotten, replaced by heavy hopelessness, dragging myself 
around, burdened by the hardcore difficulties of life, letting them suck out my last reserves 
of enthusiasm and trust.

THE LOSS
A few weeks before I met Ana and Tijana, I paid a short visit to my father, who had been suf-
fering from dementia for the last four years. For the first time, he didn’t recognize me. I could 
not bear to spend more time with him and I ran away. I had lived with him for most of my life, 
until I had moved to Europe, and by then, Alzheimer’s had started to gain territory. I did not 
know it then, but I know now, that witnessing his deterioration over those years was a deci-
sive event that annulated my sense of security and direction. I fell into a disappointment of 
being alive while he was fading away. I was numb and paralyzed, and there were no answers, 
and there was nothing that I could do to change it. Suddenly, I did not know what to do with 
my life, in which direction to go, to move back to Mexico, to continue far away, to change my 
work entirely, etc..

Ana and Tijana confronted me with my passivity and self-pity. They were constantly 
questioning me. “Where is the believer in you? Where is your warrior hiding?” They were showing 
me the evidence. At some point, I stopped resisting. When we started exploring the possibili-
ties and creating the scenes, videos and scenarios, they were ready to jump into any challenge 
we met. I was excited about what we started to materialize together. These young women 
were constantly re-formulating, with simplicity and sensitivity, the things I hadn’t been able 
to articulate for myself.

A few days after finishing the project in Finland, I had to travel back to Mexico. The 
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situation with my father was uncertain, and suddenly, I had the spirit to face it. I had the 
strength to arrange everything in order to take care of him during one month. I was terrified 
but decisive. He passed away two days after my arrival, surrounded by the love of three of his 
daughters- and I had the privilege of being one of them.

THE BROKEN BUDDHA
Ana’s gift to the audience (and myself) was the question: How does life continue? We devised 
a whole sequence around it. They had this large pear sized porcelain Buddha head in their 
entrance hall. One day Olga, cleaning while pissed off, broke it - a clean crack across Buddha’s 
face! It fell apart. Ana would not rest until they replaced the Buddha head with one that was 
exactly the same. They kept the broken Buddha, as she was not sure what to do with it. What 
was clear however, was that there was no reason to throw it away. The Buddha was still waiting 
to be repurposed when we learned about what had happened.

We told this story to the audience as an introduction to the house and family, showing 
the broken Buddha. We then engaged them in an audiovisual ritual, in which they would stop 
being who they were, and would become one of the three sisters that lived in that house in 
order to travel through the rooms. At the end of the ritual, they were asked to write on a post-it 
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note their idea for the future of the broken Buddha. Ana has a request: Can you suggest how 
the life of this Buddha can continue? They were sticking the post-its on Ana’s bedroom door.

After going through two subsequent scenes (rooms) in their group, the audience visited 
Ana’s bedroom. Ana, painting a golden line across her face in the same place as the Buddha’s 
crack, received them there, whispering repeatedly “How does life continue? How does life con-
tinue?” After a pause, she would gently approach each person, following with her finger an 
imaginary crack in his or her face, whispering the same question, not expecting an answer. It 
was an honest and beautiful moment.

She then opened the curtain and revealed Tijana, who had been sitting by the window 
the whole time. She was a visiting bird, with whom Ana had established an existential con-
versation with while sitting on her bed. They spoke in a relaxed manner, just as friends do 
when thinking together, exploring the topics of their own concern. Tijana was a bird, and her 
questions and answers came from that reality. For instance, she did not understand attach-
ment to a place, having had a life of migration. The comments from the animal’s point of view 
were fresh and pragmatic, and often fun. Nearing the end of the conversation, Ana talked 
about her fascination with Kintsugi, the Japanese custom of repairing broken pottery with 
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gold, augmenting their esthetic and spiritual value, acknowledging the history of the object 
and the beauty of being repaired that can only achieved by first being broken. That section 
of the performance was finished in silence. Ana and Tijana were sitting at the bed, watching 
a video that we had made together in cooperation with a Finnish dancer, Krista Arppo, on 
Suomenlinna, in which they walked around the bushes, bluntly imitating birds, following 
each other, and hanging around until sunset.

KINTSUGUI
Ana and Tijana, despite their youth and good heartedness, didn’t strike me as naïve; they knew 
about the hardness of life. Ana had faced, and I can bravely say, challenging issues, like having 
to adapt to different countries and languages being separated from her childhood, not living 
with her father, witnessing extreme social injustice (having lived in India), and witnessing 
domestic violence with the second partner of her mother, and from whom the whole family 
escaped not so long ago. I think she is properly aware of how bad it can get, but still has a 
potent drive to live, to transform, to trust and be generous.

Do not get me wrong- I am not idolizing anybody. I am fully aware of how full of tricks 
we are when displaying ourselves in front of others, and how our own self-deception can be 
contagious. I am addressing the description of a moment. In a specific time and place, in which 
specific lives meet, each one being in a particular state or process and, because of the exact 
combination they form, a synergic clash happens. All sorts of forces interact in that encounter, 
through the people and upon them, expelling them out of their orbit.

That is how it felt when I finally had to admit, despite my skepticism and cynicism, that 
wandering around lost and hopeless was as naïve as pretending that everything can be fixed. 
The drive to continue and the trust it implies coexist with the unwillingness to continue and 
the pain of being broken. I simply had to swallow that. How to continue with the absence of 
a loved one? What golden material can be used to fill in that gap? Not having an answer is 
not a reason to stop moving.

While writing this, having no solutions or big changes in my life after this experience, I 
am ready to acknowledge in this line, the reason that keeps me working in participatory art. 
It is for me, a compressed version of the most honest and fullest interaction I can have with 
an unknown person, and sometimes with some luck, with myself.

Link for video How Does Life Continue?: www.vimeo.com/200250982

HoME theater

KoToNA / DoMA / at HoME Performance in a private home URB Festival, Kiasma

Participants in this iteration of HoME Theater were: Krista Arppo, Jenni Koistinen, 

Howard Lotker, Sodja Lotker, Cristina Maldonado, Virpi Nieminen, Johanna Puuperä, 

Pauliina Sjöberg, Evelina Villonen, Olga Zamurovic, Ana, Vera, Lea and Tijana.
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During August and September 2016, Elena Mazzi spent 
some time working first on the island of Suomenlinna, 
and then the HIAP Cable Factory studios on the main-
land of Helsinki. She worked on her project “I am talking 
to you” (2016) during her collaborative residency with 
HIAP and m-cult/Collaborative Arts Partnership Pro-
gramme. The work explores our relationship with the 
media.

Athanasía Aarniosuo: In your research, you 
looked into our relationship with the media by using 
media. Is the irony intentional? What does the use 
of media and video bring to the research?

Elena Mazzi: The work intentionally investigates 
how we use and perceive media, which is why it was 
important for me to create a direct dialogue.

It all started out of a frustration I realized I was per-
ceiving each time I watched the news in combination 
with the direct observation of some elderly people I met 
last year during a summer residency program in a small 
village of central Italy; they were constantly watching 
TV, all day long. Their reactions intrigued me, and I kept 
on thinking about them.

We are facing a one-way dialogue with journalism 
and our media systems. Although we have easy access to 
counter-information on the web, television still strongly 
drives our vision to the current state of facts. We pas-
sively accept news regarding politics and migration, 

without protesting or criticizing. This in turn, causes a 
lack of information, and a completely unbalanced per-
ception of the world.

That is why I wanted to give a voice to all of our 
inner thinking. I did it through a series of interviews; 
videos of people watching the news, trying to interact 
with media devices. I realized that more and more people 
envision their feelings while using media tools, and they 
naturally start speaking with them, to free their thinking. 
I find myself sometimes getting angry at my phone with-
out realizing I am speaking with an electronic device. 
When I realize it, I find it both intriguing and scary.

That is why I thought to create a video installation 
with different subjects who, like me, naturally communi-
cate with electronic devices while doing their everyday 
life task. I wanted to answer and communicate their 
vision on important contemporary issues that affect life.

AA: You are interested in how humans are influ-
enced by their surroundings and their contexts. How 
did your residency in Helsinki affect your ideas?

EM: The interest for a specific area, or for a specific 
culture, comes from the reality I live and experience. It’s 
a need I’ve had since I was very young: understanding 
the places that I was visiting, and getting deep into them. 
Usually, this happens by discovering the place by means 
of the people living within it. To better explain, it is how 
the human being perceives the surrounding place and 

Elena Mazzi is talking to you
Interview by Athanasía Aarniosuo

All images courtesy of Elena Mazzi
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decides to operate in it, perhaps making a change. This 
action is almost always determined by either a political 
or a social necessity, which could be a period of distress 
or a crisis.

How do people react from a top-down approach 
imposed on their land? What are their needs? How do 
they find strategies to face different situations? For 
instance, I am referring to Berlusconi’s new town opera-
tion in L’Aquila after the 2009 earthquake; or Benetton’s 
displacement of the Mapuche community in Patagonia; 
the impact of mass tourism in Venice; the gentrification 
phenomenon operated by big corporations in San Fran-
cisco. I am citing some of the cases studies that I have 
been analyzing during the past years.

Helsinki affected me in a different way. I look at 
Nordic countries as territories where the public sphere 
is affecting, guiding and directing the society. The use 
of the space is different; man/land ratio affects the rela-
tionship humans have with nature in a different way in 
comparison to the very dense lands I used to live in. But 
on the contrary, the weather, light and homogeneity of 
the landscape deeply affect the human beings in their 
everyday life. These aspects seem obvious, but when 
you live them every day, you start to perceive how to 
read a country, and see the problems they might find 
themselves in. You can start to understand why, even 
under the guise of democracy, a young man can be killed 
on the street during a sunny afternoon by a group of 
neo-Nazis next to a bunch of policemen.

AA: Tell us a bit about your project with m-cult. 
What was it like working in Maunula?

EM: Maunula has been a fantastic place to work in. 
It is on the periphery, but not so far from the city centre. 
There are amazing facilities for the community, such as 
Saunabaari and Mediapaja. Soon they will open the new 
Maunula centre, where my video installation will be 

presented. People make all of these places. Here, you can 
schedule and decide your activities, which range from 
ceramics to singing to knitting and so on. Libraries, dance 
rooms, cafe areas are at your disposal, and while this 
might be common in Finland, it is not the case in many 
other countries. Finnish people are generally shy, I have 
to say, but I felt at home in Maunula, where I was always 
welcomed and helped with any difficulties. For example, 
locals would always help translating and communicat-
ing if someone was struggling with their English. I had 
an amazing 82 year old assistant. I was asking people to 
film at their places and they always accepted (and this 
is not always the case in Finland, I have to say). I also 
appreciated the small forest crossing Maunula, where I 
could go each time I needed to focus. This was a luxury 
for me, one that helped me look at things from a different 
perspective.

AA: How does the fact that world news is so 
readily available these days affect our everyday 
lives?

EM: Sometimes, we feel as though we are aware 
of what is happening around us,  but that is not always 
true. We are living in an extremely delicate time, faced 
with many changes in the building of a future. Our own 
opinions are extremely important and we need to be 
aware and conscious of our choices. We always under-
estimate the common thinking in favour of our personal 
choice, assuming that others will make the same decision 
because “this is what is right.” The problem is that we are 
becoming more and more lonely. We don’t know one 
another anymore, and we under-evaluate the opinions 
of others. And are surprised by the results. We need more 
dialogue, to discuss more, to share more.

This work is just a little experiment about enjoying 
our daily life, and aims to understand how we all relate 
with media devices.
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AA: What brought you to Finland and where do 
you go from here?

EM: Nordic countries and their public sphere struc-
tures have always attracted me. I’ve always wanted to 
know more about that idea, and to take the best from it, 
and export that model in other places. We always have 
to learn from each other. I actually hope to come back 
soon, but at the moment I am developing a nine-month 
project for the Modern and Contemporary Museum in 
Turin (GAM) in collaboration with the Spinola Banna 
Foundation in the province of Turin (IT). The two insti-
tutions invited me to lead a workshop for young artists, 
as well as to outline a series of panel discussions, per-
formances, and new productions in parallel with the 
teaching. I’ve just started in October 2016 and I find it 
both exciting and well structured, so I look forward to 
the coming steps.

Read more: 

www.elenamazzi.com 

www.m-cult.org 

Documentation of work in Maunula:  

www.maunulassa.wordpress.com/portfolio/

puhun-sinulle-kuvat-ja-video/
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This interview with Arash Moori was initially conducted by María San Martín Rodríguez for 
the El Ranchito Finlandia residency programme of Matadero Madrid and adapted by Sarah 
Sähkö for HIAP.

Arash Moori (b.1977, Birmingham, England) is a multidisciplinary artist whose work with 
electricity, electromagnetic interference, light and sound dates back to the early 2000s. “Het-
erodyne” his debut solo album was released in 2015 on the US-based label Type Records. In 
his collaborative works he creates sculptural sound installations, which explore the acoustic, 
spatial and symbolic characteristics of sites and environments. 

“Parasitic Noise,” his residency project, aimed to further investigate the induction of 
crosstalk and interference between audio-visual systems in his live performances through 
the development of self-built circuitry and tools. He talks to us about the project, his work 
with light, laser and sound and what he did during his stay at HIAP. 

The El Ranchito Finland exchange programme is co-organised by HIAP and Matadero Madrid 
with the support of AECID.

Arash Moori
Parasitic Noise

ARASH MOORI
Parasitic Noise 
Electromagnetic 
audio-visual 
performance for laser 
projector, fluorescent 
lights and electronic 
devices, HIAP Gallery 
Augusta, 2016,
Video still

As your residency was held in different locations, 
could you summarize its first part at Matadero 
Madrid and how that related to its continuation at 
HIAP?

Having in mind the residency would be developed 
in different places, and with a six month gap, I spent the 
first part of the residency at Matadero sourcing elec-
tronic materials and components that would be utilised 
and be relevant for both periods. Alongside this, I made 
use of Plató, a sound stage, within which to flesh out ideas 
whilst assessing the possible direction and development 
things could take within the framework of my proposal 
“Parasitic Noise.” In between, I worked on a solo collabo-
rative exhibition and returned midway through that on 
May 13th to showcase what I had done earlier in the year 
with a performance held in Plató. As I live in Madrid, it 
was time spent in a practical way, relevant to planning 
for my time at HIAP, which would have a more contex-
tual focus. 

Elaborating on the term “Parasitic Noise,” what 
do you hope to convey with these synesthetic light 
works and performances based around electricity 
presented in Plató and Gallery Augusta?

“Parasitic Noise” was a track title taken from my LP 

album “Heterodyne,” which was released by Type Records 
in 2015. The album relied on electromagnetic recordings 
as the foundation for its compositions. The term itself 
refers to oscillations in electronics which couple within 
circuits or radiate between independent devices, cre-
ating unwanted crosstalk, noise or interference. Audio 
feedback that occurs when placing a microphone in front 
of an amplified speaker is one example of this process. 
I don’t have specific expectations of how an audience 
should interpret the work, other than to convey my own 
fascination in utilising electricity, light sources and elec-
tronic devices as instruments whilst exploring the possible 
audio-visual use of tools which are unknown. However, 
there are questions raised surrounding the inaudible land-
scape of electrical activity which saturate our surrounding 
environment generated from a plethora of consumer 
devices to sprawling networks. My aims, on this occasion 
weren’t to address this idea specifically as it had been 
explored in previous collaborative works with Esther 
Mañas such as “Invoking a Demon Landscape,” 2010 and 
“Panacoustic Vortex,” 2016. If anything, the performances 
are an affirmation of subverting what is at hand to create 
electronic instruments and as a means to experience their 
visual and sonic effects in a physical way.
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Your performances and installations seem to be 
set up in such a way so as to create uniquely intense 
experiences for an audience. They contain a ritual-
istic element in their reception and transmission. 
How intentional is this?

Collaboratively, I make works in which architec-
tural spaces tend to become integral parts of the work, 
creating sculptural sound environments, which generally 
are not easily replicable outside of their context. Cou-
pling this approach of working with the possibility that 
a performance itself may be open to different poten-
tial outcomes, and that sound and light are shaped by 
the geometry of a site, contribute to them being one-
off type affairs. So there is intentionality in that I work 
with space as a sculptural material. In the case of Plató, I 
started working there out of practical necessity; to delin-
eate a space in order to control sound and light levels 
whilst having an environment in which to test out ideas 
without conflicting with other activities. At HIAP, it was 
somewhat different, as I started off with a defined space. 
Ultimately I am disinterested in repeating a performed 
work again in the same site once it has been executed 
and generally the same goes for adapting sculptural 
installations outside of their original context, although 

in some cases it has thrown up interesting results. As far 
as there being a perceived sense of ritual experience in 
the work, it could be linked to early memories of sound 
through social uses of spaces by disparate musical sub-
cultures that I was involved with in both South Africa and 
Birmingham, predating my work in art. 

What work did you undertake whilst here? Can 
you talk about the context of the project in relation 
to Helsinki and your interest in Erkki Kurenniemi?

Apart from my focus of working on the design, 
building and integration of electronics for “Parasitic 
Noise,” it was possible for me to organise an opportunity 
to see and interact with some of Erkki Kurenniemi’s self-
made electronic synthesisers, which are conserved at the 
University of Helsinki Electronic Music Studios. This was 
an initial aim of the residency pursued out of personal 
interest after seeing Kurenniemi’s collaboration with Pan 
Sonic around 2002. I was also curious about the diverse 
type of radical interfaces he designed for his instruments, 
some of which utilised light as well as electrical brain 
wave activity. More specifically, my decision for wanting 
to participate in a residency in Helsinki was also based 
on a specific desire to reconnect with my own artistic 
trajectory. It was there where I first presented my use of 

fluorescent lights as an electronic sound instrument at a 
self-organised collaborative exhibition held in the Cable 
Factory basements about 15 years ago. I saw this act of 
revisiting as a potential type of feedback process itself. 
A number of electromagnetic field recordings were also 
made of my movement through a permanent neon light 
installation that flanks the sides of an escalator in the 
depths of what used to be called the Kaisaniemi metro 
station. The recordings will be made available at some 
point. 

You ended with a performance that utilized 
a laser projector, fluorescent lights and electronic 
devices all as sound generators. Could you expand 
on how this system worked?

The performance developed upon an idea of 
audio-visual feedback and incorporated a laser projector 
with a self-built interface to visualise electromagnetic 
activity. This laser system was in part developed in pre-
vious collaborative works, although expanded upon and 
reworked whilst here for live integration through the 
addition of circuitry. It enables me to visualise via laser, 
the electromagnetic radiation emitted by electronic 
devices through real-time sensing, while simultane-
ously making audible these same waves. I am able to 

shape the visual and atonal output of these fields by 
manipulating the three dimensional appearance of the 
projections through my proximity and interaction to 
them, expanding upon the possibilities of using light 
and sound as sculptural media in my work. Aside from 
employing a number of other electronic devices during 
the performance as input sources, I was also able to use 
the laser projector itself in order to play with the addi-
tion of a feedback process. Whilst other laser systems 
exist whose input are waveforms shaped by modular 
synthesis, the above setup differs in its raw use of elec-
tromagnetic fields through direct bodily interaction. As 
for other elements I habitually use, such as fluorescent 
lighting or strobes, they are independent, although they 
can be synchronised to work in binary arrhythmic or 
rhythmic states of on/ off, the sound again being a real-
time amplification of their electric flux. With all of this 
activity and controlled chaos, audio-visual interferences 
and crosstalk inevitably occurs; which I then manipulate 
and exploit.

ARASH MOORI 
Parasitic Noise 
Electromagnetic 
audio-visual 
performance for laser 
projector, fluorescent 
lights and electronic 
devices, HIAP Gallery 
Augusta, 2016. 
Video still, Image 
courtesy of the artist
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Anna Moreno’s piece about an artist’s journey in time.

IN PRIMEVAL TIMES, AN ARTIST MOTHER
DARKEST WIDOW OF THE VERMILLION SANDS
ERECTED A SONIC SCULPTURE WITH CHROMIUM STRUTS
A METALLIC HOMAGE TO HER DEAD LOVER

In a dark space, four people are sitting around a big wooden table. The table is covered with a 
two-tone cloth that runs over it and across the floor. The four people are chattering, reading 
a sheet of paper that has been placed in front of them. Suddenly, they start singing. Cameras 
record their every word.

The artist, Anna Moreno, tells me that the table is a brasero; a traditional Spanish table 
with a heater placed underneath. The artist had it made in the Finnish city of Lahti, during 
a residency at HIAP Suomenlinna. A piece of Spain, made by Finnish artisans, using Finnish 
wood. On the table, there are also a few bird whistles, which the artist Anna Moreno sees as 
being seductive, also made here in Finland. The singers are folk singers, one of them Italian, 
the rest are Finnish. The project is international not only through its participants, but through 
the artist herself, as well as her table. Moreno is from Spain, but currently resides in the 
Netherlands. The table will travel from Helsinki to Barcelona, once Moreno completes her 
HIAP residency. Moreno does not want her work to be seen as site-specific, however. It just 
so happens that every part of her piece has developed out of a negotiation or friendship with 
the local community.

The singers discuss the text in front of them, while warming up around the brasero. 
What does the text mean? How do they relate to it? How does it transform itself to melody? 
It becomes clear that they have a task; to create a song out of a text they have never seen 
before. The audience of roughly fifty people does not get a finished song, a ready melody, but 
instead a process, a discussion, a negotiation.

The process is indeed important, as is tradition. The slow paced discussion pays due 
respect to tradition, craftsmanship, and local materials. The core point of the piece is, however, 
negotiation: four strangers coming together to create a single work of art. It is not an easy task 
for them; the text itself presents challenges, as it is written in English, not the singers’ first 
language. It tells the retro-futuristic, almost science fiction, story of the creation of a world 
as a foundational myth, combining the past, the present and the future. It is certainly tricky 
to decipher in just over an hour.

The music the singers create though improvisation sounds almost religious with its 

Anna Moreno
The Whole World Will Be Singing
Text by Athanasía Aarniosuo
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drumming and steady rhythm. At first, the singers appear nervous and timid. Slowly they open 
up, and start making all sorts of noises: throat singing, rhythmic clapping and animal sounds. 
It seems as if they occasionally forget the text and forget what it is they are trying to do.

LONGLY HAD THE PEOPLE ABOUT HER FORGOTTEN
WHEN THE CITY’S FOUNDATIONS BEGAN PULSING
A MONOTONOUS DRUM, A HIGH-PITCHED WAILING
WAS THE FAMILIAR CHANT OF THE MURDERED DAUGHTER

The audience is intrigued; some laugh, some dance. However, most do not have the energy 
to watch the entire performance. A group of a dedicated few individuals (about 15 people) 
watch the process from beginning to end. The performance was supposed to last one hour, 
but goes over the arranged time slot by another. Movement or discussion in the room often 
interrupts the shamanic and meditative atmosphere. It would seem that wrapping things up 
is the hardest part of the performance. They work wonderfully as a group while improvising, 
but finalizing the song is a little trickier. Maybe the singers just needed a little bit more time.

Eventually, more than an hour after the original closing time, the singers are ready. A 
three-part song based on the text “The Whole Word Was Singing” is ready to be performed 
to the audience for the first time. The first part of the piece reminds me of the well-known 
ballad of “Scarborough Fair” and makes for a calm introduction to the story. The second part 
is much more rhythmic and occasionally even aggressive; the words: pulsing, murder, drum, 
and daughter are repeated, reminding me of the band Liars and their vicious repetition of the 
word blood. The third part sounds the most traditional, almost religious, and yet somewhat 
like a lullaby. Soothing vibrations, they sing, and that is exactly what they are.

Moreno has based her performative piece and the text that forms its core on a bizarre 
theory. According to Moreno, the artist travels in time and her imagination of the future 
depends on present developments. In Moreno’s view, there have been three pivotal moments 
in recent history: the very beginning of the 20th century, which Moreno sees as the era of 
progressive thinking, the 1930s with Bauhaus and functionalism, and the 70s, with their sci-fi 
and dystopian literature. These three moments in time are of extreme importance to Moreno. 
Through these moments, her imaginary artist/hero views the present from the future. To 
concretely tie the theory in with the piece, she intends to make two more tables; three nego-
tiation tables, for three moments in the 20th century. This science fiction theory manifests 
itself in the text, which bases itself on foundational myths such as the Kalevala, oddly shaped 
and twisted by our present.

SOON, THE WHOLE WORLD WAS SINGING
THE WHOLE WORLD WAS SINGING
THE WHOLE WORLD WAS SINGING

Anna Moreno’s residency at HIAP has been supported by Stroom Den Haag.

www.annamoreno.net
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As a curator, researcher and writer, I’m interested in the blips and errors of social interactions. 
My purpose for spending the month of September as HIAP’s curator in residence on Soumen-
linna in 2016 was to investigate the relationship between shyness and performance, through 
research, conversation and experiments with material and questions that I would later dis-
cover. No sooner had I arrived than people began telling me how shy the Finns are, which not 
only amused but excited me that the topic would resonate across different individuals and 
cultural norms. I ended up with a constellation of readings, anecdotes and thoughts about 
the spectrum of self-awareness and what its relationship to performance might be; I lay these 
out below in an attempt to map a topic whose everyday-ness is as elusive as it is self-evident.

* * *

“Shame relies on the art of exposure… People turn red with shame, are ‘flooded’ by shame, as 
though shame … brings the body too close to the surface, inner organs and liquids bursting 
through the dams of the mind.” Jaqueline Rose (2003, 1)

EMBARRASSING THE AUDIENCE
It’s 2008 and I’m sitting in a lecture theatre. The lights are up on the audience, and the late 
performance artist Adrian Howells is speaking about his one to one confessional perfor-
mances. He simultaneously reveals all kinds of intimate details about his body and personal 
life: his shame about the size of his penis, his damaging obsessions with younger men, his lack 
of experience with intimate relationships. Despite the rawness of his revelations, Howells 
delivers these confessions with apparent ease and grace whilst I, quite unexpectedly, am 
glowing, pounding and exploding silently in my seat. Over-identifying with the performer’s 
embarrassing confessions, I imagine myself in his place, disclosing my deepest secrets to 
the entire room. My heart is beating across my face and neck, my skin temporarily tattooed 
a mottled pink. It’s almost as if having shed his shame through this very public act of confes-
sion, I’ve contracted it.

Marianne Mulvey
Sequences of Shyness and Performance

EMMA MCGARRY
Portrait of the Artist 
Being Alive, 2014. Com-
missioned by Schools 
and Teachers, Learn-
ing, Tate London.
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RUNNING HOT: INSIDE AND OUT
In her memoir, The Argonauts, Maggie Nelson describes the scene of her college professor 
Christina Crosby arriving for class on her bike, windswept and flushed from the ride, making 
everyone “quake with intimidation and desire.” Nelson relates how during the first few minutes 
of teaching, Christina “had a habit of blushing deep red.” Despite her apparent embarrassment 
at speaking in public, Nelson says, “It didn’t make her any less cool. In fact, it made us think 
she ran hot on the inside, that something about her passion for Gyatri Spivak or the Combahee 
River Collective was uncontainable. And it was.” The obvious passion for her topic is not only 
engaging, but also alluring. Her physical response to standing up in front of her students and 
teaching feminist theory shows that it matters to her, and this is undeniably sexy. Later in life, 
remembering Crosby’s recurrent blush enables Nelson to feel hers rising in front of her own 
students without any “substantive shame… (It happens to me all the time).” Instead of being 
cowed by a show of feeling in front of the class, Nelson almost revels in it, connected through 
it to someone who once taught her with the same commitment and fervour (Nelson 2015, 
74-73). This exquisite vignette not only conveys Nelson and her classmates’ admiration for 
their teacher, but perfectly describes how the blush opens up the intellectual to the sensual, 
where what matters is communicated through our fleshy matter.

PERFORMING THE ANTI-ORGASM
The sociologist Erving Goffman analysed everyday social interactions as a set of dramatic 
performances presenting us to the world in different contexts, proposing that this plurality 
is what actually constitutes our “self.” In his book The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life 
(1956) Goffman writes that in order to be convincing, a performer must be, “fully taken in by 
his own act… sincerely convinced that the impression of reality which he stages is the real 
reality.” If not, the “performance” might be called “cynical” (Goffman 1956, 10). At the heart of 
these everyday dramatic performances seems to lie a concern over authenticity, that we are 
not “faking it,” that we can be trusted. A fluency of words, gesture, responses and the appro-
priate props- our clothes and the objects we surround ourselves with, all taken together are 
what lead others to safely believe that what we perform is “the real reality.”

The failures of our social performances were examined in equal detail. Goffman’s analysis 
of embarrassment includes an intriguing description of its sudden onset, placing it next to 
pleasure in its texture and structure of feeling: “Some occasions of embarrassment have an 
abrupt orgasmic character; a sudden introduction of the disturbing event is followed by an 
immediate peak in the experience of embarrassment and then by a slow return…” The prox-
imity to pleasure tells us something perhaps about the relationship between shyness and 
performance. As a rupture in our “presentation,” the publicity of a social gaff has us showing 
something of our inner feelings on the outside, which, like a kind of anti-orgasm, “mars an 
otherwise euphoric situation” (Ibid) but also reveals our humanity. 

Text by Gilbert & George in Kelly 
Large's studio. Photo by Kelly Large.
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SUCCESSFULLY SHY?
In her book, A Director Prepares: Seven Essays on Art and Theatre, Anne Bogart recounts 
the story of going to see a friend play his long anticipated first gig, along with another friend 
who was an “actual rockstar.” Unfortunately, what they witness is a complete flop. Analyzing 
what went wrong, her companion states, without hesitation: “Er had keine Scheu.” Roughly 
translated, “Scheu” means shyness or embarrassment….  “He is performing a singer, but he’s 
not really singing.”’ In order to identify what makes a real singer, they stay on for the next set 
that “featured a woman who simply stood in front of her band and sang.” This time Bogart 
and her friend are captivated at how “the intensity of the sound emanating from her body 
increased her vulnerability. Her own self-awareness disconcerted her and she appeared 
slightly embarrassed (Bogart 114).” Bogart puts her finger on what sometimes makes shy-
ness, embarrassment, and awkwardness so crucial to that which it appears to eschew: 
performance. Just as the blushing teacher elicits empathy and attraction in her students, 
the vulnerable performer shows an awareness of their publicity and with it, an equality with 
their audience. Their offering is bravely and freely given, what Bogart calls the “empathetic 
gift (Ibid, 4-5).” And perhaps what is most appealing about the vulnerable performer is that 
they offer a fleeting and privileged access to their “real reality”?

Perhaps.

HERE AND THERE 
Recounting the photograph’s story to me over Skype, the artist Emma McGarry began to 
colour up, and my cheeks warmed a little too, in solidarity. She tells me that toward the end 
of a year of being an artist workshop leader at Tate Modern in London, she was invited to 
make an artwork about her experience of teaching school pupils in the gallery. After some 
thought, McGarry decided to dwell on something that happened in every workshop, yet was 
never discussed: like Crosby or Nelson, at the beginning of each session she blushed for a good 
ten minutes. The camera captures the artist with a patchwork of pinky-red on her pale skin, a 
defiant look in her eyes. As a physiological manifestation of an intense emotional state, I once 
revered the blush as an unmistakable indicator of feeling that even actors could not man-
ufacture. At first glance then, McGarry’s arresting image depicts the seemingly impossible. 

The photograph was turned into a large poster and pasted up in a corridor gallery at Tate 
Modern. Viewing it here I was up close and personal with McGarry’s red face, but removed 
from the scene of the original performance to camera, which she tells me was no more difficult 
than conjuring a memory of blushing in front of a sea of young faces. Even now, separated 
as we are by so many miles and speaking into screens, she is blushing about blushing about 
blushing. And yet none of the classic postures of shyness - the looking down, hiding the eyes, 

screwing up the body, each of them making a spectacle of us when we wish to disappear, 
are apparent in the resulting image. She called the work Portrait of the Artist Being Alive 
after anthropologist Tim Ingold’s book Being Alive, which, in her own words, “is about going 
through life with a sense of presence.” Sitting upright and staring straight directly into the 
lens, McGarry makes a bold statement: I am here, she says, I am present. 

A MANTRA FOR LIVING
After trying to explain my project to a friend, she sent me a snapshot of some words from the 
artists Gilbert and George that are pinned up in her studio. For her, they form a kind of mantra 
on making art and living. To me, they speak of the messiness and vitality of being present to 
one another in all our glory and grotesqueness. Try reading them out loud to yourself and 
maybe, if you dare, to someone else.

Marianne Mulvey was in residence at HIAP in context of HICP - Helsinki International Cura-
torial Programme, realised as a collaboration between Frame Contemporary Art Finland 
and HIAP.
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In 1972, the lawyer Christopher Stone wrote “I am quite seriously proposing that we give 
legal rights to forests, oceans, rivers and other so-called ‘natural objects’ in the environment 
- indeed, to the natural environment as a whole.” At the same time, the Supreme Court of the 
U.S. was discussing the case in which the preservation organization, Sierra Club, was trying to 
block the development of a ski resort in the Mineral King glacial valley in the Sierra Nevada 
Mountains. The Court ruled against the defendants of the Sierras, provoking a dissenting 
opinion by Justice William “Wild Bill” Douglas:

“The ordinary corporation is a ‘person’ for purposes of the adjudicatory processes …. 
So it should be as respects valleys, alpine meadows, rivers, lakes, estuaries, beaches, ridges, 
groves of trees, swampland, or even air that feels the destructive pressures of modern tech-
nology and modern life. …. The voice of the inanimate object, therefore, should not be stilled.”

The Sierra Club lost the case (although the ski resort was never developed), but alterna-
tive stories, imaginations and practices asserting nonhuman personhoods have proliferated 
ever since. Law, economy, politics, art, most of human practices, still to a large extent, do 
not take into account the voices of nonhuman animals, plants, inorganic bodies, and entire 
multitudes of entities are either thrown into the background or otherwise silenced. This 
“oh-so-modern” way of dealing with the world is contested across the board. For example, 
several countries have recently established that natural entities are holders of legal rights. 
In their own way, artistic and theoretical practices are increasingly taking other-than-hu-
mans “seriously,” listening to, co-performing, and conversing with those that do not speak 
our tongues. 

During a two-day camp on the island of Kemiönsaari in Southwestern Finland, we dis-
cussed and performed dynamics of shared trans-species conversations. How do we invite 
nonhumans to (freely) take part in conversations initiated by humans? What kinds of rights 
and freedoms are asserted through this natural and cultural mingling? What are the respon-
sibilities and accountabilities of the humans towards the invited/interpolated nonhuman 
persons? The participants shared their approaches through narration, discussions, exercises, 
audio-visual performances, opening up towards more conversations to come.

On the first day, we traveled from Helsinki and reached the cottages in the South of 
Kemiönsaari. After unpacking, we headed to Klovakärrin kaivos / Klovakärrsgruvan (Vestlax), 
a clearing in the forest featuring one large hole filled with water and remnants of ore scat-
tered all about. This is the site of one of the earliest modern copper mines, first discovered 
in 1558, and subsequently mined in the mid-1700’s to the 1880’s. Around the hole/pool and 

Mirko Nikolić
Earth Wants to be Free
on rights, autonomy & freedom of other-than-humans
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR EARTH OTHERS 
(PREPARED BY ASTRIDA NEIMANIS)
This is a semi-structured interview. Questions are meant 
as prompts only. If the respondent chooses to elaborate 
on a particular point, or extend it in a different direction, 
the researcher should be guided by the respondent’s 
lead. 

Before the interview begins, the researcher should 
ensure that they have obtained informed consent from 
all respondents. Ensure that respondents know that they 
are free to terminate the interview at any time.

1. First, I am hoping I can gather some general 
demographic data. Could you please state your age, your 
gender, and your species? Is there any other pertinent 
information you would like to provide?

2. You note that you want to be free. Can you elab-
orate on why you are not free? Who or what is limiting 
your freedom?

3. Do you think freedom is absolute, or is it relative? 
Do you think it makes sense to speak of “degrees of free-
dom,” and if yes, what might this mean in your situation?

4. Finally, you will have noted that this interview is 
being conducted under the condition of informed con-
sent. However, I recognize that we may not share the 
same understanding of consent. Can you please explain 
your understanding of this concept, as well as how, and 
in what circumstances, consent can be granted?

(Post-interview field notes, to be completed by 
Researcher)

Comment on the modes of response, situational 
affect, unforeseen difficulties or other notable circum-
stances that may have affected the interview process, the 
data you retrieved, or anything that might affect your 
analysis thereof.
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in its vicinity, Felicia Honkasalo + Akuliina Niemi + Sinna Virtanen performed Landslides – A 
Portrait of Mary Anning, Agata Marzecova introduced us to her methodology of Vernacular 
Geology, and Matterlurgy performed Radiophony 29 with copper ore. We then returned to 
the cottages and dined, after which members of Mustarinda Working Group led a conversa-
tion about Post fossil fuel futures. After that we moved into the tent, where Tuomas Laitinen 
and I performed an extract of mineralizacija, followed by the screening of Laura Harrington’s 
video The Liveliest of Elements. The first day ended (very late) with two performance lectures: 
Hanna Husberg’s the material relationality, or the more-than-human sociality, of air and Miloš 
Trakilović’s Nothing Really Matters. On the second day, after a collective breakfast, we listened 
to Elin Mar Øyen Vister’s Cirkels ontologi (mantra for biodiversity), watched and listened to 
Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos’s : self withdrawal :, and closed the morning session 
with Essi Kausalainen’s talk Branching Out #2. The group then moved to another site of mining 
in the proximity, Ostergårdsgrufvan, which was mined for copper in 1877. We explored the hill 
that sits inconspicuously next to farmed land around Vestlax to find the cut, which was made 
through it by the miners. On the slope of the hill, Bartaku performed a participatory Tongue-
topological Like Mining on Mount Zucgar. We ended the symposium-camp with an invitation 
sent to us by Astrida Neimanis to engage in an “interview” with earth others. This intra-action 
demanded its own space and time, and it was a way of expanding the conversations beyond 
the limited space-time of the symposium-camp. Responses are gathered below...

PARTICIPANTS INCLUDED:
Agata Marzecova, the Alps, Baroa Belaobara, Bartaku, birds of Røst archipelago, blue slugs of 
Bor, Essi Kausalainen, Felicia Honkasalo + Akuliina Niemi + Sinna Virtanen, fossils of Dorset, 
Hanna Husberg, Jenni Nurmenniemi, Laura Harrington, Matterlurgy, Miloš Trakilović, miner-
alisation of Östergårdsgrufvan, mirko nikolić, Moss Flats of the North Pennines, Mustarinda 
working group, mycorrhizae, rocks of Klovakärr mine, ocean of air, post-fossil fuels, Tuomas A. 
Laitinen, and many more earth-others who/which withdraw from naming. With contributions 
by Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, Astrida Neimanis and Elin Øyen Mar Vister. And 
thanks to magnificent support of Jaana Eskola, Paul Flanders, Salla Lahtinen, Saša Marić, 
Višnja Vujović.

The symposium-camp was realised in context of Frontiers in Retreat.

GREEN MOSS AND MONSTERA  

IN CONVERSATION WITH ESSI KAUSALAINEN

Dear Mirko,

Thank you for bringing my attention back to this inter-
view conducted by Astrida Neimanis. An interview I 
failed to do in the moist spring air of Kemiö island. An 
interview I again failed in the quietness of my studio in 
this cold February light. The conditions of these two 
attempts could not have been much different, but yet, 
the end result was the same: Agitated and confused, my 
body starts to tense up. Re-reading the questions, I stum-
ble with the words and their meanings feeling utterly 
inadequate and frustrated. My difficulty does not lie in 
the idea of listening to an Earth Other, for I have been 
collaborating with plants and fungi and minerals and 
other Others for many years. It lies in the fact that I have 
never approached them through words. I have asked 
questions but not with pre-determined concepts.

To be able to open a dialogue with plant beings, I 
have felt the need to develop a practice of deep listening. 
A practice that thrives to cultivate the haptic sensitivity, 
the sensuous capacity of our differently shaped bodies. 
(Quite the opposite of an interview, no?) As this method 
of softening, opening and observing has just allowed me 
to bypass the preconceived ideas of “them” and ’”me,” it 
does not make sense to go back. Trying to set myself to 
this analytic and linear mode suggested by these ques-
tions, my muscles starts to tighten and the breath grows 
thin. The connection to my chosen plant companion 
dries out quickly, and I feel alone and lost.

In the first attempt, my interviewee is a radiant 
green moss that captures my attention with its fragrant, 
luscious body. But being there next to it, I am unable to 
talk to it as a separate entity. The way it roots its body 
to the surrounding ecosystem - the rock, the twigs, the 
fungi, the tree - makes me feel like a fool with my A4 
printout with the questions of age, gender and species. 
The paper comes in between us, blocking any sensuous 
interactions, making me too serious and dry. Joyless.

It is the very being of a plant that has taught me 
the depth and the danger of these concepts, and of 
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Beings and Other Things, Photo by Mikko Kuorinki

FELICIA HONKASALO (FH), AKULIINA NIEMI (AN), 

SINNA VIRTANEN (SV) AND ONE SPECIFIC  
COMPANION SPECIES, NAMED BY HUMANS AS 
EUPHORBIA LACTEA CRISTATA.
The four of them are sitting at cafe Sis Deli in Kalevankatu 
in Helsinki, one day in early March. Sinna orders a vegan 
chai latte, Akuliina decides to have a normal cappuccino 
and Felicia goes for a double shot oat milk latte.

Akuliina Niemi: First, I am hoping I can gather 
some general demographic data. Could you please state 
your age, your gender, and your species? Is there any 
other pertinent information you would like to provide?

Felicia Honkasalo: We, for example, read on house-
plantexperts.com that you are an African succulent from 
the Euphorbia genus and Euphorbiaceae family, and that 
you have been mutated to create one plant type from 
two types.

Sinna Virtanen: Actually when I look at you, you 
remind me of one coral reef I saw when I was diving a few 
years back. I guess I have this image in my mind because 
of the way your head looks.

AN: I’m very sorry, but I have to confess that you 
somehow disgust me. I just want to pick all your nee-
dles before you spit them at me. Something in you also 
reminds me of human skin, human hair on human skin; 
but, you look deformed.

SV: Does this have something to do with the fact 
that you have atopic dermatitis?

FH: You note that you want to be free. Can you 
elaborate on why you are not free? Who or what is limit-
ing your freedom? Well that’s easy; me.

SV: Felicia, you’re doing it! What you always do! 
You are turning the discussion to be about your guilt and 
concern about the state of affairs, and your apocalyptic 
fears…

AN: Do you think you would be free if we left you 
here? You are movable in your IKEA pot, but then at 
the same time, only I can move you. But would leaving 
you here be freedom? Is your captivity making you spit 
needles?

FH: They are not needles, they are seeds, and it’s 
not even that plant that spits them, that’s the plant that’s 
called Madagascar Jewel, or Euphorbia leuconeura. In 
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the human obsession of organizing and categorization 
through them. Therefore the idea of bringing them back 
to this wonderfully queer and vibrant moss just feels 
arrogant and wrong. So I give up.

The second interview attempt takes place in the 
somewhat sterile environment of my studio. Here I 
cannot blame the overwhelming noise of life for any pos-
sible distraction. My companion in dialogue is one of the 
Monstera inhabiting the space. (This one has lived with 
me six years and I tend to call it Guardian of Imagination, 
for it’s sensitive presence always helps me tune myself 
away from irrelevant reasoning.) Lying there underneath 
its leaves, I ask permission to ask. Jumping straight to the 
question of freedom, I don’t need to wait for an answer: A 
potted plant, domesticated and cut away from its under-
ground companions, the vibrancy of the soil and the 
humidity of its tropical origin just to keep me company… 
Would you choose to be here? Of course not! Do you find 
your way to grow and flourish in these conditions? Of 
course you do! For you as a plant have this incredible 

resilience and flexibility. Creativity I can only admire. 
To talk to you about the degrees of freedom feels like 
the wrong direction. Because this question of freedom 
always brings the focus back to me and my power on 
you. And I can write all of these words in your name but 
your comment is articulated in your growth, in the curves 
of your body, and my writing will never do the justice.

Again these questions - or this setting of an inter-
view - manage to agitate me. It hits the nerve, so there 
must be something in here worth exploring. The Mon-
stera stands there in its majestic green chaos, leaning 
towards the light. It does consent to my presence but 
couldn’t care less of my questions. Cleaning the air from 
my stress hormones and other chemicals, it grows out 
of its pot, taking up all available space. Sucking in the 
February light and getting ready for the spring.

Finnish, it’s nicknamed “bad boy” or “sex palm,” ‘cause of 
the flying seeds. Nice, no? Same family, different plant. 
Although that one is also poisonous, and the white sap 
can inflame the mucous membranes, skin and eyes.

SV: But leaving you here, why would that be free-
dom? It’s irresponsible, it’s about avoiding responsibility, 
like trying to deny the history, your whole existence. 
Besides, would anyone water you, give you plant sup-
plements? You don’t exist without us.

FH: That was my whole point. You were not made to 
be free; you were made to exist for us, with us. People call 
you a cactus, but you’re not, that’s one of the main reasons 
why plants of your kind die: people don’t know how to 
take care of you. I mean it’s insane that, to achieve your 
look, they take a sharp knife and then they cut a v-shaped 
convex here, and then another v-shaped concave here. 
These two parts are then joined and held together with 
some type of wax, or rubber bands, until the two differ-
ent plants join, and become one plant. A proper mutant, 
a man-made plant, a monster. You’re a Frankenstein! 
How did that feel? And I mean the whole plant business, 

Image courtesy of the artist.
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people buying houseplants or flowers- think about the 
energy plants require to grow and what kind of carbon 
footprints they have as they travel from their place of 
production to our homes. I don’t even want to think about 
how much it took to get this guy here. And think about 
what’s happening, for example, with that lake in Kenya, 
was it Naivasha, that’s a good concrete example: the rose 
industry is draining the lake and polluting the environ-
ment around it, just so we can give each other roses on 
like some stupid Valentine’s Day or a birthday…

AN: I think there is a draft here somewhere, maybe 
it’s the window, it’s not good for you. I read that from the 
instruction manual that was on the pot. You prefer partial 
light and hate drafts.

SV: Shall the four of us go for a lunch somewhere, 
perhaps where it’s warm and humid.

AN: Yeah, somewhere tropical…

PHYTOPLANKTON 

INTERVIEWED BY HANNA HUSBERG
age? ohh, we’re as old as Earth. we’ve grown and matured 
together. a proud product of geosphere and biosphere 
we are. we’ve been through quite some times. remember, 
back in the old days, when all those bacteria and algae 

started spitting out oxygen. that was quite something. 
photosynthesis, they call it, converting light into energy.. 
but the waste, all that oxygen, we just had to swallow.. it 
did make things prettier though. then there were those 
asteroids, blocked out the sun.. and now these human 
people, burning up the carbon deposits, which were 
stored so nicely. how much longer until they figure out 
what they are getting themselves into..

gender? what do you mean? like, what do we iden-
tify as? you know we’re air, don’t you?! we’re multiple and 
elusive. we muddy distinctions. we mingle and mix. even 
so, the air of one location is irreducible to that of another. 

who told you we’re not free? 
we’re free alright. we know freedom is earthbound. 

clinging on to Earth, we move from higher to lower 
pressure areas, forging winds and currents, jet streams, 
atmospheric rivers and teleconnections, submerging 
beings, things and environments. the carbon dioxide 
you think we can’t handle it, just wait and see who can’t 
handle what..

THE TRICKSTER WITH MATTERLURGY  

BY HELENA HUNTER AND MARK PETER WRIGHT
Answer 1. I hear through my many holes, things go in 
and out of me – air, radio waves, water, light. I am an 
absorber, but I also expel. Into the air, I pollinate once 
every 100 years, a citrus seeping odour, invisible but of 
such power you could not comprehend. These tiny parti-
cles travel at lightning speed, through the skin of humans 
and animals, through their homes, buildings and indus-
tries. Settling in the corners of rooms, the spaces between 
computer keys, inside the tear duct. I cannot speak of 
what I do, but virally I travel. Mobile, transversal and 
pervasive, through systems and structures, altering and 
mutating them imperceptibly. Catching in the throat, 
dimming the light bulb, opening the door. You will never 
know me, I work with you, I am you but I am not of you. 
My materiality is my existence. It is the invisible pollution 
that touches you, your things and animates you – makes 
you tick. We collaborate you and I, but we are not the 
same – never equal, always separate and apart from each 
other by languages, information and chemical composi-
tions. Bonded, broken apart together.

A2. Interviewee withheld information. 

A3. Interviewee withheld information.

A4. Interviewee withheld information.

Image courtesy of the artist.

Image courtesy of the artist.
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INTERVIEWED BY LAURA HARRINGTON
Answer 1. Blimey, no one has ever asked me this 
before… I have sometimes had a few conversations with 
some lichen hungry reindeers that graze on us during 
the winter months, but you’re the first of your species 
to talk to me in this way. Normally I assist by allowing 
myself to be prodded with a bit of scientific monitoring 
equipment - that usually answers the questions that are 
needed. However, it feels different to be asked in this 
way. Not sure which method is better, I guess it depends 
on what you do with this interview? 

Maybe it would be helpful if I began by answering 
your first question by expanding a little on my species. I 
am a large peaty hummock with a frozen core that rises 
above the surface of a boggy wet mire, typically around 
2-4m high. I live in the discontinuous permafrost region 
of northern Lapland in Finland. The name for my particu-
lar species is a palsa mire - a name given to us by the Sami 
people and Finns, which we like a lot. I am made up of a 
conglomerate of other species (peat, small  ice  crystals, 
thin  layers  of  segregated ice as well as mosses, lichens 
and Ericales schrubs that make up my surface layer). We 
coexist in different ways, depending on the time of year 
and the surrounding weather. Our existence is rather 
unique; it is the result of a delicate interplay of different 
environmental factors and processes. We are particular in 
the way we demand certain climatic and environmental 
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conditions in order to exist, grow and remain. For exam-
ple, we need an average annual temperature of below -1° 
to survive, too much snow and we would also disappear, 
not exposed to the right amount of wind then our frozen 
core would not take effect or if the peat layers are too 
thin then there wouldn’t be a large enough insulating 
layer to keep the ice frozen during the summer months.  

I am 150 years old but some palsa’s can be up to 
1000 years old and as young as a just a year. My gender 
is neutral. 

A2. Difficult.  Did I note that I wanted to be free? To 
some extent I do feel free - perhaps this is due to where 
I am quietly based in the Sub Arctic region. There are a 
handful of scientists who have taken a very keen inter-
est in us over the last few decades. They do not cause 
us harm and realistically, we only feel their presence 
once or twice a year, which can be fun. Their monitoring 
equipment has been here for many years. 

I wouldn’t exist without certain factors, so I guess 
my existence and therefore freedom is dependent on 
other elements outside of my control. So this gives a 
very delicate coexistence and dependency on and with 
others. I believe we are in decline, but it’s difficult for 
me to say, as I can’t move. The scientists who have been 
monitoring the site where I live for some years could tell 
you more about the changes that are happening as they 
I’m sure have a broader view as to whether I am at risk 
of decline and disappearance. I often ask if they under-
stand us better.

A3. I think freedom is relative. I wouldn’t exist with-
out a certain number of factors. My being is bought into 
existence by different conditions, such as snow, wind, 
peat layers and ice. Outside of me breathing through the 
different seasons, where I freeze, rise and expand- it’s 
difficult for me to move, so my freedom and existence 
depends on and is tied up with others. 

COPPER MINERALISATION  
BY MIRKO NIKOLIĆ
This is a transcript of a silent exchange that I led with the 
cliff at Östergårdsgrufvan in Kemiönsaari.

You (singular plural) have been unearthed by 

members of my species, probably by the use of dyna-
mite, sometime in the 1870’s. A horrible way to begin 
an inter-species conversation, and I must apologize to 
those that came before... Here and now, you lying open 
to the winds and the sky, I feel like I can attempt to relate 
to you, so different from me, because we have a little 
bit in common. You and I have a somewhat similar com-
position, bones inside me are made of earth, and full of 
calcium, with bits of silicon, carbonate, and zinc, together 
they shape crystals. Thanks to these crystallizations, I 
was able to make my way to you, stand and sit next to 
you. And stretch my fingers toward you.

This tenuous material solidarity however, does not 
give me any right to throw questions at you, made as 
they are of very different matter. We must meet differ-
ently, more through what we used to call “body.” I touch 
you, I put my hand next to you. In hand, I am holding one 
of the chippings that was forcefully separated some time 
ago. Some moderns had a very different idea of how to 
relate to you, they took it upon themselves to do any-
thing materially possible to make your body in pieces. 
There are so many of you lying around now. Other parts 
of you have travelled wide and far. You were afforded 
a strange kind of mobility, which we must not mistake 
for a freedom (modern humans have an obsession that 
simplistically links mobility with freedom, thus forget-
ting histories of colonialism). This unwanted mobility 
stripped away your earthly one. In earth’s strata, you 
are accustomed to a different type of collective exper-
imentations, reconfigurations, becomings with no end...

This type of mobility, is it some kind of desire to 
move and to rest in you? I might presume, from my stand-
point, that you, as many other earthly bodies, might enjoy 
company. Or, rather, to play with choosing a rumourous 
or a placid neighbor. The mineralization that you were/
are was intra-acted through co-performances of in/deter-
minacy among elemental particles, pressure, and forces 
of the strata. Through these differing in/determinacies, 
some molecules disposed together in such ways to create 
passageways and move together, coming close to the 
surface. After this intense collective experimentation, 
you have all come to a degree of quiet, or so it seems to 
the outsiders. Deep within, there is a teetering, almost 
silent buzzing of potentials that might or might not again 
spring into dramatic action... Your freedom cannot be 
disentangled from so many neighboring micro- and mac-
ro-events of other bodies, close and far.

I have a distinct sensation that some of “us,” late 
modern Europeans, have got much to learn from this 
type of, let’s call it, co-constitutive freedom. Surely, you 
have every right not to be interested in our world-mak-
ing projects, and in me. You probably cultivate other 
interests, but I am very much in you. So I guess I shall 
come back again and again. To continue this (non)inter-
view, to listen, to wait, it is going to take a while... Perhaps 
“we” (now you and me) should have a lot of patience. This 
is something you might know much more about...

Image courtesy of the artist.

Image courtesy of the artist.



The majority of Sami Nyyssölä’s work starts as a funny story to share with friends – a draw-
it-yourself Facebook meme, if you will. It is shared democratically on the internet; Sami is not 
a fan of enclosed exhibition spaces. Take Dickgull, for instance. It started as a joke between 
Sami and his friend (interestingly enough, Sami’s friend always envisioned Dickgull’s, erm, dick 
where his beak should be) and ended up being published by PSY Media. It was also featured 
in Université de Sherbrooke’s STI prevention campaign.

It is, of course, social commentary. Dickgull is a stuffed bird, but because it has a phallus 
on its back, the reader tends to attach common male attributes to it. Such is also the case 
with the bird man in Manly Advent Calendar. In the case of both the comic book characters and 
actual men, the attributes, Sami points out, are not innate. Society dictates how one needs 
to behave if in possession of a penis.

Currently Sami is writing Pakotarinat (Escape Stories) together with his friend Anssi 
Vieruaho. The comic aims to raise awareness of the fact that refugees are not a homogenous 
group. They are individuals with unique stories and varying hopes for the future. The comic 
will be discussed in a panel at the Helsinki Comics Festival in September 2016.

Sami Nyyssölä’s residency was realised in context of CUNE Comics-in-Residence Programme.

Sami Nyyssölä 
Social Commentary 
Text by Athanasía Aarniosuo

Images courtesy of the 
artist.

1
Dickgull 
(comic, published by 
Psy Média) 
2012

2
Manly Advent Calendar 
(digital, independent), 
Reykjavik
2015

1

2
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Marita Muukkonen and Ivor Stodolsky: From 2004 
to 2009, you were known throughout the art world, 
working with well-known figures such as René Block 
and Harald Szeemann, and exhibiting in venues such 
as the Kunsthalle Fridericianum in Kassel and the 
Martin Gropius Bau. You were also part of radical 
initiatives, like the first Athens Biennale in 2007. In 
the following years, did you re-focus your energies? 
Around this time, we know you became part of an 
ecological movement in eastern Turkey. Was this a 
conscious turn?

Erkan Özgen: I started my international art work 
journey in 2003 by participating “In Den Schluchten des 
Balkan,” an exhibition curated by Rene Block in Kun-
sthelle Fridericianum, Kassel. I have been continuing my 
journey without the support of any institution or gal-
lery during the last twenty years. For an artist, a lack of 
opportunities is equal to being unrecognized. I believe 
that the risk of being unrecognized, or forgotten, trig-
gers creativity and strong productions. I get inspiration 
to produce art from the life that I am living in; changes 
and effects in the society that I am a part of have an 
influence on my art. The city and the geography that I 
am living in has been an economic and political target to 
the government. As a person who lives in the city, I have 
been negatively affected by government practices and 
for showing my resistance by participating in the Meso-
potamian Ecology Movement (hereafter MEM) events as 
an active member. Global politics on food, seed and agri-
culture affect people’s lives negatively; think of seeds 
produced in laboratory conditions, contaminated with 

pesticides poisoning the soil, environment, living forms 
and finally humankind. In short, you are what you eat!  

M.M.: You have been active for several years 
the in Mesopotamia Ecological Movement, working 
specifically with traditional seeds. Can you tell us 
a bit about the goals of the movement working in 
more than 20 cities in the Kurdish area? Why is it 
crucial for you to dedicate time for the Ecological 
movement as a contemporary artist?

EÖ: The MEM has been an active ecology move-
ment since 2011. Unfortunately, it has not developed as 
planned due to political oppression and war conditions 
in the region. However, many things have been done, and 
ecology councils have been established in many towns 
and cities. One of the main aims is “stopping” the eco-
logical and societal destruction of the war in the region 
by rebuilding a society in peace with itself and environ-
ment. Another aim is that of protecting the environment 
and fighting against the hegemonic power of humankind 
on nature and himself. We want to create a new relation-
ship between humans and soil by building a network of 
solidarity and environment friendly solutions. We want 
to bring back the green cover that was destroyed by the 
war. We want to replace the concrete jungles with green 
and ecological cities. These aims are not only for our own 
region, but also include collaborative efforts with other 
ecology movements in the Middle East and in Turkey. 
As an artist, I am part of nature. I need clean water and 
healthy foods, and a peaceful world to survive, just like 
all other living forms.

M.M. & I.S.: By being active in the movement 

Erkan Özgen in Conversation with Marita Muukkonen  
and Ivor Stodolsky of Perpetuum Mobile 
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are you putting your freedom in danger? Consider-
ing the current political situation in Turkey, what 
are the risks?

EÖ: Unfortunately, yes! You have to take risks to 
show your struggle for a peaceful and free life, not just 
for your own need, but also for the needs of other people, 
animals, and trees.

M.M. & I.S.: How did you meet Muhammed 
in your latest video Wonderland (2016)? Why 
did you decide to make the video work about his 
experiences?

EÖ: In 2014, ISIS attacked Sengal, a city in close 
proximity to Mosul in Iraq. Yazidi Kurds were living in 
this region. Women and children were captured and kept 
as slaves by ISIS, and many others (mostly men) were 
slaughtered in Sengal. Some people were able to escape 
from the massacre, and about 3,000 of them were rescued 
in the camps organized by the municipality of Diyarba-
kir. I worked in the camp for a short time. During those 
days, ISIS expanded its area in Syria and started to attack 
to the villages in Kobani, in the north, and Muhammed 
was living in one of these villages. Muhammed and his 
grandma were luckily able to escape and to reach the 
Turkish border. My brother and his two friends volun-
teered to bring 15 people, including Muhammed and his 
grandma, to a bound house in the town Derik, of Mardin 
city (in southeast Turkey), by passing through the border. 
Later, these people were moved to new houses, which 
were rented by the volunteers. I was involved in buying 
children’s clothing, amongst other things, with the 
donated funds. I took all of the clothes and other things 
to Derik to give them away. Muhammed was one of the 
kids I handed clothing to. I learned of the damage of the 
war through Muhammed’s language. I then decided to 
shoot the video which I later named “Wonderland.”

M.M. & I.S.: In the summer of 2016, you and 
your family stayed at the “Artists at Risk” AR-Safe 
Haven Helsinki residency on the island of Suomen-
linna. Why did you apply for the residency? What 
was the meaning of the residency for your artistic 
and other projects? Can you tell us about the new 
video work you started to film on Suomenlinna? 

EÖ: We were living in the fifth season of “Hell” in 

Diyarbakir. We needed to take a breath after the destruc-
tive atmosphere of the war during last two years, so I 
decided to apply to the program. In contrast to the sit-
uation in Diyarbakir, Suomenlinna was a relaxed tourist 
destination. I however, noticed some common things 
between these two places and was thus inspired to 
make a video. The army in Diyarbakir used heavy weap-
ons and armored tanks. On Suomenlinna, cannons are 
located around the island, and UNESCO protects the 
whole island. These cannons attracted tourists and they 
were shooting photos around them. It was very inter-
esting to me, and I recorded their behaviors around the 
cannons. I had the chance to talk with some of those 
tourists. I asked them “Why are you attracted by these 
cannons? Did you know that these cannons were made to 
kill people, and they killed many of them, these weapons 
are murderers, and what do you feel when you touch a 
murderer?” I received some responses like “These were 
made a century ago, not in use anymore, just remains.” 
Some military tanks were used in the center neighbor-
hood of Diyarbakir, called Sur. I wondered if UNESCO 
would include those in its world heritage records too. I 
continued to wonder if people would take photographs 
around those tanks, which were used to kill hundreds 
of people and destroy their houses, like the cannons in 
Suomenlinna Island.

M.M. & I.S.: Suomenlinna is an UNESCO World 
Heritage site like the old town of Diyarbakir called 
Sur, which was badly bombed by the Turkish army in 
Spring 2016. The western media and UNESCO did not 
report on this, even though UNESCO had their annual 
meeting in Istanbul while Sur/Diyarbakir was being 
bombed. Was there any reaction within the world of 
art and culture in Turkey or abroad? Are your works 
in any way related to this?

EÖ: It is true. UNESCO held the 40th World Heritage 
Conservation meeting (July 10th to 20th, 2016) in Istanbul 
around the same time when the tanks were destroying 
the ramparts and archaeological remains in Sur, Diyar-
bakir. They organized a meeting wherein state offices 
and nonprofit organizations supported by the state 
were invited, and others were not. In the past, UNESCO 
did nothing to protect Hasankeyf, one of the significant 
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settlements that shed light to the history and culture, and 
that was subsequently destroyed by the water of a dam 
project. They were quiet for the destruction of Sur. We 
wanted to show the real face of UNESCO and organized 
some activities to get the attention of non-governmen-
tal organizations.  We said: “If UNESCO is not going to 
protect Sur, we will!,” and organized some events under 
this slogan by the MEM in support of the political par-
ties like HDP, feminist organizations, and engineers and 
workers unions like TMMOB, KESK, and DISK. We wanted 
to participate in the UNESCO meeting to explain the sit-
uation in Sur, but we had huge difficulties getting into 
the meeting venue. We were organizing alternative 
press meetings to inform the world and had planned 
a big meeting to be followed with a protest on 16-17 
July 2016. Unfortunately, on the 15th of July 2016, the 
group named FETO attempted a military coup, and the 
political atmosphere completely changed into a state of 
emergency announced by the government. All kinds of 
meetings and protests were prohibited. However, we still 
have our plans to protect Sur against the destruction of 
the state and from the ignorance of UNESCO. Ironically, 
when I was answering this question, the UN announced 
its report on a massive human rights violation of the 
Turkish state and army in Diyarbakir and its surrounding 
areas. The report describes the extent of the destruction 
in the Sur district of Diyarbakir. The local government 
estimates that 70 percent of the buildings in the east-
ern part of the district were systematically destroyed 
by shelling, and in the town of Nusaybin, in the Mardin 
Province, 1,786 buildings appear to have been destroyed 
or damaged.

I produced a new video during my stay in Helsinki. 
I gave talks about art and ecology for art institutions 
like HIAP and the Helsinki Art Museum. I expanded my 

network in the art world and in ecology activism. I gave 
an artist talk about art and seeds at the OMEGA 3 exhi-
bition in the FlaxSeeds Sorting Factory in Estonia. 

M.M. & I.S.: What has happened to you and your 
artistic work since returning back to Diyarbakir?

EÖ: I heard about the July 15th military coup 
attempt in Turkey while I was on Suomenlinna. I went 
back to Turkey on the 3rd of September, 2016. The Turk-
ish Prime Minister had organized a rally in Diyarbakir 
two days after my arrival. He said he had two pieces of 
good news for Diyarbakir. He continued, first, “there are 
14,000 terrorist teachers and they will be suspended for 
their work!” Second, he added, “I am glad to let you all 
know that we are going to build a new and big jail in 
Diyarbakir!” Soon after, about 11,000 teachers, most of 
them of Kurdish origin, and members of the Egitim-Sen 
(leftist teacher’s union), were suspended from their work 
and charged with terrorism. Some of these teachers were 
arrested. Many of them were fired without reason. The 
plan was to intimidate society with fear! I returned to my 
work after three months, but I was banned from traveling 
abroad.

M.M. & I.S.: You are currently subject to a 
travel-ban by the Turkish government. Why do you 
think they issued a personalized travel ban? You are 
one of 11,000 of teachers that were suspended from 
their jobs by the post-coup Erdogan government, 
but then reinstated. What are the current charges? 
What can be done to lift this ban?

EÖ: Like many of my colleagues, I was the victim of 
an unjust decision and practice of the government under 
state of emergency conditions. The reason for the travel 
ban is due to my participating in the strike organized 
by the union of which I am a member. The theme of the 
strike was “Stop war! Children want to go school, don’t 
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want to die!,” however, we were charged with supporting 
terrorism. The level of oppression rose dramatically.   

M.M. & I.S.: What can the western world do to 
support artists and intellectuals in Turkey? What is 
the role of the artist today?

EÖ: To be honest, I don’t trust the West anymore. 
Human rights violations in Turkey rose dramatically 
during last the two years because of the wrong refu-
gee politics of the West!  The EU sold the refugees to 
Turkey, but at the same time they sold their principles, 
democracy and human rights! The EU has failed! Artists, 
academics, activists, and organizations who believe in 
democracy in the West should push their governments 
to follow their principles for true democracy and human 
rights.

M.M. & I.S.: Is there an artist or historical period 
that you feel close to? What do you think the future 
holds in our dangerous century?

EÖ: Unfortunately, I cannot say that a bright future 
is waiting for us! We are in the age of crazy consumerism.  
We need to stop this consumer culture that destroys our 
future. I have hopes!

Indeed, I feel close to all other artists. I feel close to 
them as long as they produce. Although the periods of 
art history are very inspiring, the time that we are living 
in it today is more exciting to me. The language of art and 
expression of thoughts through artist work provides dif-
ferent opportunities, even though we have been facing 
huge risks under insecure conditions.

Translated from Turkish into English by Ferhat Kaya.
AR-Safe Haven Helsinki, operating under various titles 
since 2014, is curated by Perpetuum Mobile, and co-or-
ganized in cooperation with HIAP, and has been funded 
by the City of Helsinki since 2016. The steering committee 

includes the Artists’ Association of Finland, the Finnish 
Musicians’ unions, Anna Lindh Foundation, FIME founda-
tion, the Finnish Human Rights League, PEN-Finland and 
the Saari Residence. 

AR-Safe Haven Helsinki residents included musician 

Jowan Safadi (Haifa), visual artist Erkan Özgen 

(Diyarbakir/Amed) and musician Ramy Essam 

(Cairo) in 2016. 

For further information, please visit:  

www.artistsatrisk.org 
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During my residency in Helsinki, I developed a project entitled “Familiar,” a design research 
publication exploring patterns of mimicry in urban regeneration projects across Europe. 

The project started long before I came to Helsinki, and evolved through a number of 
conversations with the British Council team and HIAP. This meant that by the time I had 
arrived, I had already developed a strong network that facilitated my experience of the city. 
Through this network and the relationships formed with fellow residents, I attended events 
and ran workshops that helped inform my project with new perspectives.

Finding myself on the shores of the island of Suomenlinna’s open penal colony thrust me 
into a new dimension of thinking. Being in a studio in this new context, provided a new space 
for deep reflection that contrasted the timelines and deadlines that usually define my design 
practice in London. I then moved into the living-studio space of the Kapphelitades in the 
city’s old Cable Factory. I used this as a point of departure for reflexive walks through Helsinki 
and simulated strolls in other cities using Google Streetview. Being in these different places 
helped shape different aspects of the project, and stimulated me to change my approach.

Having the space to put together the publication in a few weeks was challenging, but 
it was helped greatly by sharing its development at several different stages. During Helsinki 
Design Week I gave a Pecha Kucha talk in Torikorttelit Square, participated in discussions 
at Helsinki Design Museum, exhibited at HIAP, and shared experiences with various local 
designers through Helsinki Design Club. 

Looking back, my research and experiences can be understood as an evolving experi-
ment that culminated in a prototype publication that examines new developments around the 
Baltic Basin. I used my trial and error explorations of Helsinki to simultaneously experience 
other cities using open source tools. This incremental project development saw my assump-
tions challenged and changed as an archive of renders, architecture, marketing jargon and 
placemaking methods emerged to form “Familiar.” The book Familiar is now being published.

Luca Picardi’s residency was organised in partnership with British Council, Helsinki Design 
Week and Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architecture.

www.lucapicardi.com

Luca Picardi
Familiar

1 Familiar, Renders 

2 Pecha Kucha,  
Helsinki, 2016 

3 Familiar publication 
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1
The Holiday of  
Disobedience, 2016 

2
The Holiday of  
Disobedience, 2016 

3
Snowblower, 2016 

3

2

Anastasia Ryabova was in residence at HIAP in context of Res-
idency Fellow Programme at the Academy of Fine Arts. The 
programme is supported by Saastamoinen Foundation.
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The on-going visual research in Helsinki with the working title Estonian Women in Finland 
expands upon the phenomenon of Estonian women as migrant workers in Finland. I am 
exploring and examining the condition of the women from Estonian diaspora who live and 
work in the Helsinki Metropolitan area. As a method, I use visual research and interviews to 
observe and discuss the working conditions and everyday life of Estonian women as migrant 
workers.

Having spent time in Helsinki in the early 2010s, I suddenly realized how the concen-
tration of Estonians in the Finnish capital had increased; specifically bus drivers, people at 
hotel reception desks and cleaners. Numbers and statistics back this observation: Estonians 
were the fastest growing national group in Finland (excluding recent refugees). According 
to various statistics, there are between 70,000 and 100,000 Estonians working in Finland 
either permanently or temporarily. Helsinki is 70 km from Tallinn, and there are several ships 
commuting daily between the two countries. Estonian and Finnish languages are Fenno-Ugric 
languages, and relatively similar. In a sense, Estonians in Finland are actually also refugees 
– refugees of convenience to some, economic refugees for others. Salaries are up to four 
times in Finland than those in Estonia. Living in Finland is of course, far more expensive than 
in Estonia. Estonians who work in Finland usually do not consider themselves as migrants. 
However, one interview with an Estonian woman living in Helsinki revealed that people now 
better understand the refugee situation, having been in the same situation themselves. In 
any case, working in Finland is survival exile for most, and for the rest, an opportunity to learn 
and to discover something new, to live in a new environment. 

I have been tackling the topic of women working and free time for the past dozen or so 
years. I had an idea, driven by curiosity, to take a closer look at the situation in Helsinki the free 
labour market. This was realised in February-March 2016 during a residency at HIAP. I read 
various academic researches about Estonian migration, Estonian women, Estonian identity, 
preservation of language, and cultural consumption. Unfortunately, not a lot of research 
on the topic is available. Estonian media has often ridiculed the issue; those working in Fin-
land are marginalised and made to look like freaks. According to some statistics, a majority 
of people from Estonia have a lower level of education, but there are many over-educated 
cleaners and elderly caretakers. Within a few months of arriving in Finland, I realised what 
clichés the Estonian media is producing about working in Finland – and how complex the 
phenomenon I would like to examine actually is. 

Liina Siib
Estonian Women in Finland

All images courtesy  
of the artist.
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The Estonian community in Finland is rather invisible, but one can observe how the 
Finnish-Estonian community is emerging from below; there are some elements, e.g their own 
radio (Finest FM) and a dancing club for Estonian women (Dancest dance studio). On the one 
hand, I am interested in women’s emancipation – the meaning of her work and aims in life; on 
the other hand, we cannot ignore the theme of Finnish-Estonian identity. What are the “new” 
identities applied to migrant workers, what are the “new” identities and dreams they wish to 
obtain? A fascinating topic is the spreading of Estonian post-socialist space to the landscape 
of mature Finnish capitalism. If you look good, will you get a better job? I hear a conversation, 
“… in order to get a job, you must look after your appearance and be fit,” a hairdresser says 
“Men like it this way.” I want to pay attention to solidarity, social space, the wage gap, gender 
equality, abandoning passive attitudes, social position, and adapting to a new country that is 
relatively close to one’s homeland. 

My work methods in February and March 2016 at HIAP were constituted by conducting 
interviews and observations. Interviews were with very different women – a possible crosscut 
of various layers, and included people such as the head of the Estonian Institute in Finland, 
women working in the beauty industry, the founder and trainer of a dance club, a librarian, two 
entrepreneurs, a cleaner, teachers of the Finnish language in the Tuglas Society, a doctor of 
social sciences, singers in an Estonian choir, language researchers, etc. Interesting details are 
emerging, such as the mechanisms of going to Finland and geography; friends and relatives 
already there to help, family members working in Finland, a south-Estonian background. I 
visited the language classes, Independence Day celebration, and Estonian mixed choir gather-
ings at the Estonian House, spent long evenings filming and talking to women at the Estonian 
dance club, and looked at the procedures at beauty salons led by Estonian beauticians. It is 
a strange life between two countries; a permanent temporary existence. I was keen to find 
different views and reflections. HIAP curators Minna Henriksson, Giovanna Esposito Yussif, 
Jenni Nurmenniemi and Kari Yli-Annala and artists Jaana Kokko and Martta Tuomaala have 
helped me to focus this project. 

The first presentation of this research took place on March 23rd,  2016 during the HIAP 
Open Studios during the commissioned performance A Cleaner, A Trainer, A Nurse, A Teacher, 
A Beautician*. During the event at HIAP Project Space in Suomenlinna, dancers from the 
Dancest Studio performed an improvisation on the theme of women’s work and pink-collar 
jobs. In parallel, there was a slide show on the screen of images from the Finnish language 
class. After the performance, a short interview between the performers and myself opened 
up some agendas of the project. Performers were asked things like “What time do you wake 
up in the morning?”, “Can work be a central part of the identity of a woman? Or is there the 
central part at all?”, “How to build up a community in a foreign country?”, “What is the mean-
ing of work and the purpose of life for a migrant worker?” and “What does it mean to be an 
Estonian woman in Finland?” The answers varied and it was said that work does not form a 
central part of the identity of a woman, and that the central part is the family. 

The 2016, my HIAP residency became the first step in a longer process. In March 2016, 
the project was supported by the “Estonia 100 Art Competition: “Comers, Goers and Stayers 
– the histories of Estonian communities” organised by the Center for Contemporary Arts, Esto-
nia. With the help of this support, it is possible to continue the visual research and organise 
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exhibitions in Estonia and Finland on the subject of transnational life and migrant workers. 
During the next stage in Estonia, I would like to examine the families of women working in 
Finland, what the extended absence of a family member means to them, and communication 
in virtual space. In 2017, I shall continue the project in Helsinki to start planning and focus-
ing on the final work. I hope to construct a new visual narrative on the basis of my research 
material. The focus will be on performative fiction in the social field between Estonia and 
Finland, where the content emerges via shifting and consolidating everyday life. The project 
is not offering yet another visual representation about an Estonian woman, in this case in 
Finland; a pendulum-worker. The aim is rather to uncover deeper currents in political and 
economic fields through a woman’s prism. The representations of femininity will be discussed 
through entertainment and an interdisciplinary approach. Western media representation 
of femininity, as seen in films and magazines, helped to shape the real Eastern European 
femininity behind the Iron Curtain. This femininity has been developed by the global pop 
culture. The aspects of this new culture are present for example in the case of tribal looks, 
global body ideals and and global choreography which rationalises the free time of workers. 
Paradoxically, this can also create a platform for a new, emerging community. The project will 
be presented in 2018 in Helsinki, Tallinn and in Võru as set of performances and a radio play 
within an exhibition. Here, radio acts as a signifier for transnationality; a transmission across 
borders, institutions and ideologies. 

Partners of the project are HIAP, Center for Contemporary Arts, Estonia and Võru 
Museum.

Liina Siib’s residency was supported by the Nordic Culture Point.

* Performance documentation can be found at:  

www.liinasiib.com/a-cleaner-a-trainer-a-nurse-a-teacher-a-beautician/.
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I met Mikkel Sommer at the Helsinki Comics Festival 2016, where he presented his most recent 
books: Limonchik, a gold zine, and 10,000 km through Russia. I, being a sucker for comic books, 
and a fan of Mikkel’s work, bought them all, and arranged to meet him a few days later at his 
studio to discuss them individually.

Limonchik, meaning sweet little lemon in Russian, is what Russian scientists nick-
named Laika, the stray dog, when they first decided to take her in. This little comic book, 
released by kuš! in 2015, has a caption on the back, which reads:

On November 3rd, 1957, the Soviets launched Sputnik 2 into space. Inside the spacecraft, was 
a dog. Now, after more than half a century, Limonchik returns to the Earth. But to what end?

The little comic comes from Mikkel’s sensitivity towards the treatment of animals. Olek 
Gazenko was the scientist that trained Limonchik, and he knew that when they sent the dog 
to space, they would never get her back. Gazenko, unlike the other scientists, felt bad about 
the way they treated Limonchik. While the comic may come across as somewhat anti-Russian, 
it is of course not intended to be; if anti anything, it is anti-human. In this imaginary sequel 
to the true story of Limonchik, Laika, the little mistreated dog comes back, forgives Gazenko 
and destroys everyone else.

Mikkel Sommer
Limonchik, the gold zine, and 10,000 km through Russia
Text by Athanasía Aarniosuo

All images courtesy  
of the artist.
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The Limonchik comic was fully created digitally and it shows Mikkel’s interest in ani-
mation. Mikkel created this comic using little digital brushes, and it has no panels. The small 
size of the mini kuš! comics allowed Mikkel to draw the story in full pages.

The second book of Mikkel’s that I bought, the gold zine, is a collaboration between 
Mikkel and his daughter, Yuna. Upon first glance, the book appears to be a collection of “Game 
of Thrones” fan art. On closer inspection, it becomes obvious that Mikkel has tried to create 
“bad” fan art, and it looks as if a teenager created it. Mikkel describes the book as “slightly 
kitsch and very ironic.” It is badly drawn, badly scanned, over the top, and very enjoyable. It is 
spectacular how well Mikkel’s almost too realistic and not very relaxed drawings fit in perfectly 
with his then 2-year-old daughter’s line drawings.

The third book, 10,000 km through Russia, has a hand-stenciled beetroot on its cover, 
and inside one can find drawings and photographs, all printed in a vivid shade of red. It is 
another collaboration, this time with Mikkel’s wife, Anna Rakhmanko. The entire book was 
created during a trip through Russia, in May 2016. Mikkel did the drawings and his wife Anna 
participated by photographing as they went along, mostly sleeping in trains and traveling in 
and out of cities.

Mikkel says he is not really used to keeping a sketchbook, so he found the process 
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challenging at first. He felt too tense from the obligation to draw, and he kept trying to plan, 
and was feeling overwhelmed by the experience, stressing about all of the things that he 
could not plan. However, slowly he started to relax and trust his natural way of drawing, and 
began to enjoy the process.

While at HIAP, Mikkel was planning to work on several separate projects. One is a doc-
umentary comic, another collaboration with his wife. Anna interviewed a homeless fighter 
in Russia, and Mikkel is now drawing his story. Mikkel is also planning on working on some 
children’s books, which he has already drawn many of in the past. He wants to finish the 
scripts for a long graphic novel, research Finland and Finnish folklore, and experiment with 
style and line.

Just as I was leaving, I asked Mikkel to name his favorite comic artist. He named two: Gipi, 
whose work is honest and simple, and his stories are not unlike short films in their beauty, 
and Olivier Schrauwen, whose work Mikkel described as innovative and funny.

Mikkel Sommer’s residency was realised in context of CUNE Comics-in-Residence Programme.

www.mikkelsommer.com
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Talking to Ane is such a pleasure. They describe them-
selves as an angry activist, but come across as bubbly, 
very chatty, and accommodating. We end up talking 
more about vegan food and chocolate-dipped-apples 
than art, even though we talk about art a lot, too.

Athanasía Aarniosuo: When did you first decide 
that you wanted to create your comics as a career?

Ane V.: I have never been too interested in making 
money from my comics. Working with art seems like 
such a privilege to me. I grew up working class, never 
really having much money. For nine years, I have worked 
at home services for one month a year, saving my pay 
check and getting by with that for the rest of the year. 
I then went to comics school, so I haven’t been working 
on comics for that long full-time. I have previously been 
involved in veganism, animal liberation, activism, and 
the punk scene of my hometown. I also worked for some 
time with the Dotterbolaget collective.

As a teenager, I started making punk zines that I 
traded with people at shows. When I was 18, I traded 
one of my punk zines for someone’s comic zine. It was 
a turning point for me. That’s when I first realized that 
important stories can be told through comics. I made 
my first comic zine in 2009. It was about living in Umeå. 
Other early topics included my cats interrupting my 
drawing and long distance relationships. These days I 
work a lot. I have made ten zines in the last year.

But as for comics as a career? I’m still not sure they 
are. Comics take a lot of time to make. It is impossible 
to work enough to get rich. Zines are very cheap, yet 

people barely pay attention to them. They want the 
posters and badges and don’t appreciate the work that 
goes into the comics themselves. Applying for grants 
often makes me feel stupid, too. Upper class people think 
I can’t express myself all that well. In the end, I don’t even 
want their money. Financial insecurity is damaging to 
people’s health, however, and very stressful. This is why 
I’m not interested in making a lot of money from comics. 
I work in art because I have stories to tell, but I make a 
living elsewhere.

AA: What has had the biggest influence on you 
outside of the comics industry?

AV: I am a small town punk romantic. I get inspired 
by people living in the North who seem to be cut away 
from everything, yet are very involved in the local hard-
core scene. These people make cool stuff happen in small 
towns. The scene that I grew up in is still present in all of 
my comics. The comics take place in this hardcore uni-
verse. I read a lot, about 150 books a year. I try to read 
all comics that come out in Sweden. I also read a lot of 
science fiction and manga. I am very inspired by manga 
storytelling and generally storytelling that is slow, with 
lots of panels and lots of landscapes. I am inspired by 
nature and I often use it as a metaphor for peace, quiet, 
and being safe. I’m inspired by films, too. My comic story-
telling very much resembles a film script or storyboard.

AA: What does your typical work routine con-
sist of?

AV: I work best in the morning. I try to set my alarm 
early in the morning and work strictly for a few hours. 
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A Chat With Ane V.
Text by Athanasía Aarniosuo
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After my lunch break, I usually work for a few more. I 
have ADHD, so I need to work with a routine. If it seems 
like I just can’t focus, I will do something that requires 
less emotional attachment, like inking.

AA: Are there any special tools or methods that 
you use to create your comics?

AV: Long stories come naturally to me, so I try to 
challenge myself by making very small zines. The small 
size forces me to write short. I mostly use ink, fountain 
and those green pens that you don’t have to erase. My 
originals are also the right size and they look finished. 
I do not like to fix things on a computer. I’m lazy, and I 
don’t want to work more than I need to. No, let’s call that 
effective! I’m not lazy- I’m effective.

The majority of my time and effort goes to thinking 
and planning. I write a script and process it in my head 
before drawing. The actual drawing part happens very 
quickly. Drawing must be fast; it is an emotional response 
to the script but not sloppy response. I also process the 
script in chronological order from start to finish because 
I need to be back where I was at the time, emotionally 
speaking.

AA: What is your work about and why is it so 

important to you?
AV: The core message of my work is the lack of 

representation of non-binary transgender people in the 
media, my personal experiences as a trans person, as well 
as the political message of the treatment of trans people. 
My current project has changed from being a short zine 
about my flatmate who ended their own life, to a 250-
page book about my personal experience of being trans. 
It is about my grief over the flatmate that I lost, and also 
about the fear that this death could have been my own. 
I have been suicidal, too, you know. It is a common fate 
for transgender people. It has taken me a lot of effort 
not to fall into that mindset again. These days, I try to 
actively make a difference, being the trans voice that the 
comics industry has been lacking. Friends, activism, and 
resistance keep me alive. Also, whenever I get anxious, I 
fold origami envelopes.

AA: Will you show me? I get stressed out a lot, 
too.

And they do. We fold origami and drink green tea, 
and it all seems far from angry, or worried, or anxious.
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The first appearance of “From the valley to the uplands, 
the highway and the home” took the form of a walking 
episode in Helsinki, Finland. We want to thank reciters 
Elham Rahmati, Moe Mustafa, Khaled Maher, Fatma Yaşa, 
Sepideh Rahaa, and friends, Malek Osman, Ali Shawwa, 
Amir Khalil, Deniz Çağdaş, Mohammad Sadegh Kene-
visi, whose presence was featured through their choice 
of films referenced in our project: Caramel by Nadine 
Labaki (Lebanon), Divine Intervention by Elia Suleiman 
(Palestine), Kit Kat by Daoud Abdel Sayed (Egypt), Texte 
Res by Samira Makhmalbaf (Kurdistan Iran), and Mar-
moulak by Kamal Tabrizi (Iran). The second facet of the 
project has developed into what will be a photographic 
installation, reflecting each public and private location 
experienced, along with the scripts once recited, and 
offering an otherwise intimate relationship between 
viewers and material that transposes. 

The pick nick  art group was founded in 2012 
by Alkis Hadjiandreou, Panayiotis Michael, and Maria 
Petrides. The trio is based in Cyprus and has exhibited 
works in Cyprus, Istanbul and Berlin. Their works are sit-
uational and spatially aware, and reflect the placement 
of Cyprus in the Mediterranean, between East and West, 
between Europe and the Middle East.

Culture Meeting Points – 
art group pick nick talk about their work
Interview by Athanasía Aarniosuo

During their residency in Helsinki, pick nick has 
been staying at HIAP’s Cable Factory studios, researching 
the city and organizing an art walk that will reflect on 
this positioning of Cyprus on the map. The walk, which 
will take place on Saturday the 20th of August 2016, will 
involve a recitation of the final scenes of five Middle 
Eastern films. The scenes will relocate the original lan-
guage and atmosphere of the films to five areas in central 
Helsinki, thus forcing a meeting between the original 
words and a new place. This way, the narratives of the 
original films will have to be reinterpreted in their new 
context.

However, working with film and its forms is only 
one part of the project. The idea of a meeting is impor-
tant; during the walks, the group will meet their audience 
in collaboration, sharing histories and narratives.

Athanasía Aarniosuo: How would you say your 
surroundings have influenced your work?

pick nick: We ordinarily work with and around con-
ditions of everyday life (wherever and whatever they 
may be) looking at silent details and paused potentials 
inherent in daily routes and routines. On a larger scale, 
living and working in Cyprus plays a part in the ways 
our research leans on wider questions regarding identity, 

From the valley to the uplands, 
the highway and the home. Shot 
from the walking episode in 
Helsinki, August 20th 2016
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mobilization and coexistence in seemingly discordant 
environments. Discussing troubled representations and 
“given” histories is a practice that finds its way in works 
such as From the valley to the uplands, the highway and the 
home, which takes place in Helsinki or (re)public fever in 
Istanbul during our residency at Apartman Projesi (2013) 
in collaboration with photographer Hüseyin Yılmaz.

AA: The work seems situational, with Cyprus 
falling between Europe and the Middle East. In the 
unfinished narratives of the films you have chosen, 
this positioning seems to be of great importance. 
Can you tell us a bit more about this?    

pick nick: Our project here involves working with 
a small selection of films that were filmed and produced 
in countries neighboring Cyprus, that is, the Middle East. 
By transferring the ending scenes to Helsinki (literally 
and metaphorically) we ask in what ways orchestrated 
ends can become means of new emerging narratives. 
More recently, an important aspect to our work is our 
entanglement with how our region, in its particular nat-
ural, social and cultural history, meets other parts of the 
world. With Cyprus situated between apparently “dis-
tant worlds” - often regarded as a stopover for people 
or things “passing through” - we are intrigued by envi-
sioning ways of seizing this position to evoke moving 
tensions and to prompt possibilities of real and imagined 
encounters.

AA: The walks take place in a very different 
environment: central Helsinki. How does that affect 
the outcome?

pick nick: Reconstructing conditions of encoun-
ter is a recurrent question in our research. For the work 
currently developing in Helsinki during our one-month 
residency, we’re exploring ways in which difference, both 
cultural and geographic, echoes in the city’s landscape. 
How such concurrences call for understandings of others’ 
stories and different histories. From the valley to the 
uplands, the highway and the home recites ending scripts 
(or silence) in Helsinki, bringing these into dialogue with 

the city’s soundscapes of never ending stories.
AA: What inspires you?
pick nick: Thinking outside cubes.  
AA: Who and what are your influences in and 

outside of the art world?
pick nick: Nina Simone, Felix Gonzalez-Torres’ 

“Untitled” (billboard of an empty bed), literary charac-
ters who are real like Toni Morrison’s Pilate from Song of 
Solomon, Richard Sennett’s Flesh and Stone….   

AA: Your performances, such as the art walk in 
Helsinki, often involve your audience. Do you view 
the works as collaborations?

pick nick: Most of our works are indeed collabo-
rative, although we also acknowledge the presence of 
audience as a vital part of our conceptions. Sometimes 
our works only materialize if an audience collaborates 
with us. We include the public in ways that may not seem 
obvious at first glance, but which subtly activate critical 
ways of seeing. The public is involved in various ways 
simply by being present and open to the artwork/pro-
ject, and by engaging in conversation and dialogue.    

AA: What is it like to work in a group of three? 
Do you often have to compromise your ideas in order 
to achieve balance in the group dynamic?

pick nick: Group work is inherently challenging 
and charming; out of it emerges growth and coopera-
tion, and relationships become real when compromise 
happens.  

www.picknickworks.org
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The island of Vallisaari was opened to the public for the first time in twenty years in early 
May, 2016 – just two days before I arrived to begin my residency at HIAP. For the next three 
months, I took weekly ferry trips to the island to investigate and document its rarely seen web 
of forests, swamps and abandoned forts.

In the first few weeks, Vallisaari felt like an unclaimed place. With very few signs or 
directions, the island presented me with a wild and feral landscape, full of lost paths and 
decaying structures. There were no toilets, drinking water, cafes or maps, and so I was left to 
wander and discover unimpeded.

It was from this position that the moving image and sound work “Between Two Suns” 
evolved. Armed each visit with my camera and sound equipment, I would purposely get lost, 
mapping my own course of direction through a process of listening and looking. How and what 
I documented was reflective and often spontaneous. I let the island dictate its own narrative 
while I wandered, listened and watched.

Over the duration of my residency at HIAP, I formed a complex relationship with Val-
lisaari, and its neighbouring island Kuninkaansaari, as I traversed the contingent spaces that 
existed between the island’s unfolding landscape and its crumbling built environments. The 
resulting twenty minute audio-visual work is an expanded documentary of sorts – a tempo-
ral archive of place and time that considers the meeting point of colonial frontiers and the 
natural world.

Polly Stanton’s residency was realised with the support of the Australia Council for the Arts.

www.pollystanton.com

Polly Stanton
Between Two Suns

Video still, HDV, stereo 
sound, 17 min, 
2016, all images cour-
tesy of the artist
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The film has admittedly received mixed reviews, but while some critics shrug their shoulders, 
many (of us) agree that the film has cult potential! One beloved British filmmaker has even 
taken to using a still showing our lead character’s alter ego staring back at herself through a 
bathroom window as an emoticon. Whether or not the film will go on to have a life of its own, 
it is a cherished document of a moment when Tokamak conversations, which can often seem 
endlessly circular-- resulted in something concrete.

Every year, we gather a group of artists, theoreticians, and philosophers, mainly from 
St-Petersburg and the United States, but always focused on other perspectives from places 
such as the Baltics, the Balkans, Western Europe and further afield. Every year, most of our 
time is consumed by the task of tuning and re-tuning our English in preparation for under-
standing. In describing to each other what we do, we have to make a million separate attempts 
to explain our social, historical, cultural and economical background. Although we exist in 
totally different contexts, there seem to be many helpful “art terms” which we all use. But 
are we using them the same way? Are they helpful at all? What do the terms “community 
art” or “public space” mean in Russia? What do they mean in the USA? What do they mean in 
Finland? Every year, we discover that the project of International Art-English appears to be 
doomed because the same words do not stand for the same phenomena in different places.

Each year, we choose a loose theme, and this year, we planned to discuss the metaphor 
of the double agent. We hoped that this pulp-inspired figure would be useful in generating 
discussions of loyalty, integrity, subservience and loneliness in an artist’s struggle to make 
ends meet, and how double or triple agency is necessary for survival in the globalized art 
world. The first few days of our program were dedicated to “confessions” and “interrogations.” 
Each participant confessed his or her double agency to the group- the collective interrogator. 
Depending on our country of origin, economic status, career stage, etc., we all interpreted the 
metaphor of double agency in very different ways. In trying to answer the question “who is 
your ‘control’?” and “between which opposite powers is your agency split?” we saw the image 

Emily Newman & Olga Jitlina
Introducing the first-ever Tokamak-production, The Cameraman!
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of a (self) exploited schizophrenic character whose temporality, mental stability, and personal 
identification are utterly confused. We decided to reflect on the labor and psychological con-
ditions, which are, as post-operaist philosophers argue, tightly merged together.

Somehow, the preoccupations that we all shared, and which united us in a harmonious 
paranoia, were our precarious labor conditions.

The film “The Cameraman,” which we unexpectedly succeeded in making together, is 
a blend of overlapping remakes of films (The Wickerman, The Tennant, Coherence) selected by 
the group for their spy-related themes. Perhaps the most appropriate way to talk about both 
the content and the effect of this short movie is suggested by St. Petersburg based philoso-
pher Michail Kurtov’s concept of weak aesthetics modes. This young philosopher proposes 
three weak aesthetic regimes: Рассеянность (Dispersity, distraction or absentmindedness), 
Растерянность (Perplexity) and Пористость (Porosity or sponginess). Describing the last 
mode, he asks us to imagine contemporary perception of matter, or the digital, as loosely 
packed layers interspersed with spaces through which we constantly skim and skip around. 
Like when one decides to have a quick look at Facebook before starting to work and then all of 
a sudden the whole day is gone. Similarly, our protagonist promises to devote his attention to 
multiple tasks and be in many places at once. His inability to do so brings him to a tragic end. 

The state of schizophrenic precarity seems to be a universal artists’ condition. While 
investigating this phenomenon, we managed to find a common understanding and language. 
But what’s next? How to remedy this condition? Most of us cannot imagine an alternate 
lifestyle; a regular job, a single, dedicated task and a boss or “control” who understands the 
limitations of our responsibilities and abilities. Are we blessed or cursed and how did we end 
up in this situation, which is incomprehensible to our parents and old friends? Now that we 
at least have an articulated and common concern, we can set out about fixing it!

TOKAMAK was realised in the context of Connecting Points programme, supported by 
Ministry of Education and Culture.
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Variation Of White, 
2016, by Miia Autio
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During my residency at HIAP, I had the opportunity to attend to a Portfolio Review Day at 
the Finnish Museum of Photography. I reviewed fifteen artist’s portfolios and discovered great 
projects that I might include in future exhibitions. I was already a great admirer of Finnish 
photography, above all, of the renowned Helsinki School, members of which I have mentioned 
in some of my articles: Maanantai Collective, Pertti Kekarainen, Sanna and Aino Kannisto, 
Elina Brotherus, etc. Their works are generally characterized by a thorough aesthetic and a 
spotless technique, regardless of the concept they are dealing with. They are what I would 
called pure photographers. 

During the Portfolio Review Day, I found an interest for the refined technique in most of 
the projects, but more importantly, I found the will of going beyond the surface. The majority 
of the photographs used landscapes and portraits to shape and develop a particular theme. 
However, the purpose of these motives was not to just document a reality, but to deal with 
social problems: discrimination, violence, injustice, etc. You cannot see it at first sight because 
their strategies are subtle and clever, but when you realise what is it about, you cannot ignore 
it. I have selected three works by female artists that will raise your awareness in various topics 
through very different approaches. 

In her work “Variation of White,” Miia Autio deals with the subjective nature of the gaze 
using the classical genre of portraiture. The portrayed are African women and men wearing 
their traditional colourful costumes and head coverings. Their dark skins contrast powerfully 
against the luminous backgrounds. In the middle of the photographs, we notice a red dot 
that stands out, breaking conventional composition. As the writer Babette Marie Werner 
wisely observed “by drawing on our knowledge of the historical context and current political 
discourse, we make associations about the bloody history of colonialism, slavery, apartheid, 
and the most recent incidents of racism. Initially perceived as a purely stylistic element of 
an artistic language, the red dot now becomes a metaphor for violence, injustice, and mar-
ginalization in the context of the specific cultural area at hand and due to the blackness of 
the sitters.” On the other hand, the red dot has a practical function, too. If you stare right into 
the middle for a few seconds, you will obtain a very different image: the models actually have 
white skin; they are albinos. Miia Autio shows the colour negatives instead of the original 
images, which make us in turn, think about prejudice towards otherness.

The subject of gender violence is hidden behind the powerful landscapes of Patricia 
Rodas. In her series “The Most Intimate Hideaways” – produced in black and white using 
an analogue large format camera – the artist manipulates the exposure process through 
hands-on behaviour, like hitting the body of the camera or kicking the tripod. This strategy 
aims to reconstruct a state of mind she experienced during a violent relationship in the past. 

Nerea Ubieto
Hiding Concerns in Finnish Photography
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The images, which represent the imaginary hidden places where her 
mind used to escape to, are accompanied by poems that describe the 
struggle between the desire of escaping and the stagnation induced by 
fear. As the artist points out, “domestic violence is not only a personal 
question, it is highly a social issue many times undercover.” Her research 
and artistic work on this specific theme are growing and expanding to 
enlighten other women who have suffered this kind of trauma.

Extract from a poem:

“Well-trodden paths in the orchard
Impermeable
become deep furrows
An autumnal nightmare
A burning transgression
Humpty – Dumpty”
   
Hertta Kiiski thinks that one image is no longer enough to draw the attention of the 

spectator because we are so accustomed to seeing tons of pictures every day. In order to force 
people to stop and take a look in detail, she layers many images in a larger singular installation. 
That way, you have to make an effort to discover all of them. In her work “Wash” (Photographic 
Gallery Hippolyte, Helsinki 2016) she reflects on the human-nonhuman relationships and 
expresses her critical position. The artist says “I feel that almost all of the choices we make are 
more or less wrong towards other species and nature. But it is also something that is hidden 
from our everyday life. We don´t see the intensive livestock farming or other crimes our way 
of life is causing.” Among the photographs included in *Wash (Cyclone)* is a piggery photo 
by Oikeutta eläimille (a Finnish animal rights association) combined with a picture of her 
daughter holding their rescue dog and a photo of a cyclone found from the Internet. The girl´s 
clothing has dog and jellyfish motifs. By combing these images in such a way, she confronts 
the visitor with a tough reality that they don’t necessarily want to see.

“To become empty and renounce superstition, belief
that is wisdom, inherited from the animals
and tethered plants before they became animals.
To become empty and renounce –
how heavy wandering is with no burden,
solitude without the solidarity of animals,
difference, which the wolves flee and fear.”1

1  Eeva-Liisa Manner, part of the poem Cambrian (1956). Translation Emily 
Jeremiah in Oriel: Poems and Narratives (London: Black Sandal, 2009).
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All images courtesy 
of the artist, 2016.
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Ósk Vilhjálmsdóttir
Dam

This work concerns Hálslón, a reservoir created one decade ago at Kárahnjúkar, north 

of the big glacier Vatnajökull in Iceland. The dam was closed in late 2006 and the land 

was then inundated. Between 2003 and 2006, I offered tours of the area that now lies 

at the bottom of Hálslón. About 1,000 people came on these trips. For three summers 

I spent months at a time in the area and came to know every bend and boulder.

When I returned last fall, not much was recognizable. The land was transformed; the 

valleys lay submerged below thick glacial sludge and the mammoth reservoir. The 

delicate, convoluted landscape had vanished, sunk. I was in a spacious industrial site.

I felt I needed to get to know the land all over again. I walked, strode, and ran 

around the reservoir from its source at the glacial snouts, over the three main dams, 

and all the way back to the glacier on the other side. On my body, video cameras 

caught what happened. My time at the HIAP studio in Helsinki was partly devoted to 

processing these recordings.

To set off on foot, feel the earth beneath your feet, earth both soft and hard. Hardest at the 
source, glacier’s edge, glacially-abraded bedrock and boulders. Hard yet rounded, soft in form. 
Barren ground, rugged prospect. From the glacier jetted a dark-grey surging river, its water 
like cement, saturated with grainy sludge, having, under the river’s force, the greatest stream-
power of all of the rivers in the land. Waterfalls had no time to form, rather ground themselves 
instantly down to rapids; the rapids morphed into canyons, deepened faster than other can-
yons, and became the deepest canyons in the land. Their walls terraced, like stairs, for long 
strides down to the river. Streams skipped and tumbled clear down, silvery and sparkling—
and met the grey surge, became one, fortified themselves; the river steadily gained power as 
it neared the sea. A second river jetted from the glacier in another place, where the glacier 
had a different form and released fine sediment, not sludge. A brighter aspect, gentle mean-
ders, a waterfall named for its magic. An opening of basalt columns in the deepest stratum, 



where the rivers met, joined, and became a stronger whole. Between them, below the glacier, 
a tongue of land: Kringilsárrani. Wedged in by the glacier and two rivers: isolated, cut off. Yet 
not cut off from the animal kingdom. Geese flew there; reindeer waded over in spring when 
the glacier, still cold, released less water. Geese built nests and established breeding grounds, 
among the largest in Iceland; this was a fine country, a safe place to raise young, protected by 
two rivers and the continent´s largest glacier. Springy soil, dense vegetation, streams, ponds. 
Knotweed, favoured by geese. In the ponds, crustaceans, lepidurus arcticus. Reindeer antlers 
scattered about, gnawed to bits by the herd, by animals that lost antlers but provided stores 
of calcium for themselves and their kin. The soil covered with goose turds plucked apart by 
goose beaks pecking for delicious knotweed seeds. In the air an animal-kingdom smell but 
no sign of animals; the animals, keen to human odour, stay out of sight. The glacier a rare 
formation, tongue-flat, bursts once in a scant human lifetime. Bursts a long distance and 

1.
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peels up the ground. Rolls it up like an old-fashioned jellyroll. Rolls and rolls it to wherever it 
decides to stop this time. Leaves behind heaps, the Haystacks. In their layers a history of vol-
canism, interspersed with goose turds and reindeer antlers. The heaps form shelters, ponds. 
Community centres for geese and reindeer and those who venture near the glacier. A lump 
in the throat, a blockage at Háls, and the rivers dammed: it all went dark.

Text translated by Sarah Brownsberger.

Ósk Vilhjálmsdóttir’s residency was supported by the Nordic Culture Point.

osk.this.is
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The rumbling, bursting and screeching of the bow crashing through the ice against the 
regular background noise of the diesel engine. The first days, I take the ferry back and forth 
just listening and watching. The surging movement of the boat, the rocking and rolling of 
the heavy blocks that are crushed and shoved to the side; this movement enforcing multiple 
counter movements towards the back. I move and so does the landscape I am passing through; 
a dancing mosaic. 

I have arrived on the snow-covered island only a few days ago and have already aban-
doned all of my routines of sleeping and working in favor of an unmeasured and uninterrupted 
mass. No rhythm, no structure, no clock. From the moment I wake up, I try to maintain this 
state of suspense throughout the day; watching its potential unfold without interfering; 
boundless drifting. 

That day, I was waking up in the afternoon and the sun was already setting. Walking over 
to the kitchen area to make a coffee, I noticed how the light was shining onto the worktop 
next to the stove. The rays had cast long shadows on the specks of dust, breadcrumbs and 
grains of coffee. A magnetic field demonstration with iron filings rendering visible the electric 
waves; a photo of a starry night sky taken as a long exposure, revealing the movement of the 
earth. (I read that Comet Catalina is close to magnitude 6.5 and appears as a round greenish 
fuzz, about one third as large as the Moon). Or the long shadows of stones and rocks in a vast 
desert. I had left such a long shadow only a few days later, walking across the frozen surface 
out into the open sea. When I turned back and saw how small the island had become, I felt 
my heart contract and I turned around. 

I follow the fine knife cuts on the surface that through the light become long canyons 
dividing the dark and light. Most of them have a diagonal direction from the lower left to the 
upper right (perhaps there were left handed people here before me), a movement reinforced 
by thick, uniform, but less defined lines, maybe the sliding of pans across the surface. Some 

Wolf von Kries

All images courtesy of 
the artist
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parts of the plane are nearly clean of any grains, giving the miniature rubble field the shape 
of a steep mountain. It makes me think of the Paramount Pictures logo, in which a crown of 
stars has been inverted to a circular burn mark from a large pot, a bending arch of blisters 
inflicted by the heat. I put the coffee maker on the stove.

One night in the harbor, I observed how ice was forming on the water and slowly clos-
ing the gap of a large hole in the cover. It wasn’t a homogenous film that started to thicken 
(probably due to the movement of the waves) but rather fine shards that started finding each 
other. Entropy in reverse. The scattered bits were growing together to form a whole, which 
in the end of the process, showed no trace of the pieces it was composed of. It seemed as 
though the process started less from the sides but from the middle forming an island that 
grew towards the edges of the ice sheet. Within that puzzle appeared another one of a higher 
order: The shards connecting to one another were growing into an ever expanding surface 
that, although still meters away from the edges of the ice, was assuming the shape of the hole. 
It was reproducing its shape in such accuracy that I was wondering at first if the growing island 
in the middle had not been broken off from edges. (Maybe it had, after all). 

With the cup in my hand, I step outside through the window to the little terrace that 
interrupts the downward movement of the snow covered roof. The coffee in my hand starts 
freezing before I can even finish it. The white is blindingly glistening. All sounds are muffled by 
the cold. It is like the air has a different consistency. I watch the thick snow layer on the roof 
from up close, my eyes almost at the same height. Some crystals twinkle in the sun, some of 
them refracting the light in bright colors (green, orange, and purple). I move my head very 
slowly along the edge of the roof, scanning the soft crystalline surface as new twinkles appear 
in new colors as others disappear. A kaleidoscope. 

I notice how in moments like these I am all alert, all focused visual perception. At other 
times my eyes just gaze into the far distance (even when there is none) and it feels as though 
the world was looking through my relaxed pupils deep inside me. Staring into the heavy 
snowfall tumbling down the night sky, my eyes fluctuate between both states. First they 
keep focusing on one in the myriads of whirling flakes and follow it until it disappears in the 
chaos. Then when they have grown tired, they open up wide to let the whole of all of these 
movements in simultaneously.

Wolf von Kries was in residence at HIAP in context of Residency Fellow Programme at the 
Academy of Fine Arts. The programme is supported by Saastamoinen Foundation.

www.wolfvonkries.de
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Karin von Schantz
Cabinet of Curiosities
a memory theatre showing a couple
of encyclopaedic ideas

While at HIAP, I worked on a comic strip called “Ravonnah T. Reports” and continued my 
ongoing art project “20 lessons learned while observing and sketching paths in the woods.”
The format of being in a residency was an exciting quest for collecting new ideas and sampling 
the ideas into “Cabinet of Curiosities,” a visual poetry piece playing with the idea of creating 
a kunstkammer of things that actually do not yet exist.

Karin von Schantz’s residency was  
realised in context of CUNE  
Comics-in-Residence  
Programme.
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Artefact is an interdisciplinary artwork created by 
Willoh S. Weiland and JR Brennan at HIAP and performed 
for the ANTI Contemporary Art Festival in Kuopio on 
October 28th, 2016. This funeral for obsolete technology 
was inspired by the rise and fall of the mythical brand 
Nokia. It took place in Kuopio in the form of a ceremony 
at the Puijo Church, where a combined choir of classical 
singers, death metal vocalists and teenage girls per-
formed a composition by JR Brennan. This was followed 
by the ritual burial of a 15 ton tablet at the Technopolis 
Park. 

The following text is an extract from the eulogy 
spoken by Willoh S. Weiland and Arni Hiltunen, Director 
of the Rosanna Funeral Home, during the performance. 

WILLOH: In February, this year, in New Mexico, a large-
scale archaeological dig took place to find the discarded 
boxes of the mythical ET video game made by the com-
pany Atari.

A large team excavated the dumpsite, digging 
down and into the ground, through the soil and rock, 
through the 2000’s, through the 1990’s, to 1983, where 
they found the perfectly preserved cartridges. A video 
game that was so flawed that its failure killed the Atari 
brand forever.

ARNI: Helmikuussa 2016 New Mexicossa toteu-
tettiin suuren mittakaavan arkeologinen kaivaus, 
jonka tavoitteena oli löytää laatikoittain hylät-
tyjä myyttisiä ET-videopelejä, Atari-peliyhtiön 
valmistamia.

WILLOH: One day soon, we might be the subject 
of archeology. What we discard now, might be looked 
through, for clues to what we value, to what we are. How 
will we be judged for these choices?

ARNI: Jonain päivänä me saatamme olla arke-
ologisen tutkimuksen kohteita. Ne asiat, joita me 
nyt hylkäämme, saattavat olla tutkittavana, kun 
etsitään vihjeitä arvoistamme ja siitä, keitä me 
olemme. Kuinka meitä silloin arvostellaan näiden 
valintojen perusteella?

WILLOH: In 2016, a new phase of geological time 
has been declared. The age of the Anthropocene. 

ARNI: Vuonna 2016 on tunnustettu uusi 
geologinen ajanjakso: antroposeeni.

WILLOH: This new epoch is defined entirely by 
the way in which humans have changed the physical 
structure of the Earth. If we dig and keep digging past 
Blackberry, past Nokia, past Atari, right down through 
the 1970’s and the first mobile phones, through the 1960’s 
and all the way to the 1950’s when the first miraculous 
telephones arrived, right down to the industrial revolu-
tion. At every level we will find the wreckage of human 
activity in vast quantities.  

The age of the Anthropocene will be defined by 
the radioactive elements found in every layer of the 
Earth since 1945, the plastics, and plastics and plastics. 

The smaller and smaller poisons on a cellular 
level, the billions of pieces of concrete, the bones of 
old buildings smashed and scattered. It will be defined 
by the quantity of domestic chicken bones we have 
left behind, the millions and millions of Kentucky Fried 
Chicken wings, Wild Wings thigh bones, the tiny wish-
bone remains of Nando’s and Red Rooster. All of these 
signify an impact on the planet so large, that we are now 
defining ourselves not by how we have evolved, but by 
what we have destroyed.

ARNI: Antroposeenin aikaa tulevat määrit-
tämään radioaktiiviset elementit, joita löytyy 

Willoh S. Weiland & JR Brennan
Artefact

All images courtesy of Pekka Mäkinen.
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kaikista maan kerrostumista sitten vuoden 1945: 
muovi, muovi ja muovi. Pientäkin pienemmät 
solutason myrkyt, miljardit betonin palaset sekä 
murskattujen vanhojen rakennusten ympäri-
insä sironneet luut. Sitä tulevat määrittämään 
kotieläinkanojen jälkeen jääneet luut, miljoonat ja 
miljoonat Kentucky Fried Chicken -siipipalat, Wild 
Wings -reisiluut sekä pienen pienet jäämät Nando’sin 
ja Red Roosterin toivomusluista. Kaikki tämä osoit-
taa, että olemme vaikuttaneet planeettaamme niin 
merkittävällä tavalla, että emme määritä itseämme 
sen mukaan, miten olemme kehittyneet - vaan sen, 
mitä me olemme tuhonneet.

WILLOH: This destruction is happening so slowly, 
across so many years that I don’t feel it as a threat. I don’t 
really notice it. I feel it more like snow settling gently 
around heavy, melancholy, quiet early morning dark-
ness and me. I cannot reconcile this dying with the 
beauty I see. These clear skies, the lake glistening and 
all of the promises I’ve been given: that the future will 
be wonderful. 

ARNI: Tämä tuho on tapahtumassa niin hitaasti, 
monien vuosien saatossa, etten tunne sitä uhaksi. En juuri 
huomaa sitä.

WILLOH: The rise and fall of Nokia, of Blackberry, 
and of Atari are contemporary extinction stories. 

I know I had something to do with it, but I don’t 
know what. The links between me and the rise and fall of 
empires are out of focus, they are hard to grasp. 

ARNI: Tiedän, että liityn siihen jotenkin, 
mutten tiedä miten. Yhteydet minun sekä impe-
riumien nousun ja tuhon välillä ovat sumeita, 
hankalia hahmottaa.

WILLOH: The links between the things I want and 
the destruction they cause are difficult to fathom.  

ARNI: Kulutukseni ja sen aiheuttaman tuhon 
väliset yhteydet ovat vaikeita sisäistää.

WILLOH: I can buy a piece of cheap chicken for 
five Euro, or a fair trade organic coffee for five Euro or a 
t-shirt made by children for five Euro, or I can talk to the 
family I never see for five Euro, or pay five Euros to get 
a new charger for the phone that cost me 1,000 Euros. I 
have to choose. 

ARNI: Voin ostaa kimpaleen halpaa kanaa 
viidellä eurolla, tai Reilun kaupan luomukahvia 
viidellä eurolla, tai lapsityönä valmistetun T-paidan 
viidellä eurolla, tai puhua sukulaisille, joita en kos-
kaan näe, viidellä eurolla, tai maksaa viisi euroa 
uudesta laturista puhelimeen, josta maksoin tuhat 
euroa. Minun on valittava.

WILLOH: Who will tell me which life is worth more? 
ARNI: Kuka kertoisi minulle, mikä elämä on 

toista arvokkaampi?
WILLOH: Who will tell me what to value?
ARNI: Kuka kertoisi minulle, mitä arvostaa?

Artefact was a commission from the ANTI Contempo-
rary art festival as part of the International Prize for Live 
Art awarded to Willoh S.Weiland in 2015. Artefact was 
co-produced by ANTI - Contemporary Art Festival and 
Aphids Events. The project was supported by the Saasta-
moinen Foundation, the Australian Government through 
the Australia Council for the Arts, its arts funding and 
advisory body, HIAP. 

www.aphids.net 

jrbrennan.com
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The artist group Wild Angelicas formed itself during a recidency period on Suomenlinna 
island while finding the time and space to speak out wishes and dreams about how to do 
and show art. 

There is a tradition of placing artworks on monotonous motorways, in order to  improve 
the consentration of the drivers, or to make a distinct landmark. For example Guy de Rougem-
ont’s installation on the A4 from Paris to Strasbourg was commisioned in the 70s, and art 
along the motorways became more common in Finland in the 90’s. We questioned if there 
could be more ephemeral art along the routes and thought: why not have a gallery alongside 
the motorway, inside of a solid rock? We located a gallery space molded by human nature 
and named it “Flash.“

“Flash“ would be the first motorway-art-gallery, where the artworks change monthly, 
and artists interested in this kind of approach, could apply for an exhibition. Unfortunately, 
our attempt to realize “Flash“ in Espoo was denied by the local authorities due to safety rea-
sons. Despite this, we carried on in search of the future “Flash“ gallery, and invite everyone 
interested to do so as well. 

The work “Popcorn“ was inspired by the seagulls on the island. Two people dressed as 
popcorns throw popcorn to the birds and try to have a party with them. An evening of film 
screenings for the seagulls with the performance video is coming up next season.

“The Fringes“ were also born on the island. They are colorful performance figures, cos-
tumes that react to the wind. A Fringes Ballet with 22 figures is planned for the anniversary 
of the Agricultural Union.

Looking back at the time spent during our HIAP studio residenct, one can say that, 
besides the time spent together, visionary discussions, and preparing nettle pancakes, we 
were able to test and execute performative ideas, ones that help us get closer to our aims. 

The artist group Wild Angelicas is constantly searching for new surroundings to realize 
projects. The group consists of four finnish artists from Helsinki and Berlin: Maria Duncker, 
Anne Hiekkaranta, Niina Lehtonen Braun and Mimosa Pale, whose artistic mediums are 
sculpture, installation, dance, performance, painting and sound art.

Wild Angelicas

All images courtesy of 
Wild Angelicas.

Gallery Flash location, 
2016 
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Arriving to an empty studio - everything that I put in it now, will be like a new sentence, a 
new thought, and a proposal. I arrive with no specific plan other than to collect stuff I find, to 
make combinations, to play, experiment and to see where the materials take me. The only 
thing I have brought with me is a piece of golden fabric, which I plan to unravel during my stay.

I collect things I stumble upon, things that I find on the street, in backyards and skips. 
I go to car boot sales and thrift stores, trying to find the stuff that nobody wants, that which 
is useless, worthless, broken, and dirty. I collect mostly familiar household objects that have 
started to have a life of their own and have started transforming into something less familiar, 
something strange, comical, uncanny or poetic. I think about the suggestive qualities of these 
objects, and their potential to evoke new associations.

In a backyard, I rummage through a pile of trash and find a dirty, rainbow colored floor 
mop with some brown tape on it. Its handle is bent in and it looks both elegant and sad. When 
I put it against the studio wall it is both awkward and expressive. At a car boot sale, I pick up an 
old flexible ventilation pipe that reminds me of a huge intestine, or a large maggot. I decide to 
fill the pipe with plaster. Its inside solidifies into a warped and twisted shape, like it’s wriggling 
and moving. On a walk, I see a bundle of old fruit nets caught up on the anti-pigeon spikes on 
the side of a building, like a bird’s nest or a dense spider web or an old wig. A passerby helps 
me untangle it from the spikes and I hang it in the corner of my studio. On another walk, I 
see a yellow shape at the bottom of the river. It is a traffic warning sign, but looks like a flame 
when I photograph it.

These kinds of things find their way to my studio; some stay and some get thrown out 
almost immediately. They all require a different treatment, according to what their materiality 
evokes/provokes in me. Some simply stand there, others get attached to one another, some 
are taken apart or unraveled, or some are filled with plaster. Placed together in the empty 
studio space, they demand attention; they resonate, form relationships and give rise to new 
sentences.

www.sarabjarland.eu

Sara Bjarland
Encounters with Things and the Importance of an Empty Studio

1
Untitled (brush)

2
Untitled (bundle)

3
Untitled (pip)

4
Untitled (rainbow mop)

5
Studio View

All images courtesy of 
the artist.
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Sara Bjarland was in residence at Temple Bar Gallery + Studios, Dublin in July-August 

2016. TBG+S is a contemporary art gallery and artists’ studios complex located in 

Dublin city centre and the Temple Bar cultural quarter. Founded in 1983, the build-

ing houses thirty artists’ studios for professional visual artists working in a variety 

of media. The residency exchange between TBG+S and HIAP was initiated in 2007 and 

is co-organised by HIAP, TBG+S and Finnish Institute in London. The resident at HIAP 

was artist Anne Maree Barry.
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Anna Estarriola and Nastja Säde Rönkkö
El Ranchito Cuba – Finland – Japan

In March of April 2016, artists Nastja Säde Rönkkö and Anna Estarriola 

spent six weeks in Matadero Madrid, a former slaughterhouse in the 

Arganzuela district of Madrid, which has been converted to an arts 

centre in Spain, in the frame of the El Ranchito Residency Programme. 

During the residency period, the artists worked within a shared, open 

space at Matadero Madrid together with nine other artists from Spain 

and Cuba. Anna Estarriola and Nastja Säde Rönkkö reflect on their work 

presented in the exhibition.

Paco Gómez / Matadero Madrid
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ANNA ESTARRIOLA: “A POST APOCALYPTIC MESSAGE ARRIVES. IT COMES FROM 
THE FUTURE. IT APPEARS SO IT CAN BE SEEN AND HEARD.”
My plan was to work on the sketches for a new solo exhibition and experiment with different 
techniques, which involved the use of silicone and moldable plastics in relation to video dis-
plays and mechanical structures. As soon as I arrived, I got to know different silicone suppliers, 
got useful tips, and bought a good amount of material to get started with the sequence of 
tests I intended to undertake.

After the first residence meeting, wherein artists and coordinators got together, I 
understood that the residence was very much exhibition orientated, and subsequently, my 
plans changed. I then focused on the creation of the installation to exhibit at the end of the 
residency.

El Rastro is a popular open-air flea market in Madrid. All kinds of products (both new 
and used) can be found there. Antique shops in the area are also open.

In the market, the Gipsy sellers struck me; In my opinion, they had mastered the act of 
screaming out loud their bargains. When I stood in the middle of their concert, and started to 
get shivers, I thought their dramatic scream was conveying both intense beauty and horror. 
Flamenco came to my mind. The idea that such a way of screaming beholds an apocalyptic 
message – a hidden revelation – became the starting point of my work. The vision of two 
characters sitting down and delivering a screaming message to the audience, in a meeting, 
became vivid and persistent. I then began to attempt to turn that image into a three-dimen-
sional installation.

I spent time in the flea market, and gradually collected the elements that would give 
shape to the piece that I would present in the exhibition. I had to gather all kinds of other 
materials to enhance the piece, which lead me to discover very different parts of the city.

Through the help of one of the coordinators of the residence, I got in touch with Naike 
Ponce and Jacob Quirós, two great professional flamenco singers who accepted to perform 
in the project. To be able to work with them was an intense and inspiring experience for me, 
and one for which I am very thankful.

Most of the time and budget were spent on adjusting the installation to the exhibition 
context. The piece needed to be sturdy, stable, and ready to welcome the interaction with a 
rather large amount of visitors. The items in the installation needed to be locked to carefully 
prevent burglary.

The title and description text of the piece is: “A post apocalyptic message arrives. It 
comes from the future. It appears so it can be seen and heard.”

www.annaestarriola.com



NASTJA SÄDE RÖNKKÖ: “A WALK WITH YOU”
“A Walk With You” is a participatory performance piece in which I go for a walk with locals 
and their dogs. Before each walk, I take a Polaroid picture of the dog. Each walk starts at the 
gallery from where the owner and I follow the leashed dog for the duration of a pre-set time 
(30 minutes, 1 hour, 3 hours or 8 hours). We follow the dogs wherever they want to go, stop 
whenever they want to stop, and so on.

Along the walk, the owner and I attempt to figure out the places that seem meaningful 
to the dog. We then photograph the places with an instant Polaroid photograph. The pho-
tographic documentation functions simultaneously as a memory of the performance and a 
piece of its own, pairing the images of the dogs and the places which their owners feel might 
be meaningful, fun or comfortable to the animals. The project explores corporeal, sensual 
and instinctive human / animal experiences of being in the world. The aim of the performance 
is to create possibilities for communication and connection through sharing trust, intuition 
and decision making power. How is this communication and coexistence negotiated without 
a common language?

nastjaronkko.com

El Ranchito Residency Programme is co-produced by HIAP,  Matadero Madrid and AECID. 
The second part of the residency exchange was realized in autumn 2016, when two Spanish 
artists, Fermín Jiménez Landa and Arash Moori, stayed residence at HIAP.
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Photos by Nastja 
Säde Rönkkö
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Secret Words and Relat-
ed Stories, 
glass works: 31 x 41 cm, 
installation view: AMA 
Galleria, Helsinki 2016
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Secret Words and Related Stories (2013–2016) is a collection of passwords and the stories 
behind them. To examine independence, a limited kind of independence, is to unravel what 
security means to the identity, a kind of coding of physical history and memory to access 
all kinds of commerce and services in the virtual world. That key is compressed into these 
fragments of language (passwords) that are unpackaged through the work. The work involves 
the participation of anonymous people who have unraveled their secrets, methods and the 
stories behind their passwords.

In the video, young actors between the ages of 12–16 years old, stand in front of a red 
backdrop and read from a single sheet of paper, narrating personal confessions, childhood 
memories and clichéd rationalities. These are thoughtful, humorous, and emotional stories 
about a chosen word that often discloses personal information, which is the antithesis of its 
purpose. Alongside the video, the 74 passwords and the stories behind them are published in 
the style of a paperback novel with the same, and frame glass plates. The series of works deals 
with the theme of archiving digital data into material form and displaying the institutional 
structures relating to passwords. 

www.jonnakina.com

Jonna Kina

Jonna Kina and Aleksi Kraama were in residence at the Nordiska konstförbundet 

Malongen studio, Stockholm in March-April 2016. The residency exchange between 

HIAP and Nordiska konstförbundet was realised for the first time in year 2016. The 

resident at HIAP was curator Stefanie Hessler. 
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1
Secret Words and  
Related Stories 
book: 15,8 x 23, x 1,9cm, 
installation view: AMA 
Galleria, Helsinki 2016

2
Still from the video  
Secret Words and  
Related Stories,
2016, duration: 20’12”, 
HD video, stereo sound

3
Secret Words and  
Related Stories 
video installation, 
duration: 20’12”, stereo 
sound, installation 
view: AMA Galleria, 
Helsinki 2016
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/
There’s me...and let’s say: (¤&%/¤%/ and (¤/#¤//¤/¤/. Backpacks, (¤/#¤//¤/¤/’s beanbag 
chair and 200 litres of EPS-parels alias pearls of expanded polystyrene (if my cursory studies 
got it right). But not all of the ordered EPS are in the dark sienna colour fake leather beanbag 
chair. Which, I guess, is from the nineties. All of the pearls could not fit tidily inside/outside of 
it together with (¤/#¤//¤/¤/. Since the baggy chair was filled, emptied and refilled couple of 
times during the last one and half years and it had travelled with us thousands of kilometres, 
squeezed in the smallest of possible formats that would still allow its later use as a nest like 
place for (¤/#¤//¤/¤/ — I justified the choice to leave space for (¤/#¤//¤/¤/, instead of the 
rest of the polystyrene. I did not regard the leftover pearls as waste. So, I stored them behind 
a curtain where fuse links and some other, though more noisy, regulators are taking part in 
keeping the air warm around (and in) (¤/#¤//¤/¤/, (¤&%/¤%/ and me. Behind the curtain, 
there is also a television in its silver coloured plastic shell from the times around the turn 
of the millennium 2000. There was nobody who wanted to spend time with its big case that 
enables the moving image to be perceived from its relatively small screen. I guess that is why 
we got a permit to give almost a square metre for it from a white coffee table, or as we decided, 
from the space behind the brown curtain. (I seriously feel a bit sorry.) 

//
There is also a trolley bag. A rather hideous one. .... On second thought, actually, what is 

hideous is the logo that is printed on the fabric of its bottom compartment. Otherwise the bag 
is a black bag with two orange wheels, with some orange edgings that do not restrict its use 
as something that can help in carrying this and that, here and there. Actually, it is mostly my 
and (¤&%/¤%/’s fault that (¤&%/¤%/ hates the bag. We have continuously crammed it, if not 
too full in terms of occupying all the space from zip to bottom, then at least so that there are 
too many kilograms for the bodies of the bag and (¤&%/¤%/ to carry on cobblestones. And 
what feels most violent, is the combination of the noise and outlook of the bag and (¤&%/¤%/ 
in staircases. Many small stations offer opportunities for those situations. 

When I was typing the first words of the previous paragraph, I almost could not believe 

Jaana Laakkonen
Artistic Practice and Residency Rubbing Against Each Other

Jaana Laakkonen was in residence at Production and Exhibition Platform basis e.V., 

Frankfurt in October-December 2016. The residency exchange between basis and 

HIAP takes place every second year. The resident at HIAP was artist Sofia Duchovny.
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that I am seriously writing something about That Bag. But the more I wanted to exclude it, 
the more important it felt to include it by writing too. Actually, that bag has been defining 
not just the locations of the chosen staging posts and some of the disputes we had between 
them, but also which pots, buckets, sticks, liquids, papers, notes, books and fabrics I have 
left and taken with (or scattered in diverse caches, as the squirrels possibly do). I should not 
say bad things about the bag — the bag is just a bit pliant when it gets in touch with a certain 
selection of things — should it pretend as if nothing matters?! 

///
A year ago, I decided that a long and relatively narrow table can be my studio for couple 

of months. Seen from the side where I usually stood, the table was actually rather wide and 
very short. Sixty centimetres times two and half metres. Well, it is not that unusual of a size. 
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Anyway, I did plan to work with something conveniently small on the table. However, I bought 
a seven metres long by two metres wide canvas since I was interested in the interruptions 
it would set for my practice and thinking, together with the table, etc. It truly did. For a long 
time, my doings seemed very ridiculous. Nevertheless, I was very serious, trying to act as if the 
table did not bother me. I could only see the canvas just partly while the rest of it was rolled. 
When it was wet, I had to ask (¤/#¤//¤/¤/ to come with me outdoors for a couple of hours. I 
would rather give the space for the vapours from the plastic, that were taking “another form” 
on fabric, than to let the vapours to occupy our bodies. I must thank the table for the help in 
the process of re-thinking the subject-object relation in, as well as through, artistic practice. 

////
In April, I ordered the longest ski bags I was able to find. I rolled a work that I had just 

finished as well as another piece. With the second, I will continue when we live closer to each 
other again. I put those rolls in a ski bag (about 85% of it was covered with another ski bag) 
and carried it to Suomenlinna after travelling with various vehicles, including my dear feet. It 
was a bit rainy, and it was a very gray day in Helsinki. It was neither the summer yet, nor were 
the summer timetables in use, so I stood a good while with the ski bag(s) waiting for the ferry. 
On the shore, I met Barbara and a milk cart that she had kindly brought from the residency 
to transport the rolls from one island to another. 

In 2015, we met in Vallila, in my studio, which I gave away later that year. I had never 
before been away from my works, and this time I was away for eight months. I met the works 
again in storage and exhibited them Barbara and I’s practices’ temporary co-joining, in our 
exhibition With Leftover Agencies (2016). One of the works, which I first intended to exhibit, 
I almost left in storage, luckily &/))/&& asked me why — I obviously was not able to ask, for 
some reason. We opened the closed window blinds. I started to wander with my works in the 
arched spaces of HIAP. When I left to sleep, it was very dark. As far as I remember, I saw one 
moon and the light from a lighthouse and I breathed air that felt nice in my lungs. 

/////
And couple of times I fell in sleep in the grass using five hundred pages and the soft 

covers of a book as a pillow. In the first days, a hard shell jacket was needed. During the follow-
ing weeks, we established a reading group, and I stayed awake while “#//¤”/”/ read pdf files out 
loud. The most stressful thing during this working period was the uncertainty of the teacups, 
more specifically: whether or not I can deliver two cups of tea to my room without spilling 
while turning the door handle. (Oh, there was also the case of the harmless shaman.... and 
cigarette butts in a half eaten peach on the kitchen table — which just happened to irritate me 
for some reason. The beings that some people wanted to put in their mouths while partying 
was a serious issue, and it still is, but I did not know what else to do but to say few words and 
to sit in the room waiting for the thunderstorm and the party to fade.) When I touched the 
fabrics in the studio, the spiders ran away from the works, but they probably returned after I 
had left, since I found them running every morning. 

//////
Since the working processes, daily lives, etc. will become forever contaminated by 
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interferences, I would rather work and think with them, than to try to exclude them. I am 
interested in what it means for artistic practice, works, exhibitions and the world if the doing 
(also that of artistic practice) is understood as entangled co-doing where the subjectivity, skill 
and ability to act are not preserved solely for humans. If the thing is regarded as phenomena, 
many questions follow, such as: Who is allowed or forced to do things with me and when, or how 
much? Who has a name and whom do I even recognize? What are we doing and where are we 
working? Who is doing me and what am I doing to and within them and again who are they? Or do 
I even want or need to know? (Ok. I won’t even go to that knowing...) How to be with them well or at 
least in a better manner? If I do not want that narrow, clear story, how should I communicate, do, 
exhibit... responsibly? How to be with works and exhibitions, and could they push and confront the 
conflict between binaries and reality? 

///////
In 2016, I have been happy to have an opportunity to think and work through the diverse 

exhibition spaces, residencies and the various knots that have followed them. These oppor-
tunities have offered many situations that have manifested and gently reminded me about 
the entangledness through the frictions that the entanglements cause when they meet the 
patterns of minds, bodies and the tales that were told. 

There was an exhibition space that nearly made the nails and screws unemployed. 
Things that were sweating in shrink-wrap next to those that were treated with bristled sticks. 
There was also an exhibition space, through which I walked daily for three months. And 
there was a space whose stained white door, with letters W and C, marked by a marker on it, 
“aroused” (though not alone) awkward wishes about a clean white toilet door or even about 
the door’s total disappearance. I also got myself stuck on dreaming about the same destiny 
for an elevator door...  I am still a bit surprised of how hostile wishes I had. 

The rooms, laws, artists, humidity, lungs, skin, and wall-to-wall carpets were organiz-
ing my residency practice. And sometimes it felt as though the conditions both forced and 
helped me to stop in those seemingly stupid spots of studio practice that have been crucial 
for challenging and adjusting the apparatus that I am working within. I wait to receive the 
cardboard box that I crammed full last month. 

www.jaanalaakkonen.com
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Furniture design has its traditions in Georgia; however, design here rarely extends beyond 
traditional patterns and connects to contemporary trends. There aren’t any special programs 
for designers that would enable them to get acquainted with new directions of contemporary 
furniture design.

“Nectar Gallery” has initiated a wood processing and design workshop by Finnish design-
ers Rudy Merz and Peter Schmid and as a result of an open call that brought together a group 
of visual artists, architects and designers of various experiences and generations. The first 
round of the study program took place in October of 2015. It focused on the selection and pro-
cessing of wood. At the same time, participants and leaders of the course agreed on the topics 
of the program and developed the concept of the final exhibition. Since the wood needed to 
dry, it was decided that the second part of the program would be scheduled for May and June 
2016. During the second phase, each of the participants produced sketches of chair designs. 
Rudy Merz and Peter Schmid worked on refining the suggested ideas. Thanks to simple equip-
ment that was acquired for the project, “Nectar Gallery” turned into an improvised woodwork 
atelier where participants produced ten prototypes during a period of five weeks. 

Participants of the workshop included: Shotiko Aptsiauri, Giorgi Vardiashvili, Murtaz 
Beraia, Lado Lomitashvili,  Giorgi Margishvili,  Ia Kutateladze,  Nino Sekhniashvili,  Sandro 
Sulaberidze,  Ninutsa Shatberashvili,  Giorgi Zagareli,  and David Giorgadze

Rudy Merz is a Swiss born designer who lives and works in Finland. He collaborated 
for many years with Yrjö Kukkapuro, who together with Alvar Aalto and Ilmari Tapiovaara, 
introduced an innovative movement in Finnish design. 

Peter Schmid is a Finnish designer of Swiss origin. He is responsible for inclusion of a 
woodwork study program into Finnish higher education institutions in the 1980s. He lives 
and works in Germany.

This project was realized in the frame of the “Regional Art and Culture Project in the 
South Caucasus,”  which is managed by the Culture and Management Lab with financial sup-
port of the Swiss Cooperation Office for the South Caucasus (SCO), by HIAP, and the Center of 
Contemporary Art – Tbilisi (CCA),  Ministry of culture and monument protection of Georgia.

www.gallerynectar.ge 

www.designtbilisi.ge

Rudi Merz and Peter Schmid
Between Cognac and Africa

Photos by Sandro 
Sulaberidze and Nino 
Sekhniashvili, 2016.

Rudi Merz and Peter Schmid were in residency at in Tbilisi in May-June 2016. The 

residency was realised in the context of a residency exchange between Center for 

Contemporary Art - Tbilisi, HIAP and Art School MAA in collaboration with Nectar 

gallery (see introduction text for full credits). The resident at HIAP was artist Nata 

Kipiani.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH PETER SHMID 
BY NINO SEKHNIASHVILI
Nino Sekhniashvili: Can you tell us a little about 
yourself?

Peter Shmid: I come from Frauenfeld, Switzerland. 
After graduating from high school, I went on to study 
construction drawing in Zurich. It was a culturally active 
city: the theatre, the cinema, and the jazz. At the same 
time, and since 1969, it became a politically tense place, 
and I found myself in the middle of all this. I set up a 
bureau of construction drawing together with my friends. 
At that time, it was easy to start business in Switzerland. 
Money was flowing in easily. Even though we were busy 
working, we had enough time for other things as well. I 
soon grew tired of such an active lifestyle. I knew I had to 
leave Zurich. I thus found myself in the forests of Finland 
at the age of 24. I sold my share of the bureau and bought 
a small house with an orchard in the middle of nowhere. 
It was a happy period. I read a lot. When my money ran 

out, I started selling adornments and handmade items; 
my house was full of different materials, copper sheets, 
various leather strips, etc. As time passed by, I started 
making toys out of wood. I was selling my toys at the 
Helsinki port. The business was picking up; I took on two 
employees. I wanted to try my hand at making furni-
ture, so I took a carpentry course. Somehow, a professor 
of Helsinki Design School got in touch with me; he had 
seen my toys. He was planning a project in the region I 
lived, and invited me to participate. This is how I came 
to work among the best carpenters and designers. I car-
ried on working with them. I made a workshop at home, 
and continued making furniture on my own. I was invit-
ied to set up a design department at a technical college 
that would concentrate on practical aspects of working 
with wood. I invited several professional carpenter-de-
signers, and Rudi Mertz among them. Mostly we worked 
on solid wood, but other techniques were also taught. 
When the department was set up, I left and returned to 



my workshop. Nikari Company had then invited me to 
implement a project in Fiskars, which is an old industrial 
city with old architecture in the most beautiful location. 
The CEO of Nikari had the idea of giving the old build-
ings to visual artists and designers on the condition that 
they would renovate them with their own money, and 
thus an art village would be founded. For some time I 
worked in Fiskars, too. At the same time, I travelled a lot 
in connection to the projects. Today Fiskars is an art vil-
lage where there are a lot of designing workshops, and it 
is quite an interesting place. I had to work with sculptors 
during this time too. I then moved to Germany. I had hard 
time at first, and felt a disappointment with the partners. 
I live in Germany to this day.

N.: The chair is a workshop topic. It is consid-
ered one of the most difficult tasks for a designer. 
Let’s now talk about this.

P.: Yes, that’s right. The chair is a particular chal-
lenge for a designer. Every designer or carpenter tries to 
create his own chair; not table, not wardrobe, but chair. 
Don’t ask me why, but three chairs at the exhibition can 
start an intense discussion among designers, whereas a 
cupboard rarely deserves professional interest. There 
are people, such as Rudi Merz, who want only to make 
chairs and nothing else. Of course, Rudi makes things 
other than chairs, but each year he creates two or three 
chairs using new techniques. In Germany, it is hard in 
this respect, but I have worked on quite a lot of orders 
making chairs, which is a rare occurrence; there is no car-
penter nowadays who earns a living by making chairs. I 
had interesting orders. For example, I had to make fifteen 

chairs for a large 19th century table. It was a challenge. 
In this case you have to study the table in detail first; 
prepare fast prototypes; find the proper material and 
surface. Making a chair is absurd unless you are famous 
enough to sell your name with the chair. My name is not 
enough for this, but I am working on chairs. My friends 
call me crazy, saying that nobody’s working on chairs. 
Chairs are made in huge quantities in China. Before, they 
were made in the province of Brianza in Italy, but it was 
not profitable, and was outsourced to an Asian country. 
In spite of this, I still believe that it is possible for a small 
company to find its niche and produce chairs.

N.: Let’s touch on the psychological aspects of 
the chair.

R.: There are two important factors in this case. The 
first is ergonomics; for example, there exist a countless 
number of chairs that are not fit to sit on. The second 
factor that needs to be considered is the psychological 
aspect of it; I once made a sketch of a chair for a big 
company CEO. The interior designer rejected it saying 
that he could not seat the company CEO on such a  small 
Scandinavian chair.

N.: Can you explain what hahmomalli is?
P.: In the 70s, design schools made models ten times 

smaller than the original item. When the scale increased, 
it caused errors. In Switzerland, it was customary to 
make one to one models of a chairs. Hahmomalli is a fast 
model, with one to one scale, which allows for testing 
sizes, slopes and firmness. It is a three-dimensional sketch 
that enables to test chairs with different loads among 
other things. In the case of hahmomalli, it is important 
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to maintain a scale of one to one. This way, you arrive 
at the final version of the model faster. It facilitates and 
speeds up the process of creation.

N.: What can you say about our project, the five 
weeks of intense work?

P.: Rudi and I have done many workshops for artists 
and designers. Your idea in Helsinki a year and a half ago 
to transform a gallery into a workshop and work there 
with a group of Georgian designers seemed interesting 
to me. In the process of working on certain problems, 
some things became clear. At the beginning, I argued 
with Rudi a lot about the first part of the workshop. Was 
it necessary to chop logs instead of going to the market 
and buying already sawed wood, as any rational human 
being would do? Now I think that it was a very important 
gesture that we started our project with primary wood 
material. Obtaining wood and cutting it gave a dramatic 
feel to the project. At the beginning of the second part of 
the workshop, we spent all of the days on the road, from 
one end of Tbilisi to the other. We could not process raw 
wood in the gallery.

Even though the idea of converting the gallery into 
a workshop made the project extreme, in the end we 
made it happen. We started from scratch, and in few days 
we had a primitive workshop, and then implementing 
ten projects was excellent. Among the participants were 
students, a young designer, visual artists, a seasoned 
architect, two carpenter-designers, but in their case, 
when they had their own workshops and orders to work 
on, it was difficult for them to participate in the project. 
So, these people worked on chair prototypes only after 

work hours. I know there was no other way around it. 
There was some critique – they expected more collabo-
ration in the process of making chairs. Because of the lack 
of time and a proper workshop, at this stage, it was not 
possible to better integrate the group. There were two 
carpenters for ten designers, when in reality, it should 
be the other way round. But I think that we made quick 
and optimal decisions during the project and the result 
proved it. This experience should be taken into account 
to better plan for the next workshop.

I have to stress that during the project, a freedom 
of ideas was strongly felt. It is exactly for this reason that 
anything is possible and executable with you. This free-
dom is seen in the exhibition displays, too.  To me, it was 
exhilarating to see as many as ten chairs together in one 
space. I’m going home with positive emotions. Two days 
before the exhibition I had a crisis, but after seeing the 
exhibition all doubts vanished; it was so inspirational.

We should definitely continue this kind of work in 
the gallery. Many things have taken shape after this pro-
ject, and we already know how to plan the next stage. 
But we should not strive to attain competence at the 
expense of limiting freethinking.

N.: I don’t think we are facing this threat; we 
haven’t done anything competently yet.

P.: Keep up the good work.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH RUDI MERZ 
BY NINO SEKHNIASHVILI
Nino Sekhniashvili: What are some important fac-
tors that made you a designer?

Rudi Merz: I was born in Switzerland. When I was 
16, I didn’t want to continue studying at school. I stud-
ied woodworking in a technical college; later I took a 
construction drawing course. By early the 70s I had fin-
ished studying and wanted to do practical work abroad. 
Because of the furniture design and the sports, I wanted 
to go to Finland.

N.: Because of which sport?
R.: Scandinavia is a mecca for the Swiss with respect 

to architecture and design. Sports orientation was also a 

big motivation. At first, I became a trainee at an archi-
tecture bureau in Sweden. I spent most of the time in the 
basement making models of furniture – chair hahmo-
mallis from balsa trees. Balsa is a very soft tree and is used 
only for experimental models of the furniture; airplane 
models are also made from this tree. If a stranger came 
into the workshop and sat on a chair model, I had to redo 
everything.

In Stockholm, I met my future wife of Finnish origin, 
and we soon moved to Helsinki. The first half of the year, 
I mostly studied Finnish, since almost nobody one spoke 
a different language. At the same time, I was worked at a 
factory, polishing plastic furniture.

Then I started working with Kukkapuro. I worked 

for about ten years with him. I then felt that sitting in a 
studio and drawing was not my cup of tea; I wanted to 
work independently as a woodworker and designer. This 
is how I got back to my original profession. After that, I 
had made furniture models and prototypes for Kukka-
puro for quite a long time. We even made exhibitions 
together. My trip to Japan with him was an unforgettable 
experience.

But as I said, after a while I became a designer 
myself. I thought a lot, and I couldn’t apply others ideas 
blindly without critique. I developed my own views and 
interests in designing. I started independent work.

N.: Was it hard? Who were your first customers?
R.: Mostly my acquaintances. I worked a lot with 

other designers. I moved to a town just an hour away 
from Helsinki and set up my own workshop. I was a 
member the Association of Applied Arts of Finland and 
took part in exhibitions of furniture design which soon 
brought me success, fame, and important orders. In 1984, 
I got a huge order; I made 150 chairs for a church. After 
this, I bought all the necessary instruments for my work-
shop. The Catholic Church is very advantageous for a 
chair maker because Orthodox Christians don’t need 
chairs because they kneel.

N.: I know that there are two successful design-
ers in your family. How do you and your son’s visions 
differ?

R.: My son Miko was in a quandry from the start. He 
travelled for some time, then worked a little in my work-
shop. He liked working with wood. He took a course on 
woodworking with a colleague of mine. He then studied 
architecture. His wife is also an architect. They design 
low budget restaurants in Helsinki. Miko finds a space, 
fixes it up while trying to preserve the initial look for the 
interior and creates an individual and calm atmosphere 
for a restaurant. He is very successful in this. In Finland, 
young cooks care mostly about investing in the kitchen 
and food quality, they don’t spend much money on the 
interior.

N.: Which designer had an influence on you?
R.: Kukkapuro of course. But I am from a different 

generation, and at some point, I understood that the old 
modernism had lost its influence. I am critical when the 
product is produced quickly and easily, but has a high 
cost on the market. We are so rich, and there is so much 
furniture nowadays, that working on the quality is the 
only thing that matters; there is no need to produce so 
much. I got back into the old tradition of woodwork-
ing. Many things may influence your work, but you 
still have to be critical about everything. You can learn 
many things from Functionalism and Modernism- such 
as constructiveness, ergonomics, etc., but the best chair 
I have ever seen is in the British Museum in London, a 
3000-year-old Greek backless chair. This amazing piece 
is contemporary and modern, even today. In the 60-70s 
in Finland, no one wanted to buy anything old; everyone 
wanted something new. You can also learn a lot from 
shipbuilding - the old German school of Zimmermans 
Kunst. Actually, the chair made jointly by our workshop 
students, Shotiko and Giorgi, looked a lot like a Zimmer-
mans Kunst model. A lot can also be learned from John 
Alexander Junior’s book about working with wood. He is 
a great person, with lawyer qualifications, and he makes 
chairs the way they were made a thousand years ago.

N.: What is typical of Rudi Merz design?
R.: I have gone through many different phases, but 

for the time being, it’s extremely important to fully uti-
lize and optimize materials. I chop wood myself in order 
to minimize material loss. Using inexpensive materials 
is also important.

N.: What materials do you use?
R.: I use wood from the Ash tree. It has to be a young 

tree, because chopping an old one is hard. There are no 
Ash trees in Finland, but there are many in Germany. 
Two years ago, in Germany, Peter helped me get wood 
from a friend who is a turner. Ash tree often grows addi-
tional stems, and that’s why it needs some cutting down. 
A tree like this is only used as firewood, so it is cheap. It 
is a very good material for making chairs. For me, a tree 
with a diameter of 30 cm is best, but carpenters mostly 
use trees of about 50cm in diameter. Mostly everyone 
buys already sawed materials.
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In the spring, I had conducted a workshop for 
young designers in Fiskars. Those young people got 
very interested in this method. I was happy because my 
method is old-fashioned. Now everything is made using 
machines. I make furniture that can last at least 50 years, 
but the buyers aren’t interested in this. They take pleas-
ure from changing their furniture every 2-3 years.

N.: But Rudi, what you make is a totally dif-
ferent quality and has its own customers. You have 
your own niche, and mass produced furniture has its 
own customers. How often do you meet a client who 
appreciates the cost and quality of your products?

R.: Sadly, these kinds of people often can’t afford 
to buy my products. But, I am lucky to be able to make 
what I like and still have my own buyers. On the Swedish 
market, there are some good lux designers, but we can’t 
say the same about Finland. Finland is still very national-
istic. For example, Aalto design is still widely used.

N.: How innovational was Kukkapuro for you?
R: He was innovational but he always said, “Let’s 

make it cheaply,” “It is very simple, so it’s good” and this 
was the cause of our disagreement. I spend a lot of time 
on every detail. I work like they worked a hundred years 
ago. At the same time, my product is still modern and 
innovating. It’s not like I’m imprinting flowers on a chair 
back…

N.: Let’s get back to sports.
R.: At first, I dreamt of becoming a world champion, 

but then I understood that my concentration isn’t good 
enough. Runners of this sport are exceptional people; 
they have a great capacity for concentration. I could pro-
gress in reading maps, running, but I couldn’t do a thing 

about concentration. I still take part in tournaments to 
this day. Change is very important to me: my profes-
sion, sports, music. I play harmonica in a band. We even 
perform once a month in Helsinki. When I was a child, I 
played military music, a march on the clarinet. Pam pam 
param. A real anti-music; it‘s good that I dropped it.

N.: Should we talk about our project? Can you 
evaluate our workshop’s most important aspects, 
processes, group and results?

R.: I am extremely satisfied, but the most important, 
is the evaluation by the group’s participants. It will be 
good if we can establish a small workshop after this pro-
ject, where young designers will create wood products. 
People will be able to see how furniture is made and they 
will be able to buy it. Your present day space reminds me 
of Finland in the 70s. I think that in Finland, at that time, 
there was much more free and creative atmosphere for 
thinking; a better chance of starting a new thing. After 
the war, there was a radical switch to mass industry and 
the country lost a generation of woodworkers. The coun-
try started producing mostly locomotives and ships. But 
nowadays, Finland is still a much better place for working 
than any other European country. Finnish people don’t 
use this possibility, but I make use of it.

N.: How important is taking part in exhibitions 
for designers?

R: Without exhibitions a designer cannot develop. 
For a designer, it is important to work for the public. It 
is also important for a designer to find an investor who 
will invest in art and design instead of a football club.
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All images courtesy of 
the artist.

Austerity, Close to You, 
2016. Second hand bed 
sheets, wool, wood 
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Embroidery is a conflictual heritage and a medium. Although both women and men have 
been working with needle and thread in guilds and in other recognized forms of work, the 
patriarchal and heteronormative forms of governance have commonly associated embroidery 
with passive feminine labour roles. It exists among the multiple forms of female labour that 
have been bound to the unrecognized realm of “home.” Through its formalism and highly 
aesthetical charge, embroidery has been enacted as a gendered domesticity, class status, and 
as a resource to make ends meet. The “feminine skills” turned into a shackle of oppression. 

The hierarchical division of arts into “fine arts” and “craft” has been a major force in 
the marginalization of women’s work, as identified by feminist art historians such as Rozsika 
Parker. Crafts, and more notably embroidery have, and continue to be, contested terrains. 
As Parker notes, “historically [embroidery] has provided both a weapon of resistance and 
functioned as a source of constraint. It has promoted submission to the norms of feminine 
obedience and offered both psychological and practical means to independence.” Over the 
years, the associations of embroidery with femininity, triviality, domesticity, sweetness, pas-
sivity, obedience, and chastity have been unsettled and reframed. Women have come together 
to quilt, own and transmit their histories and narratives. Second-wave feminists of the 1970’s 
favoured collectivity and used the piercing force of the needle and the thread as a statement 
to challenge the subordination and oppression of women. Avoiding the idealization of the 
domestic sphere, their works centred on the belief that transforming the structures of art 
would concurrently improve conditions for women.

Since the early 2000’s, a revision of the role of embroidery has emerged as a part of a 
growing determination to decenter patriarchy, heteronormative masculinity, colonial forms 
of oppression, and canonized artistic mediums and histories. Often utilising materials and 
forms such as yarns, textiles, crocheted sculptures, stitched canvases and banners, the works 
range from the formal possibilities of embroidery to the historical and political associations 
between embroidery, collectivity and protest. 

The recent explorations in textile and embroidery in the works of visual artist Minna 
Pöllänen (b. 1980, based in London) take part in the actualization of this heritage. In Close to 
You, presented at HIAP Gallery Augusta in January 2016, and in Signs of Flood (Positions for 
Contemporary Living), presented at the Queens Museum between April and July 2016, Pöllä-
nen turns to embroidery to challenge the status quo. Departing from the textual emphasis of 
the 70’s productions, her outlined silhouettes portray individual and social bodies and their 
relationship to consumer culture, information overflow, gender normativity, and to symbols 
of power and protest. Pöllänen worked on both pieces during her 4-month residency in HIAP 
Suomenlinna.

January 2016  

HIAP Gallery Augusta

Minna Pöllänen
and the silhouette remains.
By Giovanna Esposito Yussif 
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Team Building Ex-
ercise, Close to You, 
2016. Second hand bed 
sheets, wool, wood

2 
Close to You, 2016 at 
HIAP Gallery Augus-
ta. Second hand bed 
sheets, wool, wood 

1

2

Signs of Flood (Positions for Contemporary Living) (2016, discarded fabric, 
wool, wood) is formed of 18 textile banners, each depicting a static choreog-
raphy of a body in action. The embroidered bodies depict lifestyle “choices” 
intermeshed with political and vernacular gestures that are imposed through 
news feeds and banner ads marketed by big data analytics and constantly repro-
duced in social media walls, inboxes, Google image searches and news sites. The 
titles of the individual banners disclose a second layer to the work by providing 
clues to the original image material, whilst simultaneously questioning verbs 
associated with capitalist living and values.

Close to You (2016, second-hand bed sheets, fabric, wool, wood) unfolds 
news and social media imagery to reflect on forms of interaction, social aggre-
gations, and physical closeness through everyday activities marked by their 
affiliation to market society, consumerism and technology. Bodies that huddle, 
produce, tap on screens and march are back-stitched in an almost one-to-one 
scale onto used single-sized bed sheets. The intimacy suggested by the mate-
rial seems to be suspended between the emulated physical closeness and the 
absent bodies. A closeness that exists only in the desire, and like all overexposed 
traces, leaves only the imprint of its silhouette. 

minnapollanen.com

Giovanna Esposito Yussif is a curator and researcher based in Helsinki. 

Currently she focuses on rooting alliances between sites of production, 

situated knowledges and collaborative models of inquiry. Nourished 

by decolonial and feminist practices, in her research she intersects pol-

itics of memory; chrono-politics; embodied, transversal, and dissident 

knowledges; interdependencies; nomadic belongings, and futurities.
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When artworks and world are viewed through the lens of Western modernist thinking they 
seem to be doomed to be either material or discursive; a result of determination or free will, 
either abstract or figurative, constituted of organic or inorganic materials. During the years, 
feminist thinking, and more recently, post-humanist philosophies for example, have proposed 
that things don’t fit into easy categories.

Instead of keeping a clear division between subject and object, maker and made, Bar-
bara Knezevic and Jaana Laakkonen consider their practices and the material outcomes of 
their work as an act of co-doing where human and nonhuman agencies overlap. They share 
an interest in problematizing simplified ideas of an art work’s relation to “reality”. Art works, 
and practices linked to them, are events and actions amongst politics, weather, bodies and 
economics. Instead of trying to clean and tidy such bindings Laakkonen and Knezevic examine 
what it means to work beside them.

Knezevic’s works are results of working with materials that aren’t necessarily the ones 
mentioned in the how-to-guides of art. When placed together they act in strange concert, 
though their parts are drawn from the familiar and the everyday. Laakkonen’s material tools 
are produced especially for art making, specifically that of painting, which carries a long tra-
dition and normalized conventions. Laakkonen is interested in processing how the diverse 
agential worlds are present despite of such traditions. These material-discursive backgrounds 
and conditions are platforms for their practices and thinking.

The collision of these two practices in this exhibition asks for consideration of how 
reality is thought about. This temporary co-joining suggests the exhibition as a gathering of 
actants, and at the same, asks for accountability for the agencies that are often ruled out in 
the need of clear stories and unambiguous categories.

www.barbaraknezevic.com 

www.jaanalaakkonen.com

Barbara Knezevic & Jaana Laakkonen 
“With Leftover Agencies”

April 8–17, 2016  

HIAP Gallery Augusta and Project Space
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Wolf von Kries’  work is often transient, growing out of a continuous process of collecting, 
reconfiguring or simply associating objects and information from seemingly unrelated fields. 
The exhibition is a condensation of material accumulated as a result of von Kries’ walking 
based practice through which he extracts and recomposes variations of patterns from his 
immediate environment.

From Mid–January to Mid–March 2016, von Kries stayed on residency at HIAP Suomen-
linna. The concluding second part of the residency will took place in September. The exhibition 
Weaving around the Void at HIAP Gallery Augusta presented an intermediate material reflec-
tion on von Kries’ findings on the island.

In the exhibition, arrangements of things gathered across the island were juxtaposed 
with material from older ventures that resonated with these finds. The unstable character 
of these arrangements was in tune with the logic of walking with its continuously changing 
perspectives, relations and narratives.

Taking the parallel alignment of the Gallery Augusta spaces as his point of departure, 
von Kries turned the two near identical exhibition halls into echo chambers with their con-
tent reflecting each other in a distorted way. These communicating vessels conversed with 
one another to intertwine notions of self and personal experience with objectified sources of 
knowledge. The echoes of the sonar, used for measuring the depth beneath the water surface, 
is mirrored by the sensation of holding up a conch to one’s ear: You think you hear the roaming 
of the ocean when actually it is the stream of your own blood running through your body.

The exhibition temporarily wove together different modes of information but it was 
also about the process of weaving as such. It braided different threads into lines, lines into 
chords and those into rope thicker than an arm. It crocheted doilies or patch worked pieces 
of moving blankets from all over the world into a quilt. These activities are what they are yet 
they reflected the overall attitude of the exhibition: meaning crystallizing out of the noise, 
the world hum, only to dissolve in it again, like breathing.

www.wolfvonkries.de

Wolf von Kries 
“Weaving around the Void”

17 June–13 August, 2016  

HIAP Gallery Augusta

Curated by Jenni Nurmenniemi
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Lene Baadsvig Ørmen’s solo exhibition Soliloquy, on display at HIAP Gallery Augusta (8–22 
December, 2016), showed a new body of sculptural work realised during her six week-long 
residency at the sculpture studio of HIAP Suomenlinna. As often in Baadsvig Ørmen’s work, 
a medley of references from antecedent forms of life met current popular aesthetics and 
imagined forms from future cultures.

The title of the exhibition, the word soliloquy, refers to a device used in drama when a 
character speaks aloud to zirself1. Through a highly intuitive process Baadsvig Ørmen’s work 
allows one form to emerge after another. As if she is wrestling with her thoughts through 
matter, implying the work to be a series of unspoken reflections. In the cavernous, half-cylin-
der shaped halls of Gallery Augusta, large forms sculpted in concrete and sand forged abstract 
formations on the floor – while familiar protagonists from 20th century popular culture sup-
planted small Ushabti figurines made of clay. 

The exploration of language is a key thread in Baadsvig Ørmen’s work, as her sculptural 
constellations frame their own universe of language in form. With their seemingly unrefined 
object quality and ambiguous temporality, the sculptures seem to hover in a space outside 
time – somewhere between the past and possible futures. 

Lene Baadsvig Ørmen in dialogue with Jenni Nurmenniemi

With Special Thanks: Pot Viapori Ceramics Studio; Johanna Ojanen

www.lenebaadsvig.com

1  Zirself is a form of a third person singular gender-neutral personal pronoun 
‘ze’, chosen here with the intention of imagining future linguistic practices. It’s a 
hint towards the artist’s curiosity towards linguistic systems and the process in 
which she imagines into being two and three dimensional reference systems in 
clay and concrete. 

Lene Baadsvig Ørmen 
“Soliloquy”

 8–22 December, 2016 

HIAP Gallery Augusta

Curated by Jenni Nurmenniemi
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DIALOGUE ON SOLILOQUY  
LENE BAADSVIG ØRMEN & JENNI NURMENNIEMI
Soliloquy was a solo show at HIAP Gallery Augusta that 
concluded the intense six-week residency of Oslo-based 
artist Lene Baadsvig Ørmen in December 2016. The exhi-
bition is introduced as part of the Events section of this 
publication, and here is a brief reflection on the key ele-
ments and the process, in the form of a dialogue between 
Lene Baadsvig Ørmen and the curator of the residency 
and exhibition, Jenni Nurmenniemi. 

TIDE DWELLERS
J: When entering the space of Soliloquy, Tide Dwellers 
were the first ones to greet the viewer. This series of six 
freestanding concrete sculptures formed a constella-
tion stretching all the way from the main entrance to 
the second exhibition hall. Their large figures cast shad-
ows to the floor, giving the impression of a seabed. On 
another look, their wavy forms and rough, sandy surfaces 
resembled natural rock formations that one can find in 
certain types of stalactite caves. Could you tell us a bit 
about how this sculpture series came into being?

L: Before I came to residency in Suomenlinna, I had 
in mind to investigate a specific scheme developed by 
a researcher named David Lewis-Williams, in which he 
tried to systemize entoptic phenomena in ancient cave 

paintings. These refer to visual figures that can appear 
when hallucinating or being deprived of exterior sensual 
stimulation. Newer research claims that this is actually 
shadow images of objects within the optical system 
inside the eyeball. I thought I would relate this to small 
ceramic reliefs. In the end though, the reference to the 
cave paintings manifested itself in the concrete sculp-
tures instead, not relating to entoptic phenomena at all. 
I watched the Werner Herzog movie “Caves of Forgotten 
Dreams” just a week before my arrival to Suomenlinna 
island, and while developing the larger concrete sculp-
tures they slowly bended towards similar structures as I 
saw inside the caves in the movie. 

KEEPER OF SHEET
J: Keeper of Sheet consisted of a series of three rectan-
gular ceramic reliefs with shiny, colour glazed surfaces 
and a mix of abstract forms, historical figures, body parts, 
and symbols referring to late 20th and early 21st century 
popular culture. The title of the work is a direct refer-
ence to a poem ‘Keeper of Sheep’ by Fernando Pessoa. 
Could you tell about the threads weaving these elements 
together?

L: I am interested in a flat structure in the hierarchy 
of form, a democracy where every form has equal weight. 
So when I find an interesting form, I use it whether it 

Photos by Tuomas 
Linna
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is abstract or figurative, referring to something old or 
new etc. The premise I had for the whole body of work 
in Soliloquy was to leap into the process, to escape the 
rational reflection and see what would come out of it. 
Like in Fernando Pessoa’s poem The Keeper of Sheep 
II: ”To love is eternal innocence, And the only innocence 
is not to think”…

TYPLOTHIC DUPLEX
J: Typhlotic Duplex was a title that seemed to evoke the 
most questions from the exhibition-goers: not so many 
people are familiar with the medical term for blindness 
that ‘typhlotic’ is derived from. As soon as this connec-
tion unfolded, the pink bas relief plate where two figures 
face each other with their eyes covered started to dis-
cuss with the two sculptures hanging next to them on 
another level, all the elements now emphasizing the 
challenges of coming to terms with ‘the other’, or a total 
lack of encounter – hanging side by side but not really 
seeing each other. This three-piece constellation offered 
some surprises along the way when it comes to work-
ing with clay and also in the installation phase, during 
which unexpected pieces ended up together: how did 
your intuition lead you here?

L: To finalize a piece I need to find the right con-
nection with it, and in some way, find the inner logic for 
it. In this case I think there were a mental state or a feel-
ing I was struggling with that caught my attention. I also 
found it interesting to use a more cryptic word for blind-
ness in the title, to sort of lengthen the idea of blockage 
or a boundary you need to trespass in order to get to it. 

STATUS DELIRIOUS
J: The center of the second exhibition hall revolved 
around the colourful conglomeration of Ushabti figu-
rines, Status Delirious. This gathering started with the 
appearance of a figure with a strong resemblance of 
the Disney character Goofy. Allowing these sculptures 
to emerge was probably the most intuitive part of your 
working process, with figurines surfacing from clay 
one after another. You have a long-standing interest in 
Ushabti figurines and their significance in the ancient 

Egyptian culture – how do these figures operate for you? 
L: I think what got me interested in them was an 

experience I had at the Neue Museum in Berlin in 2013. 
I found the Ushabti figurines in the Museum’s collection 
from ancient Egypt. The info text explained they were 
intended to administrate manual labour for their after-
life. The effort ancient Egyptians made while preparing 
for this idea of an afterlife is impressive, a beautiful battle 
with death, using visual objects and symbols as their 
weapon. I find the idea of giving a sculpture a concrete 
task really fascinating. To put your worries in a thing and 
let the thing take care of it. By virtue of their belief, it 
made it true and somehow that is contagious. 

J: So the figurine is a workforce that takes care of 
future needs?

L: The tomb was their afterlife, so everything they 
placed there would acquire a particular power when 
the deceased were buried. They did not make these art 
pieces for people to see, but to make sure their afterlife 
would be as good as possible. I like the idea of entering 
an Egyptian tomb today not knowing the exact purpose 
of all the figurines, symbols and paintings. You sense 
their importance, but at the same time you’re entering 
a secret world you can’t fully grasp. In Status Delirious 
the belief system has gone astray, the intention splay 
in all directions and appears to be trapped in a state of 
deliriousness. 

J: What you said about the inability to decode 
and comprehend leads me back to traveling in time. In 
your work, abstract and figurative forms from cultures 
and eras past, present and future are allowed to hover 
momentarily on a shared timeline or loop – depending 
on your perception. What you mentioned about the 
democracy of form, a certain lack of hierarchy, allows 
us to perceive all these forms carrying equal weight. 
This got me to thinking of how iconography so familiar 
to us will quickly turn into something undecipherable. 
Imagine what happens when someone 100 000 years from 
now will encounter a warning sign for nuclear waste 
plant, for example…

L: Yes, I know! With what symbol or language can 
we be absolutely sure to communicate the same message 
to humans, or whatever living creatures that will exist 
here, throughout the rest of the future on earth? 
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In Spring 2016, Rab-Rab journal (run by Grègoire Rousseau, a visual artist, and Sezgin Boynik, 
the chief editor and researcher) in collaboration with PhD in One Night (Ivana Momčilović, 
dramaturge), were involved in organizing the course “Intervention on Equality and Aesthetics 
of Knowledge” that took place in Finnish Art Academy/University of the Arts.  It was shared 
between Ivana Momčilović, Grègoire Rousseau, MA, BA, PhD , Post PhD students and free 
researchers from Helsinki Art Academies. This collective learning process, which concluded 
with the participation of Jacques Rancière, operated in two phases.

During the two first weeks, the participants met every day on academy premises to 
discuss and prolong an internal discussion on Rancière texts spanning art, knowledge, aes-
thetics, to learning/un-learning process and class struggle. At the end of the course, the 
group hosted a long afternoon of open discussion and a seminar with Rancière on the afore-
mentioned topics. The non-hierarchical structure of the learning process provided space for 
performance, video work, sculpture, experimental proposals and strong political stands as a 
translation came from theoretical texts and the poetic of knowledge of a single philosopher.

The following day, the group organized both an exhibition of the artworks produced 
during the workshop as well as a public discussion with external guests, which was related to 
educational issues involving Rancière’s “Ignorant Shool Master” method. This public encoun-
ter was hosted at Augusta Gallery at HIAP. A screening of Silvain Georges’ “Les éclats,” which 
Rancière selected, followed this public talk.

“Intervention on Equality and Aesthetics of Knowledge” attempted to build an aca-
demic discourse that does not aspire towards science but rather sensibility, and does not seek 
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expertise but intuition (which Marx himself speaks about, especially in his letters). It built a 
completely new theoretical and emancipatory sensibility: a speech that does not belong to 
anyone in particular, but to everyone. This excessive unaccountability, within which Jacques 
Rancière is one of the voices, certainly becomes political. The poetics of knowledge, which 
he builds drifting among various “irreconcilable disciplines” (philosophy, history, politics, 
poetry), eludes both capitalist equivalence of inequality and the dogmatic Marxist (X worker 
= Y ignorance about his own situation).

Rancière’s  “lesson” is primarily his  style,  which  replaces  the  dull  style  of superiority, 
dogmatic objectivity, theoretical jargon, and takes in the vibrations and sounds of a certain 
time and era. This is the reason for Rancière’s lifelong commitment to forgotten workers’ 
archives. In “The Method of Equality,” as a recapitulation of his own “method”, he says: “I am 
not interested in whether Marx read workers’ brochures of his time that I used to read, but 
in how to accentuate that which Marx says through other voices, the voices of an era that 
essentially say the same, i.e. find that which is ‘common in thinking (...).’ The schism between 
ideology and science should, on the contrary, show that a scientist and an ignoramus do not 
say the same thing, because one speaks about the experienced, the empirical, while the other 
speaks about concepts. The world of concepts is an entirely autonomous world.”

The interventions made by participants of the course and the intense discussions with 
Rancière were recorded. The participants of the course included: Flora Bouteille, Felipe de 
Avila, Walter Dewald, Inma Herrera, Minna Heikinaho, Yassin Khaled, Anni Laakso, Deniz Önlü, 
David Muoz and as well as Aleksi Kallio and Tuulikki Laes from Sibelius Academy/Artequal.

Photos by Polyphonic Discussion group.



WHAT IS “NOTHING PHILOSOPHICAL?” 

NARRATION?

WHY WOULD THAT BE IMPOSSIBLE NOW?

WHY DOESN’T THE CONTEXT ALLOW IT ANYMORE? 
(HYPOTHESIS)

“KNOWLEDGE AS AN INSTITUTION”

POSITION OF A SOCIAL GROUP IN FRONT OF “SOME-
THING CALLED ART”

STRUGGLE: WHAT IS TO BE SEEN _ HEARD IN A 
THEATRE?

HOW DO WE LOOK AT VERTOV FILM?

ALL THE SEQUENCES ARE EQUAL BECAUSE THEY 
BELONG TO THE SAME MOVEMENT . . .

SO THIS IS NOT A REPRESENTATION?

FRAME THE SAME UNIVERSE_SYMPHONY OF 
MOVEMENT

VERTOV -> SIMULTANEITY OF THE OLD AND THE NEW:

NO GOOD REPRESENTATION —— > OF SOCIAL 
STRUGGLE

WHAT DOES “THERE IS NO GOOD REPRESENTATION 

OF SOCIAL STRUGGLE?” MEAN

WHY DOES THIS NEED TO BE REPRESENTED? HOW?

IT IS NOT A REPRESENTATION OF COMMUNISM BUT 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF COMMUNISM THROUGH ITS 
MOVEMENT -> RHYTHM IN THE MOVIE

NO MATTER WHOSE HANDS THEY ARE

“IT IS NOT WORK IT IS MOVEMENT”

A PROJECT ON OR ABOUT COMMUNISM

SUDDENLY WONDERING HOW THIS RESEARCH ON 
EQUALITY LED US TO SPEAK SO MUCH ABOUT COM-
MUNISM? AND HOW?

MAYBE BECAUSE IT IS ABOUT THIS COMMON SENSO-
RIUM WE ARE CONTRUCTING, VERIFYING, OBSERVING, 
TRANSLATING

THERE IS NOT ONE PLACE TO BE THAT THE WORKERS 
WORK IN FACTORY AND POETS PRODUCE POETRY

TEXTUAL FABRIC…

MOONLIGHT ON A RUINED TEMPLE

FINALLY SUNLIGHT

. . . ILLUSTRATING THE NIGHT OF LABOUR

THEY DIDN’T GET IT
ACCEPTED IT

I DON’T WANT THE POOR OLD COUPLE! THE 
MOONLIGHT

TEXTUAL FABRIC

NO DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN WORKERS TEXT AND 
TEXTS COMING FROM (WHEREVER) 

1: WORK
2: STRUGGLE 

!!? 

WHY WOULD YOU ACTUALISE THE NIGHT OF LABOUR 
WITH A NEW PREFACE EVERY TIME?

SO
SOME
EXPERIMENTAL MUSIC

THEY WERE NOT THE VOICE BUT

VOICE OF THE DESERT

…

A MILITANT _
SINGULAR PERSON

MORE OR LESS A WAY OF 
BELONGING TO THE COLLECTIVE

PEOPLE WANTING TO BREAK AWAY FROM A FORM OF 
COLLECTIVE

HUMANS INTERESTS IN GENERAL?

WHAT COULD THEY BE?
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COMMUNISM / ASPIRATION OF A COMMUNITY _

COMMUNISM IS/AS AN IDEA -> SO: NO POSSIBLE 
APPLICATION?

IDEA / IDEOLOGY? WHAT IS THE  DIFFERENCE?

ANNI)

———
MINNA)

THIS - IS - NOT - A - BOOK - ON - PEDAGOGY

NO INSTITUTION CAN EMANCIPATE 

A GOOD PROFESSOR?

AUTO - PROPOSITION THAT ONE HAVE

CAPACITY OF DISSOCIATING THE SEVERAL “ROLES” 
THAT WE ARE PLAYING

AM I SPEAKING TO YOU AS A PROFESSOR?
OR

I AM SPEAKING TO YOU AS … 

ROLE OF INSTITUTION

DISASSOCIATING THE ROLES AND KNOWING WHAT 
KIND OF ROLES SHOULD BE PLAYED IN ONE OR 
ANOTHER CIRCUMSTANCE

WHEN DOES TEACHING START?

SO THE STUDENT IS ALSO IN HIS POSITION
_
HOW TO CHANGE THAT TOO?

NO BIG PEDAGOGICAL REVOLUTION

2 PROBLEMS:

- THE INSTITUTION - > CAN’T EMANCIPATE PEOPLE
THE IDEA OF “LAST EXAM” BLOCKS THE PROCESS OF 
EMANCIPATION

- 

THE IDEA OF GOOD PEDAGOGY IS MEANINGLESS 

SYSTEM “STEP BY STEP” 
-> YOU ARE ABLE / YOU ARE NOT

THESE ARE ARBITRARY DECISIONS /

STARTING FROM WHAT THE ROLE THAT IS GIVEN TO 
YOU INDICATES:

——

REMOVING THE TEACHER FROM THE CREATIVE 
PROCESS?

SIBELIUS

CACOPHONY

BE - COMING

HOW DO YOU THINK THAT THEORY CAN HELP TO 
EMANCIPATE IN THE MUSICAL FIELD?

WHAT TYPE OF PRAXIS?

YOU SAID “WE ARE COMING FROM VERY THEORETICAL 
BACKGROUND,” I AM WONDERING HOW THIS RELATES 
TO MUSICAL PEDAGOGICAL PRACTICE, WHAT IS THE 
ROLE OF PRACTICE IN YOUR OWN APPROACH OF 
MUSICAL PEDAGOGY?

IMPROVISATION

KNOWING IS NOT NECESSARY? ”knowing” WHAT?

TEACHING AS A MULTIPLICITY OF EXPERIMENTS AND 
ACTS

CREATIVITY —> PUTTING TOGETHER

PIECES OF LEARNED WITH FIELD OF EXPERIMENTATION

AND CREATING IS REPEATING IS NOT A PROBLEM

!!  FRAGMENTING

CAPACITY OF PUTTING TOGETHER FRAGMENTS OF 
KNOWLEDGE AND NOT TRYING TO REACH A SPECIFIC 
POINT

THIS IS DURING THE RESEARCH

“WHAT IS “KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY?”

WANT TO BE OUT OF WHAT IS “THEIR DESTINATION”
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HIAP Residency Programme

HIAP Residency Programme is HIAP’s main residency pro-
gramme, which has welcomed artists to Helsinki since 
1998. The programme focuses mainly on contemporary 
art, but is also open to art professionals from other dis-
ciplines. The residency duration is usually between 2-3 
months and includes accommodation and studio space at 
HIAP Studios free of charge. The studios, which combine 
living and working space, are located in Cable Factory and 
on the island of Suomenlinna, both in Helsinki, Finland. 
With the support of our partners, most of the residencies 
also cover travel costs and include a monthly working 
grant.

HIAP encourages artists-in-residence to carry out 
collaborations with local artists and arts organisations 
and to realise projects that are accessible to a wide range 
of audiences. While working on their projects during their 
residencies, the artists have access to HIAP administra-
tive support and to contacts with local arts professionals 
and organisations. The artists have a chance to present 
their work in HIAP Open Studio events.

The artists for the residency are selected via annual 
open calls or by invitation (often in partnership with 
another institution).

HIAP Residency Programme is realised with the 
support of Nordic Culture Point, The Swedish Cultural 
Foundation, Australia Council for the Arts and  The Acad-
emy of Fine Arts Foundation. 

The main funders of HIAP Residency Programme 
are Taike Arts Promotion Centre Finland, the Ministry of 
Education and Culture and the City of Helsinki.

Curator Residencies

HIAP offers residencies in Helsinki for curators of visual 
arts and other disciplines. The residencies provide cura-
tors with an opportunity to carry out research and to 
develop international curatorial projects while building 
contacts with art practitioners and cultural organisations 
in Finland.

During their residencies, curators have an oppor-
tunity to present their work in a public event (lecture, 

workshop, screening). The curator residencies usually last 
between 2-8 weeks. The curators are selected via annual 
open calls or by invitation.

In 2016, HIAP realised curator residencies in part-
nership with Frame Contemporary Art Finland, ARKO Art 
Council Korea and Goethe-Institut. 

Residency Exchange Programmes

HIAP has international residency exchange programmes 
that enable Finnish artists and curators to have residencies 
abroad, as well as offers residencies in Finland for artists 
and curators worldwide. The aim of the exchanges is to 
offer dialogue, collaboration and networking opportuni-
ties and to foster mutually beneficial cultural interaction 
between the participating countries and regions.

The conditions may vary between the programmes, 
but in most cases, the residencies are arranged on a 
reciprocal basis and provide the selected artist with a 
residential studio, the cost of travel from and to Helsinki, 
and a working grant.

In 2016, HIAP realised residency exchanges with 
following organisations:

- Center of Contemporary Art (Tbilisi, Georgia)
- Lighthouse (Brighton, UK)
- Matadero Madrid (Madrid, Spain)
- Nordiska konstförbundet (Stockholm, Sweden)
- Production and Exhibition Platform basis e.V. 

(Frankfurt, Germany)
- Temple Bar Gallery + Studios (Dublin, Ireland)
- das weisse haus (Vienna, Austria)
  

Design Residencies

Design Residencies are a core strand of programmes 
at HIAP that approach the complexities of the design 
practice from a number of angles. The goal is to present 
different critical perspectives and creative approaches, 
which allow insight into practices and affect our under-
standing of innovation in design. The residency work 
process and results are communicated to the public via 
talks, lectures and other events organised in collaboration 
with various partners of HIAP in Helsinki.



In 2016, HIAP in collaboration with the British Coun-
cil, Helsinki Design Week and Aalto University, offered UK 
based practitioners a one month residency in Helsinki 
which coincided with Helsinki Design Week. The resi-
dency is for practitioners, who work at the intersections 
of art, design and architecture, and who have an interest 
in critical investigations and interventions into what con-
stitutes design innovation. 

Cune Comics-In-Residence  
Programme
CUNE Comics-in-Residence Programme gives comic 
artists and other professionals a chance to explore the 
culture, people, and local comics scene of their neighbor-
ing European countries.  The programme is organised by 
the Finnish Comics Society and The Estonian Comics Soci-
ety and supported by Nordic-Baltic Mobility Programme 
and Eesti Kultuurkapital.

Residency Fellow Programme  
At The Academy Of Fine Arts
The Academy of Fine Arts’ Resident Fellow Programme 
brings together scholars, curators and artists working in 
the field of contemporary art: to collaborate, think and 
create. The programme includes two to four residency 
periods arranged annually. The resident fellows are 
hosted by HIAP in HIAP Suomenlinna studios. The Res-
ident Fellow Programme is supported by Saastamoinen 
Foundation.

Translator–In–Residence Programme

HIAP and FILI, Finnish Literature Exchange, offer a resi-
dency programme for translators of Finnish literature at 
Suomenlinna. FILI is an expert and export organisation, 
which supports the translation, printing and publication 
of literature and promotes the awareness of Finnish lit-
erature abroad.

Dance – Theatre – Performance

HIAP collaborates with several noted organisations and 
professionals to offer accommodation and premises for 
performing arts residencies and projects. 

In 2016, Zodiak - Center for New Dance collaborated 
with Dance Info Finland and Dance House Helsinki to 
realise a residency exchange with West Kowloon Cultural 
District Authority (WKCDA) in Hong Kong. The three art-
ists from Hong Kong stayed in HIAP Cable Factory studios 
for their residency in December 2016. HIAP also collabo-
rated with the URB Festival (organised by Kiasma Theatre) 
to present a participatory performance by Ofri Cnaani and 
hosted a residency for URB Festival artists Cristina Mal-
donado & Howard Lotker.

Connecting Points

Connecting Points explores the interrelations and specific 
aspects of different sites and locations, while understand-
ing the necessity to establish connections between the 
various “microclimates” that are formed in different 
surroundings (cities, neighborhoods, scenes, spaces). 
A location can provide a source for action and commit-
ment but also provide a setting from which to reach new, 
intense, profound and enduring connections. Connecting 
Points also aims at strengthening the collegial and cura-
torial activity in Finland and in Russia. The programme is 
currently coordinated and partially curated by artist-cu-
rators Miina Hujala and Arttu Merimaa.

Connecting Points is supported by Ministry of Edu-
cation and Culture.

Frontiers In Retreat (2013–2018)

Multidisciplinary Approaches to Ecology in Contempo-
rary Art

 
Frontiers in Retreat is a five-year collaboration project 
that fosters multidisciplinary dialogue and artistic exper-
imentation on ecological questions within a network of 
remote European artist residencies. The project aims 
to map out artistic practices with an interest in ecology, 
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examine processes of change in particular ecological con-
texts and reflect on them in relation to each other, and 
develop approaches to the urgencies posed by them.

 Frontiers in Retreat is coordinated by HIAP – Hel-
sinki International Artist Programme, with support from 
EACEA EU Culture Programme. The project connects 
artist residency centres situated in peripheral areas across 
Europe. It provides a transnational platform for investi-
gating how situated knowledge on local environments 
could assist knowledge-formation on larger ecological 
changes that shape habitats and transform societies on 
a global level.

 The project partners are seven artist residency 
organisations in Finland (HIAP; Mustarinda), Iceland 
(Skaftfell), Scotland (Scottish Sculpture Workshop – 
SSW), Latvia (SERDE), Serbia (KC Grad), and Spain (CAN 
Farrera), in collaboration with a Lithuanian art organisa-
tion (Jutempus) that develops the theoretical framework 
and educational programme of the project, under the title 
“Zooetics.”

Frontiers in Retreat is structured around residen-
cies and various kinds of gatherings: multidisciplinary 
incubators, seminars and symposiums, camps, excur-
sions, workshops, and exhibitions. The 25 artists, invited 
collaboratively by the partners, conduct research and 
develop artworks in response to the ecological contexts of 
the seven residency sites. The artists circulate within the 
Frontiers residency network, or focus more deeply on one 
site, allowing their work to influence and be influenced 
by the discourses that develop during the course of the 
project. The participating artists, curators, educators and 
students have engaged in experimentation and formation 
of emergent knowledge, often in close collaboration with 
local inhabitants and communities.

Frontiers in Retreat is supported by EACEA EU Cul-
ture Programme, Kone Foundation, Ministry of Education 
and Culture and Alfred Kordelin Foundation.

Nordic Fresh Air (2014–2016)

Nordic Fresh Air is a Nordic-Baltic network working for 
freedom of artistic expression in times of increasing cen-
sorship and repression of artists. It organises temporary 

residencies for artists and art professionals, who are 
forced to leave their home for political reasons. The pro-
gramme in Finland is co-ordinated by HIAP, Perpetuum 
Mobilε and Cooperative Buongiorno. The partners in 
Nordic and Baltic countries are MoKS (Estonia), Art 
Lab Gnesta (Sweden), Malmö City (Sweden), The Swed-
ish Artists Organisation KRO, SafeMUSE (Norway), KiN 
Contemporary Art Centres in Norway and Freemuse 
(Denmark).

The network is funded by Nordic Culture Point and 
Ministry of Education and Culture.

Safe Haven Helsinki

Safe Haven Helsinki arranges residencies are for visual 
artists and music professionals, whose freedom of expres-
sion (and in extreme cases personal safety) is threatened 
in their home country. The residency offers the artists a 
short break from their difficult situation. The residency 
is aimed for artists who aim to continue working in their 
home country (and thus are not seeking to relocate them-
selves as refugees). The duration of residencies varies 
from 3 months to 1 year. 

The Safe Haven Helsinki project is co-organised 
by Perpetuum Mobilε and HIAP with the support from 
the City of Helsinki. The project is curated by Perpetuum 
Mobilε.

The full list of HIAP Programme Partners and Col-
laborators in 2016 can be found on page 285.
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HIAP Programme Partners &  
Collaborators

Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architecture
Academy of Fine Arts of Uniarts Helsinki
Academy of Fine Arts Foundation
AECID (Agencia Española de Cooperación Internacional 
al Desarrollo)
Alkovi
ARKO Arts Council Korea
Art School Maa
Australia Council for the Arts
AV-arkki The Distribution Centre for Finnish Media Art 
British Council
Center of Contemporary Art – Tbilisi
Design Museum
FILI – Finnish Literature Exchange
Finnish Artists’ Studio Foundation
Finnish Bioart Society
Finnish Comics Society
Finnish Institute in London
Frame Contemporary Art Finland
Gallery Nectar    
Goethe-Institut Finland
Helsinki Design Week
Kiasma Theatre
Lighthouse
Matadero Madrid
MUU Artists’ Association
NKF - Nordic Art Association
Production and Exhibition Platform basis e.V.
Saastamoinen Foundation
SeMA NANJI
Sinne / Pro Artibus
studio das weisse haus
Temple Bar Gallery + Studios Dublin
Tokyo Wonder Site
Zodiak – Center for New Dance

HIAP would also like to thank The Governing Body of 
Suomenlinna and Cable Factory for their collaboration 
and support. 

Frontiers In Retreat (2013–2018)

Frontiers in Retreat is organised by HIAP – Helsinki Inter-
national Artist Programme in partnership with the art 
organisations Mustarinda (Finland), Scottish Sculpture 
Workshop – SSW (Scotland), Interdisciplinary Art Group 
SERDE (Latvia), Skaftfell – Center for Visual Art (Iceland), 
Centre d’Art i Natura de Farrera (Spain), Cultural Front – 
GRAD (Serbia) and Jutempus (Lithuania). The project has 
been funded with support from the European Commis-
sion, the Kone Foundation, the Ministry of Education and 
Culture, and the Alfred Kordelin Foundation.

Nordic Fresh Air (2014–2016)

Nordic Fresh Air is co-ordinated by HIAP, Perpetuum 
Mobilε (Finland) and Cooperative Buongiorno (Finland). 
The network partners are MoKS (Estonia), Art Lab Gnesta 
(Sweden), Malmö City (Sweden), The Swedish Artists 
Organisation KRO (Sweden), SafeMUSE (Norway), KiN 
Contemporary Art Centres in Norway (Norway) and 
Freemuse (Denmark). The network is funded by Nordic 
Culture Point and Ministry of Education and Culture, 
Finland.

Safe Haven Helsinki (2016–2017)
AR-Safe Haven Helsinki is co-organized by Perpetuum 
Mobile and HIAP – Helsinki International Artist 
Programme, and curated by Perpetuum Mobilε. The pro-
gramme is funded by the City of Helsinki Cultural Office. 
The steering committee members and the co-operation 
partners are Artists’ Association of Finland, Finnish Music 
Council, Finnish Musicians’ Union, Finnish PEN, Founda-
tion for Finnish Institute in the Middle East (FIME) / The 
Anna Lindh Foundation Finnish Network, Culture for All, 
The Finnish League for Human Rights, Saari Residence 
–Kone Foundation, the City of Pietarsaari / Jakobstad. 

HIAP Funders

Alfred Kordelin Foundation
Arts Promotion Centre Finland
City of Helsinki Cultural Office
European Commission
Finnish Cultural Foundation
Finnish Ministry of Education and Culture
Kone Foundation
Nordic Culture Point
Swedish Cultural Foundation
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HIAP Board & Members

CHAIRPERSON
Riitta Heinämaa

VICE CHAIRPERSON
Minna Henriksson

MEMBERS
Jan Förster, Director, Kunsthalle Helsinki
Markus Konttinen, Rector, Finnish Academy of Fine 
Arts / Harri Kuorelahti, Artistic Director, Zodiak –  
Center for New Dance / Timo Soppela, Director, MUU 
Artists’ Association / Vesa Vehviläinen, Chairper-
son, AV-arkki / Arttu Merimaa, Alkovi Gallery / Petri 
Ruikka, Pixelache

ADVISORY MEMBERS
Irmeli Kokko, Lecturer, Finnish Academy of Fine Arts
Christine Langinauer, Producer, Finnish Academy of 
Fine Arts

HIAP MEMBER ORGANISATIONS
AV-arkki, Kunsthalle Helsinki, KaaSu ry, Cable Factory, 
M.A.D. Tanssimaisterit ry (Loikka Festival), Mehiläispesä 
ry (Gallery Huuto), MUU Artists’ Association, Piknik 
Frequency ry (Pixelache Festival), Pro Artibus, The 
Finnish Museum of Photography and Zodiak Center for 
New Dance

HIAP Staff

DIRECTOR
Juha Huuskonen

CURATORS
Jenni Nurmenniemi
Marina Valle Noronha (from May 2016)

PROJECT & EVENT MANAGER
Eleni Tsitsirikou

RESIDENCY PROGRAMME MANAGER
Stephanie Roiko

ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATORS
Tiina Salmia (until March 2016) 
Vappu Renko (from April 2016)

TECHNICAL MANAGER
Tomasz Szrama (on leave during 2016)

PRODUCER / FRONTIERS IN RETREAT
Jaana Eskola
      
COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER
Jasmin Islamovic (until April 2016)

PROJECT & RESIDENCY COORDINATORS
Athanasia Aarniosuo (focus: Residencies Reflected 
symposium) 
Paul Flanders 
Helga Lahtinen 
Salla Lahtinen
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PROPERTY ASSISTANT
Arina Lebedeva (until August 2016)

INTERNS
Hanna Ijäs
Judit Schuller
Petra Noppari 
Yiling Wu



The Nordic Art Association (se)

NKF - Nordiska konstförbundet (se)

HIAP Funders

HIAP Programme Partners & Collaborators

Nordic Fresh Air (2014–2016)

Safe Haven Helsinki (2016–2017)

Frontiers In Retreat (2013–2018)

Cooperative  
Buongiorno 

The Swedish Artists  
Organisation KRO

KiN Contemporary  
Art Centres in Norway
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Studio Johan Tobias during Antti Nyyssölä’s residency.  
Photo by Judit Schuller.






